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1
Introduction

1.1 Thesis overview

Throughout History, mankind has always tried to understand its environment.
Its quest of knownledge lead to the discovery of sciences and mathematics,
deriving rules from observations to predict the behavior of its surronding. For
instance, equations were developped for material deformation, air displacement
or water �ow. However, a lot of frustration came from that those beautiful rules
(or models) were too complex to describe the world without a lot of by-hand
calculation. De-facto, scientists were limited to very simple cases with strong
mathematical simpli�cations. Eventually, the Digital revolution came as a
game-changer for modelers.

The real world shows many very complex shapes and patterns di�cult to rep-
resent with mathematics. An intuitive way is to break down those patterns. If
we cut the problem into a large number of very small parts, what is observed in
each of those parts becomes more simple. That idea is mathematically trans-
lated by discretizations, often in space and in time, i.e. a split of the domain
of interest into sub-domains and the split of the time into a succession of static
states. It is easier to solve those smaller and isolated problems, only in�uenced
by their direct neighborhood. But then a huge number of problems have to be
solved. That �ts well with computers, where everything has to be discretized
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2 Introduction

(all is binary, nothing really continuous) and for which performing many basic
calculations is not an issue.

The conceptualization of physical processes are translated into models, math-
ematical representations constituted by one or several equations. The most
general forms of physical equations (e.g. Maxwell for electro-magnetism, Schrö-
dinger for atoms, Navier-Stokes for �uids, etc.) are rarely used as such as they
quickly lead to problems too complex to solve. They are thus simpli�ed under
some hypothesis, considered reasonable for a speci�c range of applications.

In this thesis, we focus on terrestrial surface and subsurface water behavior. It
is possible to model all the water cycle via Navier-Stokes, but doing so include
behaviors like ripples of raindrops on water surface and all the small vortices
that it produces. This level of detail is not very interesting at the scale of
a landscape. . . If we keep the rain example, what is expected of a model is
its consequences (how the soil is wetted, if a lake is re�lled, etc.), for which
approximated forms of Navier-Stokes are su�cient. In this very speci�c case
the rain will often be radically converted into a simple �ux per surface area.

Following that idea of simpli�cation, the water cycle is often broken down into
more reasonable problems, considered of su�cient precision for the applica-
tion. The large rivers, seas and oceans can often be considered to be of small
depth with regard to their horizontal extent, leading to the 2D shallow wa-
ters equations (SWE). The small rivers and ditches can even be reduced to
a 1D form. For surface runo�, an additional simpli�cation is often applied,
like the non-inertia (NI) approximation. For global atmospheric �ows, the 3D
nonhydrostatic equations are often used. For subsurface �ows, Darcy's law can
approximate �uxes through a porous medium. Its conservation form commonly
called the Richards equation. This approximation can be further simpli�ed into
a 2D groundwater �ow equation for saturated areas. But all those classical ex-
amples represent only a sample among many other possibilities.

In this plethora of models, one have to �nd the right tool for its application:
soil pollution studies need to know the soil water �uxes over a long period of
time; dredgers have an interest in where alluvium will accumulates in estuaries;
city architects want to know the consequences of the landscape waterproo�ng
in case of heavy rain events, civil engineers want to assess the consequences of
a potential dam break, etc. With a lot of hypothesis, specialized models can
produce exactly what is asked, but are often of little use for other cases and
frequently rely on user-de�ned �tting parameters. General purpose models in
contrast often require a heavier workload.

Ideally, the whole water cycle should be modeled by coupling together all its
simpli�ed components (rain, river, groundwater, etc.), in a continuous way.
That continuity ensures that the �uxes at the components interfaces do not
need additional assumptions. Rain is easy to measure, but what about assessing
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the �uxes between a lake and its surrounding soil? The coupling of general
purpose components (sub-models), with the right balance between precision
and number of parameters, with additional precision over the study area seems
to be the right approach. However, it is still complex to set up as it requires
a lot of input data for parametrization, initial and boundary conditions. In
addition, even with modern computers it is still computationally expensive.

This work had initially the goal to link the surface and subsurface components
of the terrestrial water system to larger water bodies like estuaries, in order to
build a continuous and comprehensive model of the the land-sea continuum,
with meaningful parameters. However it has been quickly apparent that despite
the large amount of work on the subject, the terrestrial models were not totally
ready for such a scale. The main reasons are the huge computational cost
of continuous 3D subsurface �ow models and the di�culty to scale the soils
parametrization from the lab sample to the landscape. Although the latter is
a very interesting topic, here we focus on the former and try to reduce the
simulation time. Indeed, being able to launch a simulation over a large domain
and/or over a long period of time is critical to achieve our goal. To improve
the terrestrial component, both surface and subsurface components have to be
optimized, along with their coupling.

The Richards Equation (RE) models the water �uxes in both saturated-in-
water and unsaturated areas of the soil. The RE might look simple but its
constitutive relationships, highly non-linear, lead to strong numerical issues.
Indeed, its behavior changes from parabolic in steady unsaturated areas (slow,
di�usive), to elliptic in saturated areas (incompressible), passing by an ad-
vective behavior when in�ltration fronts are present (fast displacements). In
consequence, numerical methods able to solve the RE are often basic, resorting
to simpli�cations to increase their robustness. Until recently, their development
have not been designed from the start for parallel computing architectures.

In this work, three hydrological models were developed, e�ciently using the
computational resources with a focus on parallelization: two models for the
RE and one coupling the NI SWE to the RE. Those models were designed to
be as robust as possible without losing accuracy.

In this chapter we brie�y remind the reader of the concepts of hydrology, mod-
eling and computer science useful to understand this document. We then de-
scribe the �xed objectives and provide a short summary of this thesis. More
speci�c information is provided in the introduction of each chapter. Chapters
3 and 5 are about RE models, Chapter 4 is about the NI SWE coupled with
the RE. Chapter 2 gathers some hints for modelers accumulated during this
work. Finally, global conclusion on this work are presented in Chapter 6.



4 Introduction

1.2 Hydrological models: from the physics to the servers

1.2.1 Physical processes

Out of scienti�c curiosity, one could wonder why studying the water cycle ?

As everybody knows, water is the essential ingredient of terrestrial life. It is
a simple and light molecule and as a consequence is frequent in the universe.
Its chemical properties as a good solvent make it the ideal place to mix and
assemble other molecules like DNA or proteins. It can also carry many other
materials like alluvions, pollutants, bacteria, hydrogen ions (acid rains), miner-
als, metals, etc. It �lls lakes and oceans but also erodes the mountains, drives
inundations or mudslide. It is present in the entire biosphere, running through
whole landscapes, sometimes scratching and accumulating what is in its reach,
sometimes �ltered by soil, evaporation or life. As all organisms � including the
human � are included in this cycle, many contaminants eventually pass through
them, often not without consequences.

The water stock management is of �rst importance in many countries (e.g. the
annual �ooding of the Nile, irrigation around the Aral sea, or simply water
supply during a dry year). It is also important for town and country planning
to identify areas prone to �ooding, which are more and more exacerbated by
the human waterproo�ng of landscapes and river channeling.

More recently, with the increasing human pressure and the rise of living stan-
dards, many o�cials are asking for more information about the sources and
deposition areas of pollutants, and their impact. The human health is at the
center of those preoccupations, but every part of the biosphere is endangered,
which nowadays leads to a dramatic human-driven reduction of the biodiver-
sity in the world. Modeling such �uxes is very challenging as we are often
dealing with small quantities (drugs, pesticides, metals, etc.) that are di�cult
to measure and to track.

The natural processes linked to water displacement are also interesting sub-
jects of study. Soil erosion, riverbed shifts, sand bar creation or aquatic fauna
migration are some of them. The human has frequent interactions with them:
barrages blocking �shes migration, channeling or dredging modifying the pre-
vious steady �ow of sediment and causing new issues downstream, diverting a
watercourse causing deserti�cation, forcing a river to keep its track involving
no new backwater areas interesting for wildlife, etc. It is also interesting to
know how those processes naturally evolve in time and modify their surround-
ing. This is interesting to study the history of a landscape on Earth, or even
on Mars!

In this document, we focus on three parts of the water cycle: below the water
table (which is saturated by water), the vadose zone (unsaturated soil) and the
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Figure 1.1: Interactions between surface water, groundwaters and atmosphere.
Adapted from the Public Information Circular 23 of Kansas Geological Survey.

surface water (runo�, lakes, etc.). The Fig. 1.1 sketch up the main interactions
between them.

Groundwater bodies are an important source of drinking water of quality as
they are naturally �ltered by the soil from contaminants. The intensi�cation
of its extraction for growing cities or crop irrigation currently raises a bunch of
concerns. The recharge of the aquifers is a slow process which needs a frequent
and moderate input of water. Indeed, huge quantities over short periods create
mostly runo� and as a consequence only a small fraction in�ltrates the soil.
The aquifer recharge is thus e�cient under temperate or tropical climates.
However, freshwater problems can appear anywhere. In the one hand, even in
favorable areas a dry year can lead to consumption restrictions. Such years
can appear more frequently with climate deregulation. In the other hand, the
raise of agricultural activity in arid countries over poorly recharged aquifers
or even fossil water is concerning. Another important issue is the evolution of
the water quality. It can be slowly tainted by agriculture, industry or garbage
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contaminants that eventually bypass or saturate the soil �ltering capacity. It
can also be victim of saltwater intrusion due to intensive pumping on the coasts.

The unsaturated area of the soil is important for many biogeochemical cycles:
the carbon cycle, the nitrogen cycle, the oxygen cycle, the sulfur cycle and
obviously the water cycle. It is essential for most of the biotopes as it is a place
where micro- and macro-organisms, plants and various chemical components
interact with each other thanks to the water present in the soil. In unsaturated
areas the drivers for water �ows are gravity and the capillary e�ect. The latter
is produced by intermolecular forces between water and soil grains. A soil
pore can then create a force inversely proportional to its radius. Small pores
can then develop a long-range capillary suction. At rest, a gradient of soil
moisture develops from the water table to the soil surface, balancing gravity and
capillary forces. This pro�le is primarily in�uenced by evapotranspiration (soil
evaporation and plant transpiration), water table rise/drop and rain events.
It is also impacted by human activities. For instance, plowed �elds often end
with a compacted soil layer, while intensive irrigation can accumulate the salt
naturally present in water at the soil surface.

The surface water includes streams and water bodies at small and medium
scales, from the puddle to the small lake, including runo� and rivers. We
exclude from that group the large water bodies like large lakes, seas or estuaries
as their dynamics are more complex. The rain water stay at surface in two
cases: either it goes straight to an area already full of water (as lake or �lled
aquifer) or its �ux is too important for the unsaturated soil conductivity (with
impervious human settlements as an extreme case).

Those three parts of the water cycle are intimately linked. The aquifer recharge
and the runo� generation are both driven by the unsaturated zone state and
properties. Permanent surface water bodies are strongly connected with their
surrounding water table. The soil can belong either to the saturated or to
the unsaturated zone, depending on the current water table level. Those parts
are multi-scale. Indeed, their behavior at micro-scale is very heterogeneous
and has a direct impact at macro-scale: small depressions at the surface delay
global runo� during a rainfall and thus increase in�ltration in the soil; a single
continuous soil fracture can dramatically change the behavior of water recharge,
bypassing the unsaturated area; a thin lens of clay can isolate the area below
it from incoming water, diverting it away.

In this work, the water in saturated and unsaturated areas is described by the
Richards equation, the surface water by the NI approximation of the SWE.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the coupling of all those elements into one model.
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1.2.2 Mathematical formulation

Amathematical model tries to reproduce the main processes observed in reality.
As an example, �the quantity of sugar dissolved in your co�ee is what was
present before plus what you are adding� is a model. At the �rst sight it
seems right, but if you add too much sugar, your co�ee will get saturated and
the sugar will precipitate. You can go further by telling that as your co�ee
is hot, water is evaporating quite quickly, increasing the sugar to water ratio
then accelerating the precipitation e�ect. To cite George Box: �All models are
wrong but some are useful�. The original example can be used most of the time
in a restricted context: we suppose that we want to drink co�ee with sugar and
not the opposite, and that the evaporation (or the drop in temperature) can
be neglected in the time-frame of our co�ee break.

The choice of the degree of precision for a model should depend on the ap-
plication. If what we want to measure is not really impacted by an external
process, we can neglect it or at least simplify it. In practice, many processes
are neglected, either because they play a minor role, or because they would be
too complex to model explicitly or because they cannot be easily measured.
Indeed, the parametrization (assigning a value for each tunable parameter of
the model) is hazardous when there are many parameters and few reliable
measurements available.

In this work we focus on mechanistic models, which are based on physical
laws. Such models �t a large range of problems, but can be very complex
and di�cult to parametrize. As mentioned before, physical laws described by
equations can be discretized in order to reduce their complexity into a set of
smaller problems. The spatial discretization consists in creating a partition
of non-overlapping elements (points, triangles, cubes, etc.) inside which the
variables describing the system are evaluated at speci�c locations (one value
at the center, one value per vertex, etc.). That structure is called a mesh. The
temporal discretization only considers precise instants in time, jumping from
one to another like a succession of images in a �lm.

A simulation is the model virtually put into practice, in contrast with the exper-
iment. The most used is the numerical simulation (simulation on a computer).
The confrontation between simulation results and experimental measurements
is the way to validate the physical model, its approximations, its discretiza-
tion, its implementation (the code), its parametrization and the errors on the
measures. Obviously, when there is a mismatch it is di�cult to isolate what is
the actual source of error.

With existing technologies, the measurement of soil properties, water content,
fractures, etc. are mostly done at the surface, or along vertical transects. It is
most of the time not su�cient as the soil is by nature very heterogeneous. Even
laboratory measurements of soil properties are quite approximate (hysteresis
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e�ect, small samples, degradation by the sample extraction, etc.). Compared
to that noisy and sparse input data, the numerical errors of most of the models
are often much smaller. And the question of the up-scaling is also still on the
table: is what we observe in the lab similar to what is present at watershed
scale? If not, how to model this macro-behavior?

Due to the lack of measurements, model validation is di�cult and often based
on simple water budgets (e.g. measures of rain and �uxes at the watershed out-
let). Model parametrization is similarly impacted, especially in the estimation
of the soil types repartition. To circumvent that aspect, it is often necessary
to use a stochastic modeling approach to assess the impact of the variability of
model parameters on the simulation results. However, those methods should be
used with care as the number of degrees of freedom in model parametrization
is often high, leading to over-parametrization (i.e. a set of parameters only
valid for the input data) or allowing di�erent set of parameters leading to good
matches with measurements [1].

Numerical simulations are often distinguished based on their discretizations in
space and time. There are many existing methods and room for many more.
The most common spatial integration schemes are the �nite di�erences, the �-
nite volumes and the �nite elements (FE). They respectively use one value per
point, one value per volume or one function per volume. A variant between the
last two is the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) FE method, for which each volume
function can evolve independently of its neighbors. A 3D model often uses a
mesh composed of around 105 to 109 elements. It can thus be very computa-
tionally expensive. For problems with some symmetries (cylinder, cube, etc.)
or small aspect ratios, it is possible to reduce the dimensionality to 2D or 1D.
Such symmetries are also often assumed on general cases as an approximation
to run numerical simulation in reasonable times. Some models are restricted in
their choice of mesh, which has to be structured (grid-shaped) or to belong to
a restricted set of element types (triangles, quadrilaterals, prisms, etc.). Some
elements types can be more appropriate than others, depending on the physics
involved. An unstructured mesh can easily �t any geometrical con�guration
and can simultaneously represent processes at di�erent scales. A multi-scale
mesh typically uses small elements to focus on the area of interest and large
elements elsewhere to reduce the computational cost.

The temporal integration schemes can be split into explicit and implicit. They
di�er in the way they handle information about the state of the system. The
former extrapolates the state based only on previous states. The result can
be easily determined but the time step is restricted for stability reasons. The
latter uses information from both the previous and current states. But as the
current state is not directly available, it is more di�cult to solve, especially if
the model is non-linear. Implicit schemes are known to be stable for larger time
steps than explicit schemes but each iteration is much more expensive to solve.
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As the computational time is the number of iterations (inversely proportional
to the time step) times their duration, the optimal method is not obvious
and application-dependent. The temporal integration schemes are also often
classi�ed by order of precision, re�ecting achievable precision when re�ning the
discretization.

We chose to use the RE to model the subsurface water �ows as it is valid
in both saturated and unsaturated areas with a simple formulation, and it is
broadly used. Multi-phase (air, water, oil, etc.) models are based on fewer
assumptions, and for instance 2-phases water-air equations can be used instead
of RE. However this additional complexity is often not required for environ-
mental �ows, except in rare conditions such as a saturated water in�ltration
front reaching a water table.

Models based on RE equation mostly use �rst order spatial integration schemes
and �rst order implicit time integration schemes. As explained before, this is
mainly due to the di�culty to handle its inherent non-linearities: the variables
can change quickly both in space and in time, in a way di�cult to predict with
any polynomial. An optimal method to solve that equation is still missing [2].

In this document, three numerical models are developed and validated both
against other numerical models and measurements. All groundwaters models
rely on 3D DG FE method, which is well adapted to advective behaviors.
Most of the work is based on explicit time discretizations for its good scaling
properties. Some popular approximations and methods of RE are described in
Chapter 2.

1.2.3 Computational aspects

The transistors are at the basis of the computer science as we know it. Moore
law states that their number on one chip (the main component of a processor)
doubles every two years. A decade ago, after reaching quantum limitations
in the race to miniaturization, the performances of individual microprocessors
stuck, mostly in term of frequency. Instead of changing drastically from silicon
chips to another technology, the choice was made to duplicate the processors
either on the same chip (multi-core processors), on a common motherboard
(several classical processors), with an extension card (Graphical Processing
Units or manycore processors) or with other computers (parallel computing
via a network). Technologies like vectorization or hyperthreading can further
increase the number of tasks running in parallel. In this work we designate
the smallest unit of process as a worker, as CPU (central processing unit) has
become an ambiguous term with all these new technologies.

That increase in processing power must be handled with care to be e�cient.
Indeed, the computing workload is often not easily splittable evenly into a
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set of tasks, which is required in parallel processing. If one task takes more
time and the others wait for it, during the waiting time the whole processing
power is reduced to one worker. The memory also has to be handled with
care to be either shared to improve performances or isolated to avoid con�icts.
Communication is a critical component as well, especially on high performance
computing (HPC) centers using many servers connected through a network,
which is often much slower than the internal bus speed in individual servers.
All those factors can impact the parallel scaling, which is the performance gain
when increasing the number of workers. A model with perfect scaling sees its
performances double when the number of workers doubles.

In those new programming paradigms, most numerical surface-subsurface water
models are still lagging behind. Since they have been developed for sequential
workload, it is di�cult to enhance their performances on parallel architectures.
In this thesis, we focus on this aspect for RE, forcing a model to a perfect scaling
in Chapter 3 but with degraded precision in saturated areas. In Chapter 5 a
compromise is reached to get back all the precision at the cost of a small part
of the scaling.

1.3 Scope of this thesis

In this introduction, we have highlighted the di�erent roles of the water cycle
and the human impact on it. As water is the main driver of many biogeo-
chemical processes, modeling its behavior is the �rst step for more advanced
models like those simulating the carbon cycle or pollutants dynamics. Since
water dynamics spans many di�erent scales in space and time, models have to
focus on speci�c sub-dynamics like saturated/unsaturated groundwaters, shal-
low and deep waters, runo�, etc. Such models can be coupled together to form
a macro-model of a larger part of the whole water cycle.

1.3.1 Objectives

The aim of this thesis is the development of models for the terrestrial component
of the water cycle, to allow their inclusion in a greater multi-model framework1.
We mostly focus on numerical aspects and computational e�ciency. Our goal
is to develop numerical methods to:

• model water �ow in saturated soils, the primary and fastest underground
water storage;

• model water �ow in unsaturated soils, the main interface between the
land surface and the water table and home of important ecosystems;

1The SLIM framework which already models rivers, large lakes, estuaries and seas. Web-
site: www.slim-ocean.be
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• model overland �ow, including runo� and temporary water bodies ap-
pearing during strong rain events;

• connect those three elements into one single model and

• optimize the models numerical properties.

In this work, the water in saturated soils, unsaturated soils and at soil surface
is simulated through two sub-models: the RE for the two formers, and the NI
approximation of the SWE for the later. Those models are frequent choices.

The RE has been widely modeled for a long time, but rarely at large scale. The
main reasons are the model convergence properties [3] and its computational
cost. The convergence issue requires to soften the strong non-linearities of
the equation, either directly through the constitutive relationships or through
numerical approximations. In this work we aim to develop mass conservative
models, which do not use non-linear solvers to avoid convergence issues and
spare computational time.

The computational cost of large-scale groundwater models is usually reduced
by using simpler models. One example is MODFLOW where a set of vertical
1D soil columns are used for unsaturated areas and a 2D surface model for the
saturated areas. On the one hand, such a setup makes sense as, at the large
scale, the unsaturated water dynamic is essentially vertical [4]. On the other
hand, such a design involves a number of special cases when the groundwater
dynamic is not standard, for instance when a saturated area appears or dis-
appears. We choose to go with fully 3D saturated-unsaturated groundwater
models.

Overall, old state-of-the-art RE models are optimized for sequential execu-
tion, limiting their use to small problems. Recently, some models focused
their development on parallelization for HPC infrastructures (like Par�ow or
RichardsFOAM for RE, or PFLOTRAN for multiphase �ow), unlocking large
scale numerical experiments for RE. We share this focus in this thesis, the
importance of this aspect being pointed out in the previous section.

Another design choice for our RE models is the use of a DG FE discretization,
which was already implemented in the SLIM code framework. Compared to
continuous FE methods, the DG FE method is better-suited for advection-
dominated problems (like in�ltration fronts), it brings local conservation of the
mass with an explicit description of the �uxes, the possibility to use di�erent
spatial discretization orders per element (but such p-re�nement method has not
shown impressive performances when applied to the RE [5]) and the possibility
to use physically-discontinuous variables, like the water content. It is also more
scalable when used with explicit time integration schemes as the mass matrix
is block-diagonal, but this property is already achieved if the mass matrix is
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Figure 1.2: Left: illustration of a 2D mesh of continuous (red) and discontinuous
(green) DOFs in linear triangular elements. Dots around the same triangle vertex are
in practice located at the same place. The DG method then allows several values at
each vertex. In 2D for the same messh the DG mesh has 6 times the number of DOFs
than the continuous mesh. Right: illustration of a 3D bi-linear triangular prism. The
increase in DOFs between the two methods is now close to 12 folds.

lumped. DG FE methods need more degrees of freedom (DOF) than continuous
ones, as shown in Fig. 1.2. Finite volume methods possesses roughly the same
advantages as DG FE in this context compared to continuous FE. However
�nite volumes need more complex methods to achieve order of convergence
beyond linear. A piecewise linear DG FE method is second-order accurate in
space while the standard �nite volume method is only �rst-order accurate.

The NI SWE is a compromise between the full SWE and more basic represen-
tations of the surface water like the kinematic wave equation (pure advection
in the slope direction). It allows the creation of rivers and reservoirs like ponds
or lakes. The DG FE method has been tested on this equation but had is-
sues with negative water heights. It is why the control volume FE (CVFE)
method, quite robust and e�cient, was used instead. We used this method as
such, focusing on the coupling of that surface water model with our subsurface
model. That coupling is challenging as the time scales between the models are
quite di�erent and various physical processes can occur (evaporation, direct
in�ltration, excess in�ltration, ponding).

To summarize, our objective is to derive numerical methods and algorithms
able to model the surface and subsurface water. These tools have to be robust,
mass conservative, precise, e�cient and scalable.
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1.3.2 Thesis summary

Our surface-subsurface model can basically be divided into three parts. The RE
for groundwater, the NI SWE for surface water and eventually their coupling.
For RE, two numerical approaches have been selected and tested. The overall
idea is to obtain models which scale well on large HPC infrastructures, while
preserving important physical properties such as mass conservation.

To produce this thesis, many model designs and numerical approximations have
been tested for the RE, but those producing unsatisfactory results have been
abandoned. The main one is presented in Appendix A.1. One goal is to reduce
the number of approximations and their impact on the solution. Eventually,
the main points of what emerged from those tests and the literature is compiled
into Chapter 2, along with methods to optimize and compute parallel e�ciency
and a brief overview of other state-of-the-art models.

After this more technical introduction, in Chapter 3 we describe a RE model
with a time discretization that scales well on parallel infrastructures: an ex-
plicit time integration scheme. The main drawback is the elliptic part of the
equation that cannot be solved with such a method. An additional approxi-
mation is then applied, slowing the information propagation in saturated areas
from instantaneous to a �nite speed. The impact of this speed depends both
on the number of elements to be crossed by the information and the number
of sub-iteration applied during a time step. The model works perfectly for
unsaturated simulations, and shows good results for simulations with shallow
saturated areas.

Then, as a proof of concept, the �rst RE model is coupled with a state-of-the-art
surface water model: the NI approximation of the SWE, spatially discretized
with a CVFE method and with an implicit Euler integration scheme in time.
The coupling is done weakly, by naturally extending the DG FE spatial dis-
cretization used in the subsurface model, without requiring an user-de�ned
parameter. The time discretizations for the sub-models are harmonized, lead-
ing to a more e�cient time step. Comprehensive description and analysis are
given in Chapter 4.

Eventually, the �rst RE model was redesigned to avoid the convergence issues
in saturated areas. This is achieved by solving the elliptic part of the equation
with an implicit method. It comes at the cost of a slight drop of the model
scaling obtained beforehand. The model is thoroughly described in Chapter 5.
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2
About the Richards equation:

approximations, methods and scaling

Abstract

Some approximations for the Richards equation (RE) are used in many
models and commonly accepted as good solutions to di�erent numerical
issues. However, their purpose is not alway clearly de�ned and they often
lack of explanatory examples. The large number of di�erent methods is
also quite confusing. The pros and cons of these approximations have
to be clearly explained and placed in their context. Another concern of
modern RE models is the parallel e�ciency on HPC infrastructures. It
is not simple to achieve and there is no a clear way to measure it for
model inter-comparison. In this chapter we discuss some of these ap-
proximations and methods, along with potential impact on the model
result. A section is dedicated to di�erent parallelization optimizations
and breakpoints, along with some measurement considerations. Eventu-
ally, we provide a concise summary of state-of-the-art terrestrial models,
focusing on parallel scaling.
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2.1 Introduction

Despite its simple appearance, the RE can be very di�cult to solve. Indeed,
ignoring the physically-present air phase produces strong non-linearities in the
constitutive relationships. A number of approximations, concepts and numeri-
cal methods are routinely used by modelers to handle those non-linearities. For
the newcomers to that �eld, it is often di�cult to understand the respective
advantages and drawbacks of each approximation. A compilation of the main
concepts and their consequences would therefore prove useful.

The RE have a multi-scale and sometimes elliptical behavior, which makes
its parallelization on large computing infrastructure complex. Until recently,
most optimizations have been done to increase its robustness or sequential
performance. The parallel performances of those models are thus quite poor.
As this thesis focuses on that point, a summary of the necessary optimizations
to achieve a good parallel e�ciency along with the current state-of-the-art are
necessary.

In this chapter, some of the experience gained during our Ph.D. project is
summarized, as well as some tricks, tips and suggestions. All is included in
this chapter along with some practical examples. Most of the chapter deals
with the non-linearity of RE and the di�erent ways to handle it: mass lump-
ing, interpolation of the constitutive functions, mass imbalance origin, modi�ed
Picard iteration, change of variables, variable switching, high order discretiza-
tions. In the second part, di�erent parallel scaling optimizations and pitfalls
are presented along with more details on how to measure the parallel e�ciency.
Eventually, a short overview of state-of-the-art models for terrestrial water is
given.

2.2 Brief introduction to porous media physics

Physical considerations

At the millimeter scale, intermolecular forces create adhesion between some
�uids (like water) and the surrounding materials (like soil particles). In small
tubes (pores) those forces combined with the forces of cohesion present inside a
�uid can be stronger than gravity and elevate a column of �uid until reaching
an equilibrium. Such a mechanism occurs in trees, soils and also in a simple
dishcloth. This adhesive force is called the capillary e�ect.

A porous medium can be seen as a continuum of pores of various radii, within
which �uids are driven by capillarity. This description has two limitations:
the medium can be discontinuous (fractures) and large pores are not driven by
capillarity. The suction pressure required to empty a �lled pore depends on its
radius and is assumed to be negative.This pressure acts as a threshold: above
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its value the pore is empty, below it is �lled. If the pores, following a given
distribution in radii, are uniformly distributed in space, the capillary capacity
C can be derived from this distribution, linking the pressure required to empty
a �lled pore (denoted as the pressure head ψ [m]) to each pore radius. This is
depicted in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The capillary capacity C represents the increase rate of water content
with pressure head ψ, at a given ψ. Each ψ is linked to a speci�c pore radius and C(ψ)
is proportional to the volume and density of pores with this corresponding radius.
The area under the curve between two values of ψ is the water content that can be
hold in the pores of corresponding range of radii.

If we consider that, at a given ψ, all the pores of radius smaller than this
threshold are automatically �lled, we can link C to the volume of �uid present
in the porous media. The limitations of this second hypothesis are �rst that
it is not obvious that the �uid is continuous between two regions, especially in
dry condition. In such a case, it would be impossible to exchange �uid between
those two regions. Secondly it assumes an instantaneous adaptation of the
�uid to the imposed pressure, because transitional e�ects in pores can often
be neglected at the time scale of the involved processes. The integration of C
along ψ thus leads to the �uid (water) content θ [-], which is the volumetric
fraction of �uid in a volume of porous media:

θ = fθ(ψ) =

∫ ψ

−∞
C(ψ)dψ or

∂θ

∂ψ
= C(ψ) (2.1)

The relation fθ(ψ) linking θ and ψ is called the retention curve. It is strongly
linked to the porous media properties and in general is not a function in the
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mathematical sense. Indeed, strong hysteresis can be present in the relation
due to many factors (Fig. 2.2), the principal one being the ink-bottle e�ect:
when a pore presents a larger section at some point, it is easier to un�ll this
section than to �ll it (Fig. 2.2(b)). For a same ψ, two values of θ are then
possible for this pore. In this work and in many model, this hysteresis e�ect is
neglected and the retention curve taken as a true mathematical function. This
is mostly done to avoid additional complexity, and the resulting errors can be
substantial. Brooks and Corey derived in 1964 a mathematical expression for
fθ(ψ), followed by Van Genuchten in 1980 (see Eq. (3.7)).
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(a) Hysteresis e�ect, entrapped air and expansive soils. (b) Ink bottle e�ect.

Figure 2.2: (a) The classical retention curve considered as a true mathematical
function in many models (grey curve) can see several deviations. The hysteresis e�ect,
strongly present in some type of soils, changes this relationship. The equilibrium point
between θ and ψ is then located between the drying curve (in grey) and the wetting
curve (in green), accordingly to the wetting/drying history. Fast water in�ltrations
can trap some air, e�ectively reducing the available volume θ∗s to θs after a full
drying/wetting cycle (i.e. descending the blue curve and ascending the gray one).
Eventually, expansive soils can virtually increase the water content by increasing the
size of the representative elementary volume of soil (red line). (b) This schema depicts
the main hysteresis e�ect, where two identical pores including a broader section can
show di�erent water content for the same ψ value.

The porous media become saturated when θ reaches a maximum value θs. In
saturated areas, the physics is no longer governed by capillarity but instead
by the hydrostatic pressure. That maximum value can be smaller than the
available space due to the presence of another phase, like entrapped air (see
Fig. 2.2(a)). It is also possible that the presence of a �uid modi�es the porous
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media structure, like in expansive soils where the representative volume can be
seen as expanded with positive pressure (the red line in Fig. 2.2(a)).

Mathematical derivation

The Darcy law describes the �ux in a porous media based on the pressure drop
between two points. It can be derived from the Navier-Stokes equation, the
main hypothesis being the incompressibility of the �uid and a laminar �ow in
the pores, hence neglecting inertial e�ects. The �uid and the porous media
matrix are often considered to keep a constant density, neglecting temperature
e�ects (which can be consequent). The Darcy law with gravitational e�ect
reads:

q = a(∇p− ρg) (2.2)

where q [ms−1] is the Darcy �ux, a [m2s−1Pa−1] a parameter linked to the
porous media, p [Pa] the �uid pressure, ρ [kgm−3] the �uid density and g
[ms−2] the gravitational vector. Changing the variable p by ψ and considering
anisotropic media, we obtain:

q = K · ∇(ψ − z) (2.3)

with K [ms−1] the conductivity tensor and z [m] the upwards positive verti-
cal coordinate. The pressure head ψ [m] is de�ned as the height of a �uid
column exerting the pressure, and it is therefore normalized by gravitational
acceleration. Richards equation (RE; �rst derived by Richardson in 1922), de-
signed for water in soils, is obtained by placing this �ux inside an equation of
conservation:

∂θ

∂t
= ∇ · q + s (2.4)

where t [s] is the time and s [s−1] a source term. In RE, the Darcy �ux originally
designed for saturated porous media is extended to unsaturated areas. To
re�ect the capillary dynamics, a negative ψ is used. It can be seen as a height
above a water column (e.g. a water table). The conductivity K varies with
the cross-sectional area and conductivity of the remaining �lled pores. Several
relationships were found to link ψ and K, like the functions of Brooks and
Corey (1964) and of Mualem (1976; see Eq. (3.8)).

It should be noted that it is frequent to see an additional term in the left-hand
side of Eq. (2.4) [16, 17, 18]. In such a formulation, the main variable is the
water saturation Sw = θ/θs. The time derivative is then expressed as:

∂Swθs
∂t

= Sw
∂θs
∂t

+ θs
∂Sw
∂t

(2.5)

' SwSs
∂ψ

∂t
+ θs

∂Sw
∂t

(2.6)
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where Ss is the speci�c storage coe�cient and the �nal θs is considered constant.
This account for the compressibility of water (negligible in most cases) and
for compressibility of the medium (e.g. for expansive soils). Its presence also
improves the convergence of solvers as it avoids a fully elliptic system. However,
it introduces a term to the conservation equation, and with it, it is no longer
clear that the time discretization is exactly mass conservative. We therefore
do not use it in this work, and show in Appendix A.4 that it is mathematically
equivalent to a modi�cation of the retention curve in the classical formulation.
The speci�c storage coe�cient can also be directly applied as a slope for fθ
when ψ > 0 [19]. This is the approach we selected, although no speci�c storage
coe�cient is necessary in the test cases presented in this work.

Eq. (2.4) can be transformed in a ψ-only form:

C(ψ)
∂ψ

∂t
= ∇ · [K(ψ) · ∇(ψ − z)] + s (2.7)

2.3 Richards Equation properties

Now, let us analyze the 1D RE:

C(ψ)
∂ψ

∂t
=

∂

∂z

(
K(ψ)

(
∂ψ

∂z
− 1

))
+ s, (2.8)

=
∂K(ψ)

∂z

(
∂ψ

∂z
− 1

)
+K(ψ)

∂2ψ

∂z2
+ s, (2.9)

=
∂K(ψ)

∂z

∂ψ

∂z
− ∂ψ

∂z

∂K(ψ)

∂ψ
+K(ψ)

∂2ψ

∂z2
+ s, (2.10)

=

(
∂K(ψ)

∂z
− ∂K(ψ)

∂ψ

)
∂ψ

∂z
+K(ψ)

∂2ψ

∂z2
+ s. (2.11)

The last equation looks like as an advection-di�usion equation, with K/C as
di�usion factor and a more complex (∂K/∂z − ∂K/∂ψ)/C advection factor.
Due to the non-linear functions C(ψ) and K(ψ), the Richards equation can
display three classical behaviors:

elliptic in saturated zones, where K is constant and C ' 0. The advection
factor is then zero and the time derivative is negligible, leading to a purely
elliptic equation, for which the solution is only driven by the boundary
conditions and the source terms. Obviously, the solution of this stationary
equation instantly reaches the steady state. The model equation then
reduces to:

0 =
∂2ψ

∂z2
+

s

Ksat
(2.12)
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hyperbolic (advective) in unsaturated zones, whenK/∆z � ∂K/∂z−∂K/∂ψ,
the equation is mainly advective1. That occurs at in�ltration fronts where
ψ shows strong variations in space. The model equation then reads

∂ψ

∂t
=

[
1

C(ψ)

(
∂K(ψ)

∂z
− ∂K(ψ)

∂ψ

)]
∂ψ

∂z
+

s

C(ψ)
(2.13)

parabolic (di�usive) in unsaturated zones, when K/∆z � ∂K/∂z − ∂K/∂ψ,
the equation is mainly di�usive. It is the default behavior of the equation
in unsaturated zones outside in�ltration fronts. It reads

∂ψ

∂t
=
K(ψ)

C(ψ)

∂2ψ

∂z2
+

s

C(ψ)
(2.14)

In practice, those dynamics are often mixed, without a clear delimitation be-
tween them. At the interface between two dynamics, the discretized volumes
have mixed behavior, and typically such interface moves during a simulation.

The mix of advection and di�usion is well known. The advective term is often
treated separately with special treatment like upwinding to avoid numerical
issues. The DG FE spatial integration method is specially well designed for this
type of equation, and explicit time integration method can be easily applied.

In contrast, the mix of advection-di�usion with an elliptic equation is more
di�cult, because the time derivative disappear when the problem becomes
elliptic. Purely elliptic equations are quite simple to solve with basic implicit
time integration solvers, but explicit methods are prohibited. The interface
between non-elliptic and elliptic zones is challenging as the pressure variable
switches between a progressive variation in time to an instantaneous adaptation
to the boundary conditions.

2.4 Dealing with non-linearities

The approximations described in this section are found in most models of RE.
They are however often barely mentioned, and even less often described. Here,
we try to shed some light on their formulation and their consequences.

2.4.1 Mass lumping

Once discretized in space, a di�erential equation is transformed into a large
system of discrete equations, which can be written in term of large sparse
matrices. One of them is the mass matrix M (see for instance Eq. (3.21)),

1The ∆z is a characteristic length of the system, typically of the order of magnitude of
an in�ltration front extent.
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containing information about element volumes and shapes. In the case of the
DG FE method, M is block-diagonal (i.e. an empty matrix apart from square
blocks on the diagonal). The mass lumping consists in modifying M into a
purely diagonal matrix. Several methods are possible but here we will only
consider the speci�c lumping obtained by simple �row sum�, which is to our
knowledge the only one used for the RE. The entries of the lumped mass matrix
M∗ then read:

M∗ii =
∑
j

Mij , (2.15)

M∗ij = 0 for i 6= j (2.16)

Overall, the lumping technique is mostly used with explicit time integration
schemes to avoid the inversion of the mass matrix. Indeed, the mass then
resumes to a diagonal matrix which transforms the linear problem into simple
vectors arithmetics. The main drawback is obviously an additional numerical
error. It should be noted that if the mesh is �xed and the mass term constant,
this method does not improve performances, because the mass matrix inversion
can be done once for all before iterating, allowing cheap computations without
any approximation.

In the case of RE the mass term is variable, mass lumping can hence spare
some computational time for explicit schemes. However that is not why it is
used here. Indeed in the RE context, the lumping is known to improve the
rate of convergence for implicit schemes [20]. As the whole mass term is M
times the capillary capacity C, it is strongly non-linear. Without modi�cation,
it is possible to obtain con�gurations where the product CM has o�-diagonal
terms dominating the diagonal ones, removing the positive-de�nite property of
the matrix. Although diagonal dominance is mathematically not an absolute
criterion to allow a solution to exist, it is often required to ensure a good con-
vergence in iterative solvers, which are the most e�cient for large problems.
The system is easier to solve if the matrix eigenvalues are close, and being
positive-de�nite ensure eigenvalues of the same sign. More intuitively, as solv-
ing a system of equations is mathematically equivalent to the transformation
of a matrix into a pure diagonal, it is intuitive that a non-diagonal dominance
can lead to bad or ill-conditioned problems.

The second main reason is that mass lumping also removes some artifacts due to
non-linearities that are known as spurious oscillations [16, 20, 21]. In a classical
approach, the steep gradient of in�ltration fronts can produce values below the
initial minimum, which in extreme cases can produce negative values of the
water content θ. Such low values in the front in�uence the direct neighbors,
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Figure 2.3: A classical e�ect of the mass-lumping on an in�ltration front. The
dots represent the solution obtained with Hydrus1D model (which is lumped). The
continous/dashed lines represent the solutions obtained with our fully-explicit model
with respectively a lumped/normal mass matrix.

which tend to show an oscillating pattern (Fig. 2.3). The origin of that behavior
is di�cult to isolate but is somewhat linked to the dominance of o�-diagonal
terms as before. It is possible to get accurate in�ltration front speeds despite
these oscillations, but besides its unphysical and unattractive look, in extreme
cases it can cause the model to crash.

2.4.2 Constitutive relationships interpolations

It is a common (but often untold) practice to evaluate the values of the non-
linear functions K and/or C at the nodes of the FE mesh [16, 20, 21]. That
implicitly linearizes the function on each element with a simple interpolation
(linear for lines/triangles/tetrahedrons, bi-linear for quadrangles, etc.), in com-
parison with classical Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule (exact for polynomials
of degree 2n − 1 with n the number of points), which can bring optimal pre-
cision. The Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule (exact solution for polynomials of
order 2n − 3) generalizes such practice for higher-order precision [22]. In 1D

for a 2-point stencil the Legendre method can handle 3rd order polynomials
while Lobatto only the 1st order. Despite that such a linearisation strongly
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decreases the precision in the evaluation of C and K inside the elements, it is
nonetheless applied to limit the e�ect of the strong variations present in some
elements.

To illustrate the need of such an interpolation, we consider a classical rain event.
To model the in�ltration following a rain event it is recommended to use a �ne
discretization near the surface [23]. The reason is that in�ltration fronts with
strong gradients naturally start there. To numerically solve such a dynamic, it
is better to use small elements to better approximate steep gradients. However,
a good �t is di�cult to achieve even with elements as small as 1 cm, especially
if the soil is initially very dry.

Fig. 2.4(a) shows the 3 uppermost linear elements of a 1D simulation at the
beginning of a rain event. The rain is simulated by imposing ψ = 0 at the
surface, the �rst element already satis�es this condition. A naive FE model is
then blocked. This is due to the high non-linearity of the conductivity function
K. A classical Galerkin FE model evaluates K at integration points of a given
quadrature method to optimize both precision and computational time. In our
1D case, the K values at those 2 points (in black) are close to zero, in contrast
to the uppermost node where the K value is at its maximum. This implies that
the �ux (which is K times the gradient) will be virtually absent in the volume
of the element. As a result, nothing moves.
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(a) Stalled in�ltration front with low con-
ductivity at quadrature points.
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(b) A linearized conductivity is closer to
advective physics.

Figure 2.4: Beginning of an in�ltration event modeled with a 1D discretization.
The conductivity (in red) is evaluated with a quadrature rule at the two black dots in
panel (a) and is linearized or evaluated at nodal points in panel (b). The light-blue
dotted line is what an analytical solution for an in�ltration front can look like.
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One can easily see that if the element was twice smaller, the gradient would
double and K would keep the same values. Re�ning the discretization can
then reduce this issue, but it does not solve it. In very dry initial conditions,
an in�ltration front is close to a step-function, and it is moving. It is not
possible to fully solve it everywhere when it is progressing, especially with a
�xed mesh.

A solution is to linearize K between nodal values, hence strongly increasing
the �ux in the element volume and allowing the �physical� advective behavior
to happen. This strong approximation can be tempered if we consider the sub-
element physics. Indeed, inside the element the front is close to a step function
moving through it. The linearization can then be seen as a linear �t of such
sub-element dynamic (Fig. 2.4(b)). It can also be seen as a kind of upwind
method. It is however not well designed for other processes like evaporation
(see 5.4), although it yields satisfactory results in most of the cases.

When linearized, it is possible to move the K function outside of the volume
integrals, which results in an approach where variables and functions can be
evaluated at nodes only (both for interface terms and volume terms). An ap-
propriate implementation can reduce the computational time by pre-computing
those constant integrals.

In ψ-forms of the RE, it is important to evaluate C and K with the same values
of ψ, as a disconnection of their values � sometimes ranging on many orders
of magnitude inside an element � can produces unphysical behavior. Such an
issue can be observed for low values of ψ, where the RE is mainly di�usive with
a di�usivity proportional to K/C, and with very small values for both K and
C. If K is linearized, it is therefore recommended to linearize C with the same
method. Models using mass-lumping naturally compute C at the nodes as the
mass is already purely nodal.

The two main variables ψ and θ are mathematically linked by a function.
If a model uses both variables � as those presented in Chapters 3 and 5 �
the numerical transform between them has to be consistent with any other
representation of that transform. As such, if a L2 projection2 is used for the
retention curve, it is recommended to use the same method for its derivative
C. Oscillatory behaviors have been observed otherwise.

In the models considered here, a generic FE framework is used3 and an explicit
linearization of the �elds K and C has been necessary to bypass the quadrature
rules already in place. In an optimized model, these values should be directly
computed at the nodes.

2A L2 projection consists in approximating a �eld of values on a FE mesh, minimizing the
sum of the squares of the di�erences between the �eld and its FE representation. Numerically,
it consists in minimizing this di�erence at the prede�ned quadrature points.

3It is the basement of the model SLIM
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Linearizing the constitutive relationships does not come without consequences.
It provides more physical results by degrading the numerical precision. If the
physics was correctly modeled inside each element (e.g. with higher order
discretizations, see Section 2.5.4) those approximations would not be necessary.
Sub-models can also lead to a more accurate solution (see Section 5.4).

2.4.3 The hidden mass of the ψ- and mixed-forms

The ψ-form of RE is mathematically equivalent to its mixed-form, as we have
∂θ
∂t = ∂θ

∂ψ
∂ψ
∂t = C(ψ)∂ψ∂t . However, they behave di�erently once discretized in

time. When the Implicit Euler scheme is used, these two forms read:

C(ψn+1)
ψn+1 − ψn

∆t
= ∇ · J(ψn+1) (2.17)

θn+1 − θn

∆t
= ∇ · J(ψn+1) (2.18)

with J a Darcy �ux. The composition of this �ux is not important for mass
conservation, as the divergence operator ensures that, whatever the �ux, we
will obtain the exact di�erence between the mass gain and loss if the equation
is correctly discretized in space.

It is already clear that both equations diverge as C is arbitrarily evaluated at
n + 1 and not with a value of ψ that satis�es the retention curve. It is easy
to show by using the mean value theorem that there exists a value ψ∗ between
ψn and ψn+1 for which the mass balance is achieved (see Fig. 2.5). In case of
Implicit Euler this is

C(ψ∗) =
θn+1 − θn

ψn+1 − ψn
. (2.19)

which is the �rst order derivative of C
4
= ∂θ

∂ψ . When C(ψ∗) is used in place of

C(ψn+1), mass conservation is reached in Eq. (2.17) as it becomes mathemati-
cally equivalent to Eq. (2.18). For all other values of ψ (and in particular ψn+1),
mass is gained or lost between iterations. Achieving a good mass balance is
especially important when the water �uxes are used inside tracer models.

The chord-slope approximation [24, 25] directly uses Eq. (2.19) in a ψ-form
of the RE to improve mass balance. However, it brings additional numerical
issues for dry cases and steady nodes, where the ψ variation is close to zero
[26, 16].

It is less evident to see that even for the mixed-form of the equation or the
chord-slope approximation of the ψ-form, the mass error is still present but
often neglected as strongly scaled down. Indeed, in saturated areas, it is not
possible to use θ as the driving variable since it is constant. It is then natural
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Figure 2.5: As the retention curve is continuously di�erentiable (even at ψ = 0 in
the Van Genuchten parametrization), there is a value ψ∗ between ψn and ψn+1 for

which ∂θ(ψ∗)
∂ψ

= θn+1−θn
ψn+1−ψn .

to use ψ as the primary variable in non-linear solvers. However, when using
an iterative solver, the non-linear functions supposedly computed at time n+1
are in fact computed with the last sub-iteration value for ψ, not the �nal one.
Let us explain this with 3 non-linear solvers, in which the sub-iterations are
identi�ed with k (the n+1 superscript is hidden for readability):

d (θ −∆t∇ · J)

dψ

∣∣∣∣k (ψk+1 − ψk) = θn − θk + ∆t∇ · Jk (2.20)

θk − θn = ∆t∇ · Jk,k+1 (2.21)

θk+1 − θn = ∆t∇ · Jk,k+1 (2.22)

The Newton method in Eq. (2.20) shows that the mass is conserved if the left-
hand term is zero. That term converges (theoretically quadratically) towards
zero but any residue changes the mass balance. In Eq. (2.21) the Picard method
is used with a �one-step-late� time derivative with ψ as the driven variable.
Beside the fact that this scheme probably poorly converges, we see that even
with a good solution the mass term is always a sub-step beyond. This scheme
is not exactly conservative as θk is obtained from fθ(ψ

k), which is di�erent of
fθ(ψ

k+1). The other Picard method in Eq. (2.22) seems right, but in fact it is
close to the previous one. Indeed it is not solvable as such because θk+1 needs
to be expressed in term of ψ (e.g. via a linearization) to be put into the linear
system. This idea is at the base of the next section, although it will not fully
solve this issue.
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2.5 Methods to cope with the non-linearities

Many strategies have been developed to modify classical methods in order to
ensure mass conservation or a better convergence in highly advective cases.
Below, we present the most widely-used approaches.

2.5.1 The modi�ed Picard iteration

The modi�ed Picard iteration is often referred as �the� mixed-form of the RE.
It is based on the mixed-form solved by a classical Picard non-linear solver, like
in Eq. (2.22). Celia et al. [27] have modi�ed the solver iteration by linearizing
the θk+1 term with a �rst order Taylor series expansion:

θk+1 ' θk +
dθ

dψ

∣∣∣∣k (ψk+1 − ψk) (2.23)

dθ

dψ

∣∣∣∣k (ψk+1 − ψk) = θn − θk + ∆t∇ · Jk,k+1 (2.24)

One easily sees that Eq. (2.24) is now closer to the Newton solver described
in Eq. (2.20) and shares the same property: when the solution has converged,
ψk+1 − ψk vanishes and mass is conserved. As the C function (dθ/dψ) is
isolated in the vanishing term, it is not anymore an issue. As this method
is easy to implement, it is a very popular approach. The Newton method
(Eq. (2.20)) is also often considered, its theoretically quadratic convergence is
balanced by the extra cost of the additional derivatives (that can be computed
either analytically or numerically) [28].

2.5.2 Change of variable

There is a smart way to reduce the non-linearity of the RE, which consists
in a simple mathematical change of variable [29]. The main drawback is the
soil-dependence of the optimal choice of variable.

Given a variable transform ψ → ψ∗ such as ψ = g(ψ∗). The ψ∗-form of the RE
is then:

C∗
∂ψ∗

∂t
= ∇ ·

(
K ·

(
dg

dψ∗
∇h∗ + z

))
(2.25)

It is desirable for ψ∗ to be close to fθ(ψ) in the unsaturated area. Indeed, in
that case C∗ = ∂fθ

∂ψ∗ ' 1, which removes the mass factor. Using the ψ∗-form
of the equation with such a transform in the unsaturated zone is roughly the
same as using the θ-form. An example is given with the blue curves in Fig. 2.6
(a)-(d). As a positive side-e�ect, that transform reduces the variations of the
K function (see Fig. 2.6(e)). The simpli�cation of both C and K explains why
the θ-form of the equation is better-suited for dry soils than the ψ-form.
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Figure 2.6: Constitutive relationships for 3 soils types denoted A, B and C and taken
from the ditch experiment in Section 5.5.2. Both the initial and transformed functions
are displayed. The transformed functions have a change of variable optimized with
the soil A properties. It should be noted that the graphs for the original curves are
displayed with logarithmic scales.
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The fθ function is soil-dependent and for most applications several soil types
are present. However only one transform is possible. Nevertheless, it is still
possible and useful to use such a variable transform. Whatever the choice of soil
of reference, it still decreases the sti�ness of both C and K, but in a variable
way depending on the soil type as shown in Fig. 2.6 (green and red curves).
Another challenge is that the ψ∗ �eld is now discontinuous across di�erent soil
types, like θ [30]. We already have solved that issue for the θ �eld with adapted
DG FE methods (see the end of the Section 3.3.5).

As an example, a tested and working change of variable function g based on
the van Genuchten parametrization is expressed as:

ψ∗(ψ) =


fθ(ψ) if ψ ≤ ψ0

fθ(ψ0) +
dfθ
dψ

∣∣∣∣ψ0

(ψ − ψ0) if ψ > ψ0

(2.26)

= g−1(ψ) (2.27)

ψ0 = − 1

α

(
β

(
2− 1/β

β − 1

)
− 1

)−1/β

(2.28)

where ψ0 is the pressure value at the in�exion point of the retention curve
(speci�c to van Genuchten), chosen to ensure a continuous derivative. See
Eq. (3.7) for additional informations about the van Genuchten parametrization.

Other simple function transformations [30, 31] greatly decrease the non-linea-
rity, although there is no optimal choice when di�erent soil types are used.
More complex transformation methods have been developed, using an integral
Kircho� transform [32] or an hyperbolic function [33].

The approximation of the constitutive functions can also help RE model, both
in terms of computational cost and stability [34]. Indeed, the presence of dis-
continuities in those functions strongly impacts the convergence of non-linear
solvers, and sometimes the stability of explicit ones. As an example, the func-
tion K is often discontinuous near zero. A smoothing at the saturated/unsatu-
rated interface can thus improve the performances. Another advantage of such
an approach is the possibility to use lookup tables to reduce the matrix as-
sembling cost as the power function used with real numbers is quite expensive
[34].

A mix of both methods allows the pre-computation of the functions fθ(g(ψ∗)),
Kdg/dψ∗ and C∗ in a look-up table (e.g. composed of cubic functions). The
resulting functions are then just a little smoothed, and the overall model does
not su�er from any overhead from complex function evaluations.
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2.5.3 Variable switching

Following the same idea as the change of variable, the variable switching method
consists in using a di�erent primary variable (i.e. the iterated variable ψ or θ)
in di�erent areas, and updating the secondary variable accordingly afterwards.

In the original formulation [35], either θ or ψ is used in unsaturated or saturated
areas, respectively. This method changes the Jacobian of the Newton non-
linear solver, by deriving the residual with the appropriate variable for each
degreee of freedom (DOF)4, then applying the result on that same variable.
The method improves mass balance by using the θ variable when possible, but
is not fully mass conservative at the saturated-unsaturated interface where ψ
has to be used. The method also signi�cantly improves the non-linear solver
convergence, especially in dry situations, which is not surprising considering the
discussion in the previous section about the use of the θ-form of the equation.

An alternative algorithm was proposed by Krabbenhoft [36]. The classical
ψ-form is used to compute the Jacobian and the increment ∆ψ, which is mod-
i�ed into an increment ∆θ. The switch is applied a posteriori with the a-priori
knowledge of θ, allowing to chose the ψ-form when θ > θs (a signi�cant ad-
vantage over the original formulation). The authors prove the mathematical
equivalence for fully saturated and fully unsaturated cases. This method is also
simpler to implement within existing ψ-form codes.

There are however some drawbacks. As explained in [16], smoothing the con-
stitutive relationships is necessary at the di�erent soil interfaces for continuous
FE discretizations. The mass conservation is good but not perfect. Indeed,
the ψ-form is used in unsaturated areas between an user-de�ned value and the
saturation.

2.5.4 High order methods and adaptive discretizations

High order methods in time or in space are well designed for di�usive or in-
compressible equations, where the changes are smooth respectively in time or
in space. On the one hand, computing a solution by using nodal values at
many previous time steps (i.e. higher time discretization order) is �ne when
the changes for that node follow a predictable polynomial progression. On the
other hand, the spatial approximation of the solution within an element with
higher order polynomials works well when the continuous solution is e�ectively
close to its polynomial approximation.

4Here a DOF consists in a discrete point value for a variable once the model equation
is discretized in space. For instance, in a �rst order DG FE discretization, a 2D triangular
element contains tree DOFs, one at each vertex. In such a discretization, a mesh of n triangles
then has 3n DOFs, while a �nite volume discretization on the same mesh has n DOFs. The
number of DOF is also proportional to the number of variables used. The linear system
matrix size is the number of DOF squared, although most of it is sparse.
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In contrast, advection-dominated processes � like sharp in�ltration fronts pro-
duced by rain or other instantaneous water events � lack the smoothness to
allow the use of high-order methods [22]. This is why most RE models rely on
�rst-order discretization schemes, both in time and space. Despite that, there
are examples of models using high order discretization in time [37, 38, 39, 22],
in space [40] or both [41]. In particular, the so-called method of lines (MOL)5

often uses adaptive high order (1 to 5th) backwards di�erentiation formulas in
time [38, 22].

Instead of increasing the order, intelligent adaptive time-stepping [26, 42, 43,
44, 45] and adaptive meshes [46, 47, 48, 49, 40] have been considered. Li et al.
[5] try high-order and adaptation in space and in time. They however recognize
that it is a challenging goal and con�rm that high order space discretizations
are not well designed for RE, but can sometimes bring some improvements.

A promising method is the locally varying time step [50] e.g. concentrating
computational resources on in�ltration fronts. However such a method strongly
increases the model complexity to achieve a good scaling.

2.6 About scaling

The model scaling on a parallel computing architecture is at the heart of this
work. Indeed, the current trend to improve RE precision or range of application
is to parallelize the workload on several workers6. In this frame, the scalability
is the ability to handle growing computational capacities. The scaling e�-
ciency is then de�ned as the ratio between the actual use of the computational
ressources over the ressources available for the simulation. We summarize in
this section how to maximize that scaling e�ciency and how to measure it.

2.6.1 Solvers scaling optimizations

All RE models are iterative over time. Often, within each iteration, sub-
iterations are used to solve the non-linearities through a Newton or Picard
solver. A sub-iteration of a parallel implementation passes through 3 steps:
the communication of the values at interfaces between workers, the assembly
of the linear matrix, and the solution of the linear system.

5The MOL method consists in discretizing all the terms of an equation except one, e.g.
the time derivative. For RE, this is nearly always the case as the spatial discretization is
almost always decoupled from the temporal one (with a notable exception in [41]). In the RE
community the MOL most often denotes the use of a state-of-the-art di�erential algebraic
equation (DAE) solver on the time derivative. Such generic solvers are very robust and can
use temporal troncation error to adapt both the time step and the order.

6In this work, a worker depicts a basic computational unit
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To achieve a good weak or strong scaling, it is necessary to minimize the com-
munications between workers, to maximize their work during the waiting time
of others, and to balance correctly the work between all workers to �nish an
iteration at the same time.

The �rst two steps (matrix assembly and communication) have to be intricate:
interfaces values are dispatched and, during the waiting time, the �rst part
of the worker-wise matrix is computed, only using local information. Then,
the second part involving interface elements is computed at the end of the
communication, locally with the informations gathered from the neighbors.

The third step (solving the linear system) is easy to parallelize in the case of
explicit time integration schemes with some assumptions for which it is possible
to solve the linear matrix locally. If mass-lumping is applied, the matrix is
diagonal and a direct solution is possible for each variable. If a DG FE method
is applied, the mass matrix is element-wise block diagonal and the system can
be solved element by element.

In the case of implicit time integration schemes, the linear solver will do the
work of communicating o�-diagonal terms between workers in a series of sub-
sub-iterations (often of Krylov type). Scaling optimization on solvers is out of
the scope of the present document. Indeed, a perfect scaling for general-purpose
linear matrix solvers is very di�cult to achieve and is still a very active research
domain.

2.6.2 Scaling breakpoints

The scaling of a model implemented as described in the previous part can
pass through several drops of parallel e�ciency when increasing the number of
workers.

The �rst one appears between one worker and the number of workers present
on one node (one physical server). It is due to the sharing of already used
resources. Indeed, the RAM, the L1/L2/L3 caches of the CPU and the bus
bandwidth are the same whatever the number of workers. A unavoidable drop
of parallel e�ciency occurs then, especially close to the node capacity. This
drop can be mitigated with a good use of the shared memory for a group of
workers on a same node (direct access to the local neighborhood information
as instance), with tools like openMP in addition with node-independent tools
like MPI.

A second drop can appear between 1 and 2 nodes, as some information has to
�ow through the network. The main reason is the increased latency of each
message between workers, but the bandwidth can also be limiting at some
point. It is di�cult to avoid this issue excepted by limiting the communication
(which at this point should be already done) or using better hardware.
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A third reason of parallel ine�ciencies comes from the output data. Indeed,
writing is slower than reading, especially on disks, and concurrent writes on a
unique �le is an evident bottleneck. To remove this barrier each node should
have full capacity to write without waiting for others. Splitting the output
to several �les by domain decomposition is frequent. There is a similar issue
when reading input data, especially at model initialization, e.g. when loading
the mesh [51] or ancillary data. Firstly, each worker should only read the part
of the data which is useful. But even with that precaution, if the input data
is contained into one �le a congestion can appear when reading the metadata
of the �le (this metadata indicates where the real data are). On the other
hand, if the storage is centralized (which is the usual method in HPC) a large
number of rather minor operations (write or read coming from each worker)
can overwhelm the whole storage. Alternative methods then use groups with
one worker that reads the data then split it to the members of its group. It
is also possible to use a local node-wise storage, but the outputs still have to
be gathered at the end. Nevertheless it can bring some improvement as other
computational workload can begin when this gathering occurs and because
sequential copies are known to be much more e�cient than random writes over
the network. In this work we simply deactivated the outputs to isolate the
other factors of scaling de�ciency.

Often, the fourth breakpoint is due to the solvers. Indeed, for elliptic models
the information in the entire domain has to be known by all the workers. It
is then increasingly di�cult to achieve convergence for the linear solver. The
non-linear solver can also have di�culties. Indeed, it is more likely to end
up being stuck in a non-convergent oscillating state, and sometimes the linear
solver can return an incorrect solution when it hits its maximum of iterations.
The alternative for linear solvers is the use of multi-scale methods that get the
information of the global situation then pass it to the �ner scale, like multigrids
preconditioners. However, they are themselves quite costly in computational
time and their parallelization is not trivial [52, 53].

There is always room for additional breakpoints when reaching petascale com-
puting. At this scale, any bit of code that is ine�cient in parallel can become
dominant. Any imbalance or additional latency (due to network, OS, storage,
degrees of freedom per worker, etc.) is highlighted.

The mesh generation and partitioning are also di�cult to parallelize but are
often neglected in front of the simulation runtime. One notable exception is
the case of adaptive meshes, for which the time to continuously modify the
mesh is often of the same order of magnitude as the time taken by the solvers
themselves.

A frequent observation with scalable models is a super-linear behavior of the
scaling e�ciency. That means that the model runs more than twice faster when
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doubling the capacity. The classical explanation is the increase of fast memory
resources like CPU caches. Indeed, if the resource usage is smaller per node (as
in strong scaling test case), more computation can be done inside those caches
without relying on slower memory.

2.6.3 Fair measurement of a scaling

To understand and compare model scaling e�ciencies, it is important to iso-
late the di�erent causes. Therefore the initialization should not be taken into
account and the �le writing should be limited by not exporting the variables.

From a set of several runs with the same set of parameters, the lowest runtime is
taken. Indeed, it is considered that all other runs experienced troubles during
the extra time (e.g. from other concurrent programs or from the network),
which are independent from the tested model.

For large simulations, the smallest unit of scaling should start with all the
resources from a single node. Indeed the available resources inside a node are
not easily scaled as pointed out in the previous section. The only resource that
does not grow with that rule is the network bandwidth, but if the number of
`neighbor nodes' (nodes possessing information about the neighbor of domains
managed by one speci�c node) stay constant, the required bandwidth should
be stable.

A variable of the scaling that is often not enough emphasized is the number of
DOF per worker (denoted DOF/w). The scaling e�ciency is nicely described
by that metric. Indeed the time of computation is linked to the number of
DOF (or the sub-domain volume), when the time of communication depends
on the interface between workers (the surface of this volume). As the scaling
performance is roughly the time of computation versus the time passed to wait
for communication, it is clear that a large number of DOF/w (high volume on
surface ratio) naturally produces a good scaling. An interesting metric is the
number of DOF/w at which the scaling drops. That isolates the cases where a
huge number of DOF/w is used to display perfect scalings. It should be noted
that boosting the local computational load also enhances the scalability and
therefore reduces the number of DOF/w before breakpoint. It can be done for
instance by adding some sub-scale physics.

The activity rate in a simulation has an impact on scaling e�ciency results. A
situation close to a steady state is easy to solve and parallelize, as virtually no
information has to be spread among the workers [54, 51]. In contrast, a test case
with sharp local changes involving only a small part of the workers will not be
well balanced from the start. Long-range e�ects, typical of elliptic equations,
also need more communication to pass information throughout the domain.
The linear matrix complexity (rows ordering, sparse structure) can have its role
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as its decomposition in sub-domains can show greater interfaces with the other
sub-domains. Typically a structured grid from �nite di�erences can generate a
smaller and simpler interface in its linear matrix than unstructured FE meshes.

There are two common tests to measure scaling e�ciency. The �rst one is
the strong scaling test, which compare simulations with a �xed mesh and thus
no variation in the number of DOF. The number of DOF/w then decreases
when increasing the number of workers, eventually reaching a breakpoint in
the scaling e�ciency. This test evaluates the ratio of communication over local
computation (surface/volume) and shows when the former becomes dominant.
The second one is the weak scaling test, which compares simulations with a
constant number of DOF/w. Usually a base mesh is used then duplicated up
to the number of workers. This test is often used with a very basic dynamics
to avoid imbalance. Such `dummy' weak scaling tests are nonetheless useful
to isolate scaling issues as virtually nothing but implementation or algorithmic
concept issues can interfere. However, we suggest that a third test should
be considered to describe the real use of the model, maybe under another
name as the results should be much less impressive, like a weak scaling on a
heterogeneous workload, or a weak scaling on a �xed domain size like in [55].

2.7 State-of-the-art terrestrial water models

Terrestrial water models have been developed for two decades, with a broad
range of di�erent mathematical approximations and numerical methods. A
representative set of surface-subsurface and subsurface-only models is given
in Table 2.7. Some are built on large framework like MODFLOW [56, 17],
DUNE [57] or openFOAM [25], others are developed in search for better suited
numerical methods and some are built from scratch with speci�c optimizations.
The last three rows of the table describe our models.

It is not possible to make a comprehensive unbiased ranking between all those
models. Indeed, even if there was a uni�ed bunch of test cases, the results would
not be really meaningful as each model has been developed for a certain type of
application. Nonetheless, such a bunch of test cases should prove useful for the
selection of the appropriate tool. Those test cases should be put into practice
and simulated by model developers themselves to allow for speci�c unbiased
optimizations. The metrics to use for performance comparison are not obvious.
The computational time seems essential but depends on too many parameters
(spatial and time discretizations, convergence criterion, etc.). Here are a few
examples of interesting results:

• Computational time for a precise problem with �xed mesh (with speci�ed
rules to match the same number of DOFs across the methods), �xed time
step and a maximum error threshold. The error is then maximized up to
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Name Subsurface Surface Coupling Source(s)

InHM R,CVFE(i) NI, CVFE(i) α, full [58]

WASH123D R,FE(i) any, FE(i) =, full [59]

`Morita2000' R,FD(e/i) NI, FD(e/i) α, iter [60]

CATHY R,FE(i) NI, FD(i) =, nest [61]

`Panday2004'* R,FD(i) NI, FD(i) α, iter/full [17]

Par�ow R,FD(i) KW, FD(i) =, full [62]

`Dawson2008' R,LDG(i) SWE, DG(e) DG, nest [63]

Cast3M R,MHFE(i) KW(i) **, full [19]

GW R,CVFE(i) NI, CVFE(i) =/α, full [64]

HydroGeoSphere R,CVFE(i) NI, CVFE(i) =/α, full [18, 65]

MODFLOW K/R,FD(i) NI,FD(i) α, iter [56, 66, 67]

ParSWMS* R,FE(i) � � [68]

Hydrus3D* R,FE(i) � � [20]

RichardsFOAM* R,FV(i) � � [25]

OpenGeoSys M,FE(i) � � [69]

DuMux* M,FE(i) � � [57]

PFLOTRAN M/R, FV(i) � � [70]

Explicit R, DG(e) � � Ch. 3

Coupled R, DG(e) NI,CVFE(i) α, expl Ch. 4

Predictor-corr. R, DG(i/e) � � Ch. 5

Table 2.1: Some state-of-the-art terrestrial water models, along with their main
characteristics. Discretizations: �nite di�erence/volume/element (FD/FV/FE),
control volume FE (CVFE), mixed hybrid FE (MHFE), discontinuous Galerkin FE
(DG), local DG FE (LDG); explicit (e) or implicit (i) in time; Equations: Richards
(R), 1D kinematik wave on R + 2D saturated zones (K), multi-phase �ow (M);
kinematic wave (KW), non-inertia (NI), full shallow water equation (SWE), KW
or NI or SWE (any); Coupling: continuity coupling (=), coe�cient coupling (α);
coupling with nested iterations (nest), coupling in the non-linear solver (nl), coupling
in one matrix (full), iterative coupling (iter), explicit coupling (expl).
* Both ParSWMS and Hydrus3D are derived from SWMS, Panday2004 is based on
MODFLOW, RichardsFOAM on openFOAM, DuMux on DUNE.
** In this model, the SWE is transformed into something very similar to the RE,
then it is included as an additional `soil' layer.
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that limit to decrease as much as possible the computational time. This
is a useful metric for a fair comparison of the algorithmic and implemen-
tation e�ciencies.

• Minimizing the error for a �xed maximum computational time and a pre-
cise problem. This allows for e�cient discretization methods like adaptive
time stepping or adaptive meshes to display their performances.

• Minimizing the error compared to a precise lab or �eld experiment (up to
the measurement error), with a set of measured properties. This allows
for parameterizing methods to show their e�ciency.

A set of such problems describing the main dynamics in the di�erent applica-
tions should be chosen. However, the computation of the error is not trivial
as many problems have no analytical solution and thus the solution should be
derived from �nely-discretized simulations. A rough approximation of human
time spent to set-up the simulation should also be very interesting, to di�er-
entiate optimized and out-of-the-box simulations. Setting up such a bunch of
tests and spread it to every modeler is a huge work beyond the scope of this
thesis [71, 72]7. However, as we focus on the parallel scaling, we are interested
in that speci�c property amongst the other terrestrial water models.

The scaling e�ciency is detached from absolute computational time value, as
it estimates the computational time ratio between two simulations of the same
model. A model with poor sequential performances can still compete with
others if it displays a better scaling. That metric allows simpler inter-model
comparisons, giving a feeling of independence in regard to the test case used.
However, it is not entirely independent as described in Section 2.6.3. The
simulation complexity or the physical infrastructure (which are both di�cult
to quantify) and the number of DOF/w have an in�uence on the results. In
Fig. 2.7 the scaling e�ciencies of 8 models are gathered from a large number
of publications, selecting the most appropriate and favorable cases. Under 100
workers, it can be seen that models not designed from the root for parallel
e�ciency are often lagging behind. Indeed, they are often relying on shared
memory methods like openMP, which are great for easy parallelization on one
machine but cannot be ported to a computer cluster. They often display poor
results, as shared memory methods increase the use of already shared resources.
In the middle range, there are models that e�ciently use parallel resources until
they reach a breakpoint (see Section 2.6.2). It should be noted that the weak
scaling test cases of PFLOTRAN are done on a �xed computational domain
size, by reducing the elements size. In the extreme range, Par�ow is the only
model that can run on more than 100,000 workers.

7See also for the resources gathered by the International Soil Modeling Consortium
https://soil-modeling.org
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Figure 2.7: Scaling e�ciency for terrestrial models. The strong scalings (continuous
lines) are displayed along with the weak scalings (dashed lines), for models using
the Richards equation (squares), a variant of the shallow waters (upward triangles),
saturated zones only (downward triangles) or models coupling surface and subsurface
(circles). The e�ciency is computed based on the �rst data available in the series
and the results are very sensible to it.

Although the graph in Fig. 2.7 is expected as it is often used to demonstrate
scalability, it is not really meaningful. Indeed, even if we are assuming that
all those tests are conducted on perfect machinery, and that the simulation
complexities are similar, the number of DOF/w is often very high to boost
the performances. Indeed, this increase the volume on surface ratio, which is
directly related to the local computation over communication ratio (see Sec-
tion 2.6.1). The point of reference of the scaling e�ciency is also di�erent
between the di�erent model simulations. This e�ciency is thus misleading,
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Figure 2.8: Strong scaling e�ciency slopes for models of the Richards equation
(squares), a variant of the shallow waters (upward triangles), saturated zones only
(downward triangles) or models coupling surface and subsurface (circles). The value
of one means a perfect scaling, values below zero an increase of computational time
when increasing the number of workers. The dashed lines represent our limit at 0.85
to assess the scaling e�ciency breakpoint and the range between 5000 to 2000 DOF/w
where most models display their breakpoints.

even if we agree that it is not possible to produce a correct scaling under a
whole node. What is interesting is the point at which the curve is breaking. It
is why we introduce a new metric, the e�ciency slope S, which is the slope in
a log2 scale of the speed-up over the number of nodes:

Sj =
log2(ti/tj)

log2(j/i)
(2.29)
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with j the number of workers in use, tj the simulation time and the equivalent
for a reference point i. The best reference point is the �rst available with i < j.
This metric removes the dependence to the base value for scaling e�ciency.
It is however a little more noisy as the simulation time derivatives are com-
puted over sparse measurements. The same data as in the previous �gure are
displayed in Fig. 2.8 with this new metric over the number of DOF/w. A S
of 1 is a perfect scaling while 0 means that there are no improvements when
adding computational resources. Negative value of S indicate an increase of the
simulation time when more nodes are added. Only strong scaling are displayed
as weak scalings have a constant number of DOF/w and are not meaningful
here. A e�ciently-build model will reach high values of S even for low values
of DOF/w. Therefore, this graph allows us to determine the scaling commu-
nication breaking point of a model. Here we consider that such breakpoint is
reached when S drops below 85%. Being at this limit means that doubling
the workers sees a 10% drop of scaling e�ciency, and that 100 workers per-
form at 50% of a single worker e�ciency. The model that performs the best
is a surface models which bene�ts of its 2D spatial discretization (decrease of
surface/volume ratio in comparison to 3D meshes). The petascale simulations
of Par�ow are using a consequent number of DOF/w and are staked on each
other, showing the purpose of the choice for the x axis (this behavior is al-
ready pointed out in [51]). RichardsFOAM results are less impressive with the
change of axis, but still very good. PFLOTRAN shows the best results here
for subsurface models. Overall, the drop of e�ciency for subsurface models is
situated between 5000 and 20000 DOF/w.

2.8 Conclusion

The RE looks like a standard di�usion equation but it can exhibit an ellipti-
cal, parabolic or hyperbolic dynamics depending on the variables state. The
highly non-linear constitutive relationships can lead to many numerical issues.
Moreover, the simple ψ-form is not mass conservative. In addition to the error
on the mass balance, mass conservation is especially important for subsequent
tracers models using the water �uxes as an input.

A number of approximations of RE models have been introduced to cope with
those issues. Mass lumping avoids variable oscillations near sharp gradients.
Computing the constitutive relationships at nodes simpli�es the linear system
and avoids a numerical pitfall where the dynamic is stopped. The modi�ed
Picard iteration changes the non-linear solver of a mixed-form of RE to greatly
improve mass conservation. A change of variable can soften the sharp relations
between pressure and water content, yielding a better convergence. The vari-
able switching method improves both convergence and mass conservation by
combining the mixed and a ψ forms.
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The in�ltration front dynamics of RE is often not well suited to high order
models. To improve the performances, it is more frequent to maximize the
time step while keeping su�cient precision and stability, with di�erent adaptive
time step strategies. Recently, adaptive meshes have proved to be quite useful
to represent dynamically-active local phenomena [47, 49, 40].

Identifying the purpose and consequences of each of those approximations and
model designs allowed us to propose new model formulations, which are de-
scribed in Chapters 3 and 5.

To enhance a model, it is important to know which approximation can be
abandoned and which has proved to work. To �nd a good parametrization,
it is necessary to achieve a simulation in an acceptable time, as it will be run
multiple times. A good parallel e�ciency can achieve that goal, in addition
to allow larger computational domains and longer timeframes for real-scale
simulations.

The parallelization of the RE is a rather new research topic that deserves
attention. Indeed, many applications should be simulated at larger scale and
�ner resolution, which is not possible with a sequential program in reasonable
computing time. The recent advances in that direction already lead to regular-
grid simulations on petascale HPC clusters.

In this thesis, both models presented for RE use �rst-order discretizations in
space and time, mass lumping to remove spurious oscillations, and element-
wise linearization of the K and C functions to smooth out strong non-linear
variations. The time integration schemes were designed to avoid any mass
balance error, by iterating on the θ variable directly. The spatial discretization
is done with unstructured meshes of various types of elements. Compared to
the state-of-the-art methods presented in this chapter, our models do not rely
on non-linear solvers (increasing the e�ciency and robustness), are machine-
precision mass conservative and e�cient on parallel infrastructures.

There is still some room to enhance the e�ciency and precision of RE mod-
els, especially in the domain of spatial adaptation to the problem state. As
groundwater simulations concern both large scales (the watershed) and very
small scales (the soil pores distribution), sub-modeling can bring the precision
of the latter to the former. Eventually, better parallelization can be reached
by selecting e�cient linear solvers.
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3
A fully-explicit discontinuous

Galerkin hydrodynamic model for

variably-saturated porous media

This Chapter is based on the paper by De Maet, T., Hanert, E., Vanclooster, M.,
2014. Journal of Hydrodynamics 26(4), 594-607 [6]. The computational resources
at the time of writing this paper were more limited than now. In our local HPC a
maximum of 64 cores were easily accessible for our test cases. We however expect
our scaling results to remain valid on much more cores. The original manuscript
has seen several modi�cations, the main ones being an homogenization of the
variables thorough the document and a disambiguation of the basic computational
unit (worker). We also made the following minor modi�cations: addition of a
de�nition for the le parameter, additional explanation for the treatment of [θh],
additional details on the values of p and on the mass balance achieved with
Hydrus, removal of the term adaptive time step as it is often used for more
complex techniques.
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Abstract

Groundwater �ows play a key role in the recharge of aquifers, the trans-
port of solutes through subsurface systems or the control of surface runo�.
Predicting these processes requires the use of groundwater models whose
applicability is directly linked to their accuracy and computational e�-
ciency. In this chapter, we present a new method to model water dynam-
ics in variably saturated porous media. Our model is based on a fully-
explicit discontinuous-Galerkin formulation of the 3D Richards equation,
that shows a perfect scaling on parallel architectures. We make use of an
adapted jump penalty term for the discontinuous-Galerkin scheme and of
a slope limiter algorithm to produce oscillation-free exactly conservative
solutions. We show that such an approach is particularly well suited to
in�ltration fronts. The model results are in good agreement with the ref-
erence model Hydrus-1D and look promising for large scale applications
involving a coarse representation of saturated soil.

3.1 Introduction

A good understanding of subsurface water dynamics is essential in many hy-
drological, environmental and engineering applications. However, predicting
such a dynamics is still a di�cult task. The di�culty mainly comes from the
heterogeneity of the soil properties, the non-linearity of the �ow process and
the absence of fast techniques to measure the hydraulic properties everywhere,
at the appropriate scale. Given these issues, modeling the water �ow in het-
erogeneous and often partially saturated porous media quickly and robustly is
still a challenge.

By using a continuum approach, the water �ow in variably saturated hetero-
geneous porous media can be modeled with the Richards equation (RE). This
equation concerns both the water saturated zone (SZ) and the unsaturated zone
(UZ). In the former, the equation models an incompressible �uid, leading to a
constant water content θ. The pressure head ψ then reacts instantaneously to
the boundary conditions. In the latter, the equation represents capillary physics
and is complemented with the so-called retention-curve equation, which links
the two variables. It is usual to refer to the θ-form and the ψ-form of the RE
for the equations obtained by incorporating the retention curve in the conser-
vation law to keep either θ or ψ as the sole model variable, respectively. On
the one hand, the θ-form is not valid in SZ, but is known to be more e�cient
in the UZ. On the other hand, the ψ-form is valid everywhere, although it is
not mass conservative once discretized in time. The issues associated with the
θ- and ψ-forms are usually overcome by combining both variables into a mixed
formulation. When considering only the SZ, the RE reduces to the groundwa-
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ter equation that has its own numerical issues such as those associated with
the treatment of the free surface [78, 79].

Despite the abundance of subsurface-�ow models, the development of e�cient
and accurate discretizations of the RE is still an active �eld of research. The
presence of two very di�erent dynamics (in the SZ and UZ) leads to strong
non-linearities in the constitutive relations and then in the coupling between
parabolic and elliptic partial di�erential equations. Implicit schemes have dif-
�culties to handle such non-linearities resulting in a lack of convergence [80].
Moreover, as the system dynamics can be highly transient, adaptive time steps
are often mandatory [44]. In in�ltration cases, this results in very small time
steps, well below what is needed to reach a su�cient level of accuracy. As a
result, the e�ciency of implicit models for RE is generally suboptimal when
in�ltration fronts occur.

The e�ciency of implicit models is further impaired by their often poor scaling
on parallel architectures. The current trend in computer designs is indeed to
increase the performances relying on parallel architectures instead of enhanc-
ing the computational power of each processor individually. Current subsurface
�ow models therefore have to take advantage of parallelism, and some steps in
that direction have been made with ParFlow [62, 54], ParSWMS [68, 81] and
DuMux [57]. These models however only achieve sub-optimal scaling for RE,
excepted for some fully unsaturated test cases [81]. This is due to the use of
implicit solvers as they require a large amount of communication between com-
putational nodes to solve linear systems. Unlike implicit solvers, explicit solvers
require only one exchange of information between nodes per time step. As im-
plementing an explicit solver is simple, one can easily achieve a super-linear
scaling, i.e. a scaling better than 100%, thanks to the additional computer
caches coming from additional resources. Moreover, explicit solvers do not re-
quire any global matrix linear solver or the computation of a Jacobian, which
are complex and costly.

In this chapter, we present a three-dimensional model of RE based on the
discontinuous Galerkin (DG) �nite element (FE) method and an explicit time
integration scheme. The model relies on slope limiters to locally ensure the
monotonicity of the solution. It scales optimally at least up to 64 workers. A
special treatment on the interface term between elements allows the existence
of physical discontinuities in the water content between di�erent types of soils.
The model is mass-conservative at the machine precision. In sections 3.2 and
3.3 we present the mathematical formulation of the model and the explicit DG
FE discretization. In section 3.4, we present 1D and 3D numerical results,
which focus on di�erent physical and numerical aspects of groundwater �ows.
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3.2 Mathematical formulation

The RE is obtained by embedding Darcy's law into a mass conservation equa-
tion:

∂θ

∂t
= ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ − z)) + s, (3.1)

θ = fθ(ψ), (3.2)

where θ [�] is the volumetric soil water content, ψ [m] is the pressure head, z
[m] is the upward positive vertical coordinate, s [s−1] a sink-source term, K
[ms−1] the water conductivity tensor and fθ [�] the retention curve. Eqs. (3.1)
and (3.2) are complemented with appropriate initial and boundary conditions:

ψ = ψ0, on Ω, t = 0 (3.3)

ψ = ψD, on ΓD, t ∈ [0, T ] (3.4)

(K · ∇(ψ + z)) · n = JN , on ΓN , t ∈ [0, T ] (3.5)

with n the outward normal vector, T [s] the simulation duration, Ω the com-
putational domain, ΓD the Dirichlet part of the boundary (where the value ψD
is imposed) and ΓN the Neumann part (where the �ux JN is imposed). The
constitutive relations de�ning θ = fθ(ψ) and K have been introduced by Van
Genuchten and Mualem:

Se =
θ − θr
θs − θr

, (3.6)

Se =

{
(1 + |αψ|β)−ν ψ < 0

1 ψ ≥ 0
, (3.7)

K = Ks S
lp
e

(
1− (1− S1/ν

e )ν
)2

, (3.8)

where Se [�] is the e�ective saturation, θr [�] is the residual volumetric wa-
ter content, θs [�] is the saturated volumetric water content, Ks [m/s] is the
anisotropic saturated water conductivity tensor, α [m−1] is a parameter related
to the air-entry pressure value, β [�] is a parameter related to the pore-size dis-
tribution, ν = 1− 1/β and lp is the pore-connectivity parameter, set to 0.5 in
this work.

By splitting the domain between the UZ (ψ < 0) and the SZ (ψ ≥ 0), the
following adapted θ and ψ-forms can be derived:

∂θ

∂t
= ∇ ·

(
K

C
· ∇θ −K · ∇z

)
+ s in UZ, (3.9)

Ss
∂ψ

∂t
= ∇ · (Ks · ∇(ψ − z)) + s in SZ, (3.10)
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where C = ∂fθ/∂ψ [m−1] is the capillary capacity and Ss = C(ψ > 0) is the
speci�c storage. Eq. (3.9) is parabolic and corresponds to a di�usion-reaction
equation for θ. Eq. (3.10) is elliptic when Ss is negligible and then corresponds
to a Poisson equation for ψ − z. Both equation types are well known and
e�cient discretization methods exist for both of them. However, since RE
couples them in one single formulation and since in the UZ the RE can become
advection-dominated, the numerical solution of RE remains challenging.

Here, we modify Eq. (3.10) by using the false transient method to obtain a
parabolic equation that can be discretized with an explicit scheme. It is done
by modifying the time derivative factor as follows:

K

τ

∂ψ

∂t
= ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ − z)) + s in SZ, (3.11)

where K is the largest eigenvalue of K and τ [m2s−1] is a free parameter that
controls the relaxation towards the steady state de�ned by Eq. (3.10). When
the general di�usivity tensor K is simply a scaled identity matrix (isotropic
soil), it obviously reduces to K. In Eq. (3.11), the relaxation parameter τ can
then be interpreted as the di�usivity. As such, it will constrain the stability
of any explicit time discretization of that equation, i.e. when τ increases, the
time step should decrease. Reciprocally, for a given time step, it is possible to
determine the maximum value of τ that ensures stability. It should be noted
that the approximation of Eq. (3.10) by Eq. (3.11) is only made for numerical
purposes in order to deal with a system that includes a parabolic and an elliptic
component. In the SZ, it physically amounts to increase the value of speci�c
storage Ss.

If the ψ-form of Eq. (3.1) is used in zones where an explicit time integration
scheme is stable and Eq. (3.11) is used otherwise, we can easily combine them
as follows:

Cm
∂ψ

∂t
= ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ − z)) + s, (3.12)

Cm = max (C,K/τ) . (3.13)

Eq. (3.12) is exact when Cm = C, which is veri�ed in most of the UZ but not
in the SZ (except if Ks/τ ≤ Ss, which is unlikely). In this case, Eq. (3.12)
is mathematically identical to the original ψ-form. For practical purpose, the
subset of the UZ where Cm = C will be called the dry zone (DZ) and the
subset where Cm = K/τ will be called the wet zone (WZ). Eq. (3.12) works in
both the UZ and SZ with an upper threshold for the di�usion coe�cient equal
to τ , as shown in Fig. 3.1. Although the ψ-form of the equation is not mass-
conservative once discretized in time, the whole algorithm is mass-conservative
at the machine error precision (see section 3.3.2).
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Figure 3.1: The e�ective di�usion K/C has to be limited by a threshold τ for the
stability of the explicit solver.

In the time-stepping algorithm described in the next section, the model equa-
tions are complemented with the following equation:

∂θ

∂t
= λ∇2(θ − fθ(ψ̃)), (3.14)

where λ is a free parameter and ψ̃ is the value of ψ obtained after the time
integration of Eq. (3.12), refreshed at each time step before the resolution of
Eq. (3.14). Eq. (3.14) allows us to spread out, in a mass-conservative way,
the possible overshoots that can be caused by the approximation made in
Eq. (3.13).

A weak form of the model equations is obtained by multiplying Eqs. (3.1),
(3.12) and (3.14) by test functions u, v and w ∈ H1(Ω). Taking the volume
integral over the domain Ω and using the divergence theorem, we obtain the
following weak formulations of RE:〈

∂θ

∂t
u

〉
Ω

= 〈(K · ∇(ψ − z)) · ∇u〉Ω

− 〈〈n · (K · ∇(ψ − z)) u〉〉∂Ω + 〈su〉Ω ,
(3.15)

〈
Cm

∂ψ

∂t
v

〉
Ω

= 〈(K · ∇(ψ − z)) · ∇v〉Ω

− 〈〈n · (K · ∇(ψ − z)) v〉〉∂Ω + 〈sv〉Ω ,
(3.16)
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which are coupled with the weak form of Eq. (3.14)〈
∂θ

∂t
w

〉
Ω

=
〈
λ∇(θ − fθ(ψ̃)) · ∇w

〉
Ω

−
〈〈

n · λ∇(θ − fθ(ψ̃)) w
〉〉
∂Ω
,

(3.17)

where n is the outward normal vector, 〈·〉Ω is the volume integral over Ω and
〈〈·〉〉∂Ω is the integral over ∂Ω the boundary of Ω.

3.3 Space and time discretizations

The model equations are now discretized in space, by means of a discontinuous
Galerkin FE scheme, and then in time with the Euler explicit time integration
scheme.

3.3.1 Discontinuous Galerkin space discretization

Partitioning the domain Ω into N non-overlapping elements Ωe with interface
Γe, the model variables θ and ψ can be approximated as

θ ' θh =

Nd∑
j=1

θjφj , ψ ' ψh =

Nd∑
j=1

ψjφj , (3.18)

where Nd is the total number of degrees of freedom (DOF) and φj are piecewise
polynomials de�ned on each element Ωe such that

φj(xi) =

{
1 i = j

0 i 6= j
and

ne∑
j=1

φj(x) = 1 ∀x ∈ Ωe, (3.19)

where xi is the vector of coordinates for the node i and ne = Nd/N is the
number of DOF per element. Here we use piecewise linear (P1) basis functions
for both variables. Since the discrete solution can exhibit discontinuities be-
tween mesh elements, the following jump [·] and averaging {·} operators on the
interface Γe have to be introduced:

[x] = x+ − x−, {x} =
x+ + x−

2
, (3.20)

where the `+' superscript indicates the trace value taken on one side of Γe
and the `�' superscript indicates the trace value on the other side, from the
second element. At the boundaries, both operators are de�ned in terms of an
external value derived from the Dirichlet boundary condition. The resulting
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weak boundary conditions are known to be more stable than strong ones [82,
83].

The discrete equations are obtained by replacing the test functions u, v and w
in Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) by basis functions φi (1 ≤ i ≤ Nd), and the solution θ
and ψ by θh and ψh, respectively. Since θh and ψh are discontinuous between
mesh elements, integration by part is performed over the partition of Ω into
elements e of extent Ωe and the interior penalty DG FE method is applied.
The discrete equations thus read:

Mij
dθj
dt

= Kijψj + Zi + Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nd, (3.21)

Cm,jMij
dψj
dt

= Kijψj + Zi + Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nd, (3.22)

Mij
dθj
dt

= λij(θj − fθ(ψ̃j)) + P θi , 1 ≤ i ≤ Nd, (3.23)

where Cm,j is the Cm function evaluated on the j node, Pi and P
θ
i are penalty

terms described further,

Mij = 〈φiφj〉 , (3.24)

Kij = 〈(K · ∇φj) · ∇φi〉 − 〈〈{(K · ∇φj) · n} [φi]〉〉 , (3.25)

Zi = 〈−(K · z) · ∇φi + sφi〉+ 〈〈{(K · z) · n} [φi]〉〉 , (3.26)

λij = 〈λ∇φi · ∇φj〉 − 〈〈{λ ∇φj · n} [φi]〉〉 , (3.27)

〈·〉 =

N∑
e=1

∫
Ωe

· dΩ, 〈〈·〉〉 =

N∑
e=1

∫
∂Ωe

· dΓ, (3.28)

where ∂Ωe is the contour of the element domain Ωe. The material properties
are assumed constant by element.

The DG FE method uses a piecewise linear approximation that allows discon-
tinuities between mesh elements. The approximation however becomes con-
tinuous when the solution is smooth. Discontinuities between mesh elements
usually appear when the spatial resolution is insu�cient to represent sharp gra-
dients such as the one appearing in in�ltration fronts. In this case, the size of
the jumps between the elements gives a direct information of the local spatial
error. To stabilize the di�usion term and enforce a weak continuity constraint
between elements, penalty terms Pi and P

θ
i have to be added to Eqs. (3.21),

(3.22) and (3.23) [84]. The continuity constraint on ψ can be expressed as:

Pi = σ
〈〈

[φi]
[
ψh
]〉〉

, (3.29)
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where

σ =
4

le
(n0 + 1)(n0 + 2) Ksc, (3.30)

Ksc = (K · n) · J/‖J‖, (3.31)

J = K · ∇(ψ − z), (3.32)

with n0 the order of the FE approximation (in our case n0 = 1), Ksc the normal
�ux-oriented scalar conductivity, J the water �ux, and le a characteristic length
of the two adjacent elements (de�ned as the fraction of the minimum volume
between the two elements over their interface area). It should be noted that the
exact solution for the pressure head ψ is continuous, while the water content
θ can be discontinuous between di�erent soil horizons. One of the advantages
of DG FE method is to have the possibility to represent these discontinuities.
However, imposing a continuity constraint on θ in a classical way would tend
to smooth them out. The continuity constraint is thus only imposed on ψ with
Eq. (3.29) to indirectly stabilize the Eq. (3.21). For Eq. (3.23), the continuity
constraint P θi is expressed as follows:

P θi = σd

〈〈
[φi]

[
θh − fθ(ψ̃)

]〉〉
, (3.33)

where σd is similar to σ but with Ksc replaced by λ. The presence of fθ(ψ̃)
weakly ensures similar jumps between the couples fθ(ψ̃

+) � fθ(ψ̃
−) and θψ+

� θψ−. A special treatment is needed for [θh] at interfaces between media
with di�erent hydrological properties. To be able to handle those physical
discontinuities of θ, the treatment consists in modifying θ by �rst transforming
it into an intermediate pressure head variable (physically continuous), then
derive a new θ which is compatible which its neighbor value. The resulting
relation is described at the end of section 3.3.5.

To increase the stability, the mass matrices Mij in Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) have
been lumped. Hence Cm,j is only present on the diagonal, which allows us to
avoid inverting the product Cm,jMij at each time step. Following other model
designs, we use nodal element values for K.

An element is considered a�liated to the SZ, the WZ or the DZ in the following
priority order:

1) if one node of the element is saturated (e.g. ψ >= 0), the element belongs
to the SZ,

2) if one node of the element has the value Cm < C, the element belongs to
the WZ,

3) otherwise the element belongs to the DZ.
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3.3.2 Mass conservation

As mentioned before, the pure ψ-form of the RE is the easiest to solve but
it is not mass-conservative. This is due to the time-discretization of the C
function which is highly non-linear. Here we propose a simple solution to this
issue based on the application of Eq. (3.1) as a post-processing step to achieve
mass-conservation.

Using the same discretization as for Eq. (3.1) and an a-priori non-conservative
ψ-form as Eq. (3.12), we can obtain two equations with the same right-hand
side:

M
dθ

dt
= T (ψ), (3.34)

C(ψ)
dψ

dt
= T (ψ), (3.35)

where M,C, T are the matrices resulting from the spatial discretization. As
M is constant in time, one could see that Eq. (3.34) will produce exactly-
conservative results for any value of ψ, as the Darcy �ux is included in a
divergence. On this basis, we can compute an approximate solution ψ∗ of
Eq. (3.35) and then Eq. (3.34) could be solved with T (ψ) ' T (ψ∗). With such
a method, mass is conserved at machine precision. The opposed approach has
to be compared to models based on the classical chord-slope method [27, 24], for
which the mass-error decreases with the solution-error along the successive non-
linear iterations. Using an explicit iteration scheme to ensure mass conservation
could theoretically be applied to any non-conservative implicit method.

3.3.3 Explicit time discretization

Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) are discretized in time with an explicit Euler scheme.
Using a matrix notation, the overall solution procedure is the following:

1. Solve the equation for the intermediate steps Ψn+1,k, given Ψn+1,0 = Ψn:

for k = 1, . . . ,m : (3.36)

CmM
Ψ∗ −Ψn+1,k−1

∆t/m
= KΨn+1,k−1 + Z + P, (3.37)

Ψn+1,k = limit(Ψ∗), (3.38)

where the limiting procedure is described in section 3.3.5.

2. Solve the equation for Θn+1,0, given Θn and Ψn+1,m:

M
Θ∗ −Θn

∆t
= KΨn+1,m + Z + P, (3.39)

Θn+1,0 = limit(Θ∗). (3.40)
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3. Compute Ψn+1 by combining Ψn+1,m and the retention curve relationship:

Ψn+1 =

{
f−1
θ (Θn+1,0) in DZ,

Ψn+1,m in WZ and SZ.
(3.41)

4. Weakly correct Θn+1,0 in WZ and SZ:

for k = 1, . . . , q : (3.42)

M
Θn+1,k −Θn+1,k−1

∆t
= Λ(Θn+1,k−1 − fθ(Ψn+1)) + P θ, (3.43)

Θn+1 = limit(Θn+1,q) (3.44)

where we have replaced the reference value Ψ̃ used in Eq. (3.23) by Ψn+1.

In the DZ, this algorithm reduces to the θ-form of RE. This form is known
to be numerically better suited than the ψ-form, especially in very dry cases.
In the SZ, it reduces to an approximation of the ψ-form which exponentially
converges to Eq. (3.10) asm increases. The resulting approximation error leads
to approximate �uxes in the SZ but the total mass is exactly conserved. Step
4 allows us to bring θ towards its correct value in both SZ and WZ.

It should be noted than when Eq. (3.37) has converged in the SZ, the result
is equal to the one obtained with an implicit time integration scheme. Indeed,
if Ψn+1,m = Ψn+1,m−1, we have reached the incompressible state which corre-
sponds to the solution of the implicit equation for ψ, and also for θ once inserted
in Eq. (3.39). To satisfy this property, the right-hand sides of Eqs. (3.21) and
(3.22) have to be identical. Another point is that increasing m directly de-
creases the strength of the approximation. Indeed, the division of ∆t by m in
Eq. (3.37) allows us to magnify τ by a factor m.

3.3.4 Selecting the values of τ and λ

Any explicit time integration scheme of Eq. (3.21) is fully mass-conservative
and valid both in UZ and SZ but requires the �eld ψj to be known. Inverting
the retention curve, i.e. ψ = f−1

θ (θ), is the easiest way to obtain it. However
there is an underlying Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) stability condition. For
instance, the explicit Euler time discretization reads:

ψn = f−1
θ (θn), (3.45)

θn+1 = θn + ∆tF (ψn), (3.46)

where the superscripts indicate the time step, ∆t represents the time step and
F (ψ) the right-hand side of Eq. (3.11). One could see that this collapses exactly
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into the θ-form, and simple manipulations show that this is unstable whenK/C
exceed the stability limit for di�usion, which is:

K

C
≤ p∆l2

∆t
, (3.47)

where ∆l is the smallest element length and 0 < p < 1 depends on the type
of explicit solver used. Although our algorithm is slightly more complex than
Eqs. (3.45) and (3.46), we hypothesize that its stability condition is similar
and, with Eq. (3.13), it leads to the following condition on τ :

τ =
K(ψ)

C(ψ)

∣∣∣∣
ψ=ψmax

≤ p∆l2

∆t
, (3.48)

where ψmax is soil-dependent.

The parameter τ controls the position of the separation between DZ and WZ.
As the solution in the WZ is approximated, it is better to limit its extent as
much as possible by increasing τ . However, to respect Eq. (3.48) for a constant
mesh size ∆l, increasing τ leads to decreasing the time step. In the following,
we use the experimentally-found optimal values p = 1/5 in 1D and p = 1/15
in 3D.

The quasi-elliptic approximation produces �uxes in the SZ resulting in a local
mass excess or de�cit that has to be corrected with Eq. (3.43). This equation
has the following stability condition:

λ ≤ pθ
∆l2

∆t
. (3.49)

To optimize the correction, we take the explicit di�usive limit, i.e. we take the
larger stable value of λ given the sizes of the adjacent elements, in a similar
way as for τ . It has been observed than a smaller value pθ = 1/20 has to be
taken for stability, due to complex interactions with the UZ/SZ interface.

The present model could develop unphysical �uxes in WZ and SZ because of
the approximation in Eq. (3.12). A-priori, the parameters p and pθ are �xed
once for all, and τ and λ could then be �xed by the choice of ∆t. The free
parameters which act on the approximation are then ∆t, m and q. One could
obtain an approximation of the local error from the false transiant method:

e = (Cnm − Cn)
(ψn+1 − ψn)

∆t
, (3.50)

where e is close to the mass di�erence error applied to θ at the time step
n. Limiting this error below a certain threshold could then be achieved by
adapting the values of m and q.
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3.3.5 Slope limiters

As mentioned previously, FE schemes of the RE can produce spurious oscil-
lations. To avoid these, we have used a technique designed for advection-
dominated problems that consists in locally modifying the slope of the solution
when it does not respect the monotonicity of the solution. By doing so, we aim
to achieve a total variation diminishing in the mean property on each element
[85]. The slope limiting algorithm used is the same as in [86]. It simply checks
that the solution at the nodes of an element e is bounded by the means of
the solution in the neighboring elements e1 . . . eng . For each mesh node j, we
collect the extrema maxj and minj of the means of all the elements including
the node j. The limited value U∗ of a variable U over one element e could then
be expressed as:

U∗ej = Ue + Le (Uej − Ue), (3.51)

Le = min(1, L∗e), (3.52)

L∗e = min
j∈e

[
extre,j − Ue
Uej − Ue

]
, (3.53)

extre,j =

{
maxj , if Uej − Ue > 0

minj , if Uej − Ue < 0
(3.54)

where overlines represent the mean over one element, the indices e or j the
a�liation of the variable to the element e or to the node j. This expression
is correct and mass conservative only if the element has the property that the
sum of its nodes weighted by their number is the mean of the element, i.e.∑
j Uej = neUe. All elements present in the following test cases respect this

rule.

The limited values U∗ej are unchanged (i.e. Le = 1) if the values inside the
element (i.e. Uej ,∀j ∈ e) are between the maximum and the minimum of the
means of their neighbors. Otherwise, the value of Le is less than one, and
the reduction on the gradients applies in all directions. It would be possible
to increase the accuracy of this limiter by considering separately each spatial
direction and space derivative. However, the simplicity of this algorithm has
been preferred to reduce the computational cost. A 1D example is shown in
Fig. 3.2.

A di�erent behavior is expected on the boundaries of the domain. Only tan-
gential components to the boundary have to be limited while the normal one
should not. Indeed, we want to stabilize the scheme, without limiting the ex-
trema on the boundaries as such these appear frequently in physical cases. This
is achieved by using a mirror image of the solution outside of the domain.
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Figure 3.2: One-dimensional exampleof the slope limiter behavior. The slope of
the solution on elements located at local extrema (as Ωc) is set to zero, otherwise
the solution is bounded by the means of solutions in neighboring elements, without
modifying the local mass (i.e. the mean remains constant). In this example, the
solution slope is limited in Ωb,Ωd,Ωf but not in Ωa and Ωe.

Eventually, special care must be taken for the limiter and continuity constraint
applied to θ. Indeed, both have to preserve the physical discontinuities of θ
between di�erent media A and B. The way to proceed is to translate θ into ψ
by means of the inverse of the retention curve f−1

θ (θ), as ψ has the property
to be physically continuous. Once θ has been translated in term of ψ with the
properties of the medium it belongs to (i.e. A or B), it is translated back into θ
using the properties of the medium where the computation is necessary (resp.
B or A). Then, if subscripts are used to represent the medium, one could de�ne

2[θh] =
(
θ+
A − fθA(f−1

θB
(θ−B))

)
+
(
fθB (f−1

θA
(θ+
A))− θ−B

)
, (3.55)

minAj = fθA

(
min
e3j

(
f−1
θe

(Ue)
))

, (3.56)

maxAj = fθA

(
max
e3j

(
f−1
θe

(Ue)
))

, (3.57)

as the continuity constraint and extrema per node. The di�erences for the
continuity constraint and the means for the limiter are then coherent with
physical discontinuities of θ.
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3.4 Numerical examples

In this section, we present three numerical examples demonstrating the ability
of the model to produce results similar to the widely-used model Hydrus-1D
[87], con�rming its convergence as the number of iterations increase, and show-
ing its scalability on a 3D application.

3.4.1 Unsaturated in�ltration

This simulation is based on data numerically reproduced as a benchmark test
in the Hydrus-1D code [87]. The experimental setup consists in a homogeneous
column of soil of 60 cm that is assumed to have an initial constant pressure head
of−1.5 m. The characteristics of the soil are the same as in the Hydrus code and
are represented by the modi�ed Van Genuchten�Mualem relations from Vogel
and Cislerova [88] summarized in Appendix A.2, with the parameter values
given in Table 3.1. The material properties are homogeneous and isotropic. At
the beginning of the simulation, the pressure of a thin layer of water whose
height is assumed to be approximately equal to zero is imposed at the top of
the column. Mathematically, this is done by imposing the Dirichlet boundary
condition ψ(z = 0) = 0. A zero-�ux boundary condition is imposed on all
the other boundaries. The spatial discretization is made with 30 equidistant
layers in the vertical direction. Here, a time step of 1 s was used, with only
one sub-iteration for ψ and θ (i.e. m = q = 1).

Table 3.1: Modi�ed Van Genuchten parametrization for the unsaturated in�ltration
test case (see Appendix A.2).

Sand
α [m−1] β θr θs
4.1 1.964 0.02 0.35

θm θk θa Ks [ms−1] Kr [ms−1]

0.35 0.2875 0.02 7.22×10−6 6.95×10−6

Pressure head pro�les at di�erent instants of the simulation are displayed in
Fig. 3.3. The maximum over one element remains below the means of the
neighboring elements thanks to the slope-limiting algorithm. It can be seen
that our results are very close to the ones obtained with Hydrus-1D [87]. In
this test case, the false transient approximation does not apply. Indeed, all
the elements except the top one lie in the DZ. For most natural in�ltrations,
dynamics happen in the DZ and are therefore not approximated.

The mass balance error of Hydrus at the end of the simulation is 1.95×10−6 m
versus 2×10−16 m for our code (with a maximum at 6×10−16 m). To produce
this result the default convergence parameters of Hydrus are used. The error is
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expected to drop with more non-linear iterations. However the actual di�erence
with our model is that our mass balance error is always minimal and does not
depend on a convergence criterion.
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Figure 3.3: Pressure head pro�les for an in�ltration in an initially dry sandy soil at
simulation times t= 1/12, 1, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90 minutes, from left to right. Our model
results are represented by solid lines, and Hydrus-1D results by the `+' signs.

Spatial or temporal convergence studies are di�cult to ful�ll with the proposed
model. Indeed classical convergences orders are disrupted by the false transient
approximation in WZ and SZ, as shown in the next section. Those zones
should therefore be limited to isolate proper convergences when keeping m and
q constant as they are not the studied variables. Since the size of the WZ
increases with the time step and decreases with the mesh size, we have to
impose a maximum time step of 1 sec and minimum mesh size of 1 cm. For
the mesh convergence study, the top �fth of the domain is kept �xed with a
discretization of 2 cm to make sure the WZ is always discretized with the same
resolution and hence prevent the false transient approximation from interfering
with the convergence analysis. Fig. 3.4 shows a temporal convergence rate of 1
and a spatial convergence rate of 1.5. The �rst-order explicit time integration
scheme behaves as expected but it is not the case of the spatial integration
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scheme which is theoretically second-order accurate. Such a discrepancy is
likely due to the slope limiters.
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Figure 3.4: Mesh element size and time step convergence studies for the Unsaturated
in�ltration test-case. The L2 norm error is computed from the �nest runs (1cm for
the mesh element size and 1.2510−3sec for the time step).

3.4.2 Filling of aquifer

This second test case highlights the e�ects of the �quasi-elliptic� approximation
in the SZ given by Eq. (3.11). We consider a soil of one-meter depth described
by four equally-thick layers of sand, loam, clay and loam whose properties are
given in Table 3.2. Each layer is assumed homogeneous and isotropic. Initially,
the water table is located at half of the soil depth and the system is at physical
equilibrium. This is achieved by taking a linear initial pressure �eld going from
0.5 m at the bottom to -0.5 m at the top. A Neumann boundary condition
is imposed at the top to represent a strong in�ltration of 10−5 ms−1 that
stops after 2 h. All the other boundaries are impervious. The soil column is
discretized into 40 equidistant layers, the time step was equal to 1 s.

Table 3.2: Van Genuchten parameter values for the aquifer �lling test case.

α [m−1] β θr θs Ks [ms−1]

Sand 14.5 2.68 0.045 0.43 8.25 10−5

Loam 3.6 1.56 0.078 0.43 2.89 10−6

Clay 0.8 1.09 0.068 0.38 5.56 10−6

Loam 3.6 1.56 0.078 0.43 2.89 10−6

Fig. 3.5 shows the evolution of the ψ and θ pro�les during the simulation.
The discontinuity between di�erent types of soils in the θ-pro�le is in good
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Figure 3.5: In�ltration pro�les in a soil column initially at equilibrium. Our model
results are represented by solid lines, while Hydrus-1D results are represented by the
`+', `×', `o' and `∗' markers. Our model results are very close to those obtained
with Hydrus until t ' 2.15h. Afterwards, a slight discrepancy appears due to the
approximation (3.11).

agreement with the physics, while a classic continuous representation would
have to rely on the mean of the soil properties at the interfaces. In this model
each DOF belongs to a particular material and all properties are well de�ned,
even at the interfaces between di�erent soil layers.

The results are similar for both models until the in�ltration front reaches the
water table depth, at around t = 2.15 h. Before this point, we set m = q = 1.

The succession of the large conductivity of the sand and the conductivity of
the loam inferior to the incoming �ux causes an accumulation of water at
this interface. However, some water passes through this capillary barrier and
eventually �lls the loam layer. Once the loam layer has been �lled, the depth of
the incompressible water column instantaneously increases from half to nearly
3/4 of the computational domain.

After t = 2.15, the ψ-pro�le is not instantaneously adapted as it should, and a
curvature appears, as shown in Fig. 3.6. This generates �uxes in the SZ leading
to an increase in the water content, which is visible in the last panel of Fig. 3.5.
However, this excess is spread over time and the model converges towards the
steady solution. Increasing m and q improves the convergence of the solution,
as shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. It can be seen that a value of m ' 25 is
su�cient on this quick event to transport the information through 30 saturated
elements.

The mass balance error of Hydrus-1D at the end of the simulation is 4.78 ×
10−6 m versus 5×10−16 m for our code (with a maximum at 10−15 m). For this
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Figure 3.7: Error convergence computed as the L2 norm of the di�erence with a
solution where m = 3125. The chosen times are such as the error is maximal.

result, the limiter on θ has been removed. It adds robustness to the algorithm
but is not mandatory. The limiter applies some additional multiplications and
additions to the mass variable θ, which increase the mass balance error. Despite
that, with the limiter the mass balance error is not larger than 1.2× 10−14 m.

3.4.3 Capillary barrier in a simple land�ll design

For this theoretical test case, a simulation of the water dynamics within the
simple land�ll represented in Fig. 3.8 is considered. The waste is stocked over
a capillary barrier made of sand and gravel. An impervious geotextile placed
under the gravel diverts the water to the bottom where it is drained. The
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e�ciency of the capillary barrier is assessed for an important �ux of water into
an initially dry system. We take advantage of the symmetries of the computa-
tional domain to model the problem only over one eighth of the domain. The
waste layer is de�ned by soil-like properties that are given in Table 3.3 with
the properties of the sand and gravel. The material properties are considered
homogeneous and isotropic within each layer. The mesh is constituted of nine
layers of 2,892 prisms for a total of 156,168 DOF, re�ned over corners as shown
in Fig. 3.8. Water input is taken as a homogeneous �ux of 5 mm/h on the top
of the waste that is stopped after 12h. The geotextile is assumed to be perfectly
impervious while the drain continuously covers the bottom of the land�ll. The
drain boundary condition is de�ned as follows:

if ψ < ψc or �ux < 0 : zero �ux (Neumann),

if ψ ≥ ψc and �ux ≥ 0 : ψ = ψc (Dirichlet),

where ψc is the air-entry pressure of the gravel layer. It should be mentioned
that such a boundary condition is quite di�cult to apply in an implicit model.
Indeed, conditional statements frequently produce oscillatory states into the
convergence process, as a continuous and monotone system is theoretically
required to ensure convergence. The mesh used is made of prisms obtained by
extruding a 2D triangular mesh. Here, we set m = q = 1 and use a time step
which varies between 50 s at the beginning of the simulation to 0.075 s when
the gravel, which is very conductive, reaches saturation. The time step is set
as the minimum between 50 s and the CFL condition.

Table 3.3: Van Genuchten parameters for the capillary barrier test case.

α [m−1] β θr θs Ks [ms−1]

Waste 1.43 1.51 0.032 0.345 2.78 10−6

Sand 6.34 1.53 0.046 0.345 6.57 10−5

Gravel 469. 2.57 0.074 0.419 3.50 10−3

Water in�ltration at the beginning of the simulation is visible on Fig. 3.9. As
expected, water crosses the capillary barrier �rst at the external lower corner
of the domain and at the bottom of the slope, where it accumulates before
being drained out, as shown on Fig. 3.10. In the middle of the slope plane,
the capillary barrier plays its role and diverts most of the water which slowly
�ows to the bottom of the sand layer, towards the drainage zone. The e�ect of
the capillary barrier is also visible at the top of the corner, where a small area
stays dry. On such a con�guration, the most sensitive parts are the corners
where the geotextile has to divert the strongest �uxes.
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Figure 3.8: Top (top) and side views (bottom) of the land�ll design (left) and its
discretization (right). The dimensions of the pit are 5×100×100 m, each soil layer
being 50 cm deep. The borders slope is set to 20%. The computational domain,
represented in grey color in the schematic top view, is discretized into 9 layers of
prisms for a total of 26,028 elements.

3.4.4 Parallel e�ciency

The parallel scaling of a model is the ratio between speed-up and the number
of workers N , i.e. the fraction of available computational resources fully-used.
When assessing the parallel e�ciency, it is usual to distinguish between weak
and strong scalings. The former emphasizes the ability of a model to handle a
greater computational domain with additional resources while the latter shows
the scalability limit of a model for a �xed problem size. The weak scaling is the
most frequently used for large-scale simulations. The ParSWMS model, on 64
workers with 7690 DOF per worker, achieves a weak scaling of 75% in the best
cases but could decrease to 29% in the worst case shown in [68]. The ParFlow
model has been tested for coupled surface/subsurface �ows. With 100 workers,
for 2000 DOF per worker, ParFlow reaches 40% of weak scaling and for 50,000
DOF per worker it reaches 72% [62]. A terrain-following grid formulation has
been developed by [54] to avoid staircase boundaries. They presented a test-
case using 500,000 DOF per worker with 16,384 wokers and achieved a weak
scaling of 78% with a non-symmetric preconditioner and 51% with a symmetric
preconditioner. The cost per iteration is greater for the non-symmetric than
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Figure 3.9: Clipped view of the water content in a vertical plane at the middle of
the land�ll domain. The in�ltration in the waste (t=4h) and in the sand (t=12h) is
homogeneous as expected. After one day, the water concentrates in the bottom of
the sand layer, leading after 60h to an in�ltration visible at the bottom of the slope.
These graphs are scaled in the vertical direction.
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Figure 3.10: Bottom view of the water content in the computational domain. After
3 days (left �gure), the in�ltration reaches the bottom of the gravel. Then it quickly
�ows towards the bottom of the land�ll, where it is drained. After 5 days (right
�gure) the water reaching the bottom remains con�ned.

for the symmetric preconditioner. In the framework of DUNE, DuMux has
achieved a strong scaling of 36% with 64 workers with about 7341 DOF per
worker. They propose the use of an algebraic multigrid solver to overcome the
bad scaling of the linear solver [57].

The �rst reason for the suboptimal scaling observed with all these models
is the reduction of the computational domain (CD) related to each worker,
compared to the extent of the interfaces (I) between di�erent CD which require
communication between workers. A second reason is the elliptic behavior of
the equation in the SZ, which implies that any change impacts the entire SZ.
The information has to pass through several CD's to cover the whole SZ. It
therefore requires a lot of communication (often via additional linear solver
iterations). The �rst case could be magni�ed by the so-called �strong" scaling
test cases, which keep the same mesh when increasing N . Then the ratio
I/CD increases and the scaling is expected to decrease. The second case is
magni�ed by �weak" scaling test cases, which keep the sizes of the CD and the
I constant when increasing N and thus the domain size as well. This results in
an increase in the number of CD, which in turn increases the number of linear
solver iterations and reduces the scalability. But strong scaling test cases are
also a�ected by this situation. That is why we choose to show a strong scaling
test-case.
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When studying strong scaling, it is important to look at the number of DOF
per worker, as it is closely related to the ratio I/CD. Any model will see its
performances degraded below a certain I/CD ratio for which the communication
time begins to dominate the overall computation time. It is then more di�cult
to achieve a good scaling with a small number of DOF per worker. Strong
scaling test cases could bene�t from additional fast-memory caches when N
increases, as the memory load per worker decreases accordingly. This can lead
to super-linear scaling.

It is conceptually di�cult to develop a model of an elliptic-type equation with
a perfect scaling. Mathematically, any small local change in the model solution
will have a global in�uence. This leads to a strong exchange of information
between the sub-domains linked to each worker, and thus a poor scaling. The
multigrid method is specially designed to overcome this issue. The false tran-
sient method that is used here simply reduces this exchange and thus achieves
a perfect scaling by transferring information at a �nite speed. The consequence
that the information in an explicit method is transferred only to neighboring
elements is that the number of iterations m could increase and hence reduce
the e�ciency as compared to implicit methods. The model e�ciency would
therefore be reduced in cases where the SZ occupies a large portion of the do-
main or is discretized with a large number of DOF's. The minimum value of
m in this case is of the order of exp(Nc) where Nc is the number of saturated
elements in a line.

The scaling of the model has been evaluated on a cluster of 64 cores by running
the model on a test-case similar to the last one, except for the 3D mesh which
is now composed of 101,508 prisms, or 609,048 DOFs. Speed-up results are
shown in Fig. 3.11 and exhibit an optimal scaling.
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Figure 3.11: Scaling of the model. The line represents the theorically-expected
speed-up and the `+' signs are the obtained results. It can be seen that the model
scaling is optimal.
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3.5 Conclusion

We have developed a 3D discontinuous-Galerkin model of the Richards equation
using an explicit solver. As the mass variable θ is updated with the mixed-
form of the equation, the mass is conserved up to machine-error precision. The
DGFE method is well-suited to the advection-dominated physics that occurs
at sharp gradient fronts. The DGFE method also allows the use of stabilizing
techniques such as slope limiters. These limiters remove the oscillations that
appear with the classical FE methods. A discontinuous approximation can also
nicely capture the physical discontinuities of the water content. In our model,
the UZ is modeled with the θ-form of RE and the SZ by an approximation of
the ψ-form of this equation. Such an approximation, which results in a �nite
pressure propagation speed, allows us to use the same explicit time integration
scheme for both the saturated and unsaturated zones.

Explicit methods are constrained by a limit on the time step value, depending
on the size of the elements and on the water conductivity. However, the in-
crease in the number of time steps is balanced by a smaller computational cost
per time step and an optimal scaling on parallel architectures. The latter being
often hard to achieve with an implicit scheme. Explicit methods also allow a
direct use of conditional statements in the resolution of the equation and in
the boundary conditions, which would hamper the convergence with an im-
plicit scheme. Eventually, the present model avoids linear or non-linear solvers
issues, and in this meaning is more robust. Several codes use an explicit time
integration scheme in the UZ, either because they are dedicated to this zone,
or to improve the execution speed [58]. In [89], a term of the equation is set
explicit to obtain a strictly convex minimization problem. To our knowledge,
explicit solvers have never been used for the RE in SZ.

Accuracy and e�ciency could be further improved by using a better method
to solve the purely elliptic part of the equation, such as the multigrid method.
Indeed, if the SZ occupies a large part of the domain, the present model could
require an important number of iterations to converge. That would dramati-
cally reduce the overall e�ciency of the method. As the elliptic part is linear, a
linear solver alone is su�cient, without the burden of a non-linear solver. Speed
improvements could be achieved by using an interpolation for the constitutive
relationships, as the power function is very time-consuming. This could be
also accomplished by using a multi-rate method, which consists in reducing
the time steps only on the part of the domain where the physical processes
have the smallest time scale [90]. The latter seems very promising for further
developments.
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A scalable coupled

surface-subsurface flow model

This Chapter is based on the following paper: De Maet, T., Cornaton, F., Han-
ert, E., 2015. A scalable coupled surface-subsurface �ow model. Computers and
Fluids, 116, 74-87 [7]. Some parts have been modi�ed, principally to homogenize
variables names with the other chapters. It should be noted that our original
objective was to present a fully discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method for the
surface model, but we faced serious issues with negative water depths as many
before us. The CVFE method was then chosen to overcome those issues. The
main modi�cations are additional details on Eq. (4.38), the correction of a pa-
rameter name for the FOEC method and possible reasons for its di�erence in the
di�erent models for the Borden test case, and the addition of an appendix for
the CVFE method.
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Abstract

The coupling of physically-based models for surface and subsurface water
�ows is a recent concern. The study of their interactions is important
both for water resource management and environmental studies. How-
ever, despite constant innovation, physically-based simulations of water
�ows are still time consuming. That is especially problematic for large
and/or long-term studies, or to test a large range of parametrizations
with an adjoint model. As the current trend in computing sciences is to
increase the computational power with additional computational units,
new model developments are expected to scale e�ciently on parallel in-
frastructures. This chapter describes a coupled surface-subsurface �ow
model that combines implicit and explicit time discretizations for the
surface and subsurface dynamics, respectively. Despite that the surface
�ow has a faster dynamics than the subsurface �ow, we are able to use
a unique nearly-optimal time step for each submodel, hence improving
the resources use. The surface model is discretized with an implicit con-
trol volume �nite element method while the subsurface model is solved
by means of an explicit discontinuous Galerkin �nite element method.
The surface and subsurface models are coupled by weakly imposing the
continuity of water pressure. By imposing a threshold on the in�uence
coe�cients of the control volume �nite element method, we can prevent
the occurrence of unphysical �uxes in anisotropic elements. The proposed
coupling is shown to produce results similar to state-of-the-art models for
four di�erent test cases while achieving better strong and weak scalings
on up to 192 processors.

4.1 Introduction

The anthropogenic impact on the environment intensi�es continuously with
the expansion of the population and the development of its standard of liv-
ing. To study how human activities in�uence its surrounding environment,
it is important to fully understand the biogeochemical exchanges across the
biosphere. Such exchanges are mainly driven by surface and subsurface wa-
ter �ows, which are di�cult to predict without appropriate tools. Numerical
models are increasingly used for this purpose.

Physically-based models are competing with statistically-based models. The
formers are based on complex mathematical equations that can be di�cult to
parametrize [91] but with the added value of an understanding of the under-
lying processes. The laters, based on simple generic formulas, can provide an
easy and precise �t with observations data but lack of �exibility when a change
occurs in the system [92]. It is possible to mix both approaches with an uncer-
tainty analysis to assess the variability of the results [?]. The main sources of
uncertainty of physically-based models are the physical model hypotheses, the
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mathematical approximations, the numerical discretization, the heterogeneity
and variability of the parameters, and the calibration of non-linear models with
uncertain measures.

In a physically-based model of the terrestrial water cycle, the processes are
usually modeled by means of the shallow water equations for the surface �ows
and the Richards' equation for the subsurface �ows. The shallow water equa-
tions are a convenient 2D approximation of the full 3D Navier-Stokes equations
when the water height is small, which is the case for surface �ows. It can be
complemented by additional 1D equations for rivers and channels to handle
the jump in the physical process scales. The Richards' equation approximates
the soil as a porous medium with highly non-linear parameters. It assumes an
isothermal and laminar �ow with no chemical gradients or inertial forces and
water as the unique �uid phase, hence neglecting the air component [91]. It can
be complexi�ed by adding hysteresis, fractures, multiple phases or macropores,
although those extensions are di�cult to spatialize and parametrize. Since
the physical complexity of the shallow water equations goes beyond what is
required for surface-subsurface �ow interactions, simpler models are generally
used. The most popular ones are the non-inertia or di�usive wave model and
the kinetic wave model. Some simpli�ed approaches based on the kinetic wave
equation are going further in the approximations, simulating the surface water
via a tree-structured network of water reservoirs, following the topographical
slopes [93]. While being fast, this method is based on strong underlying hy-
pothesis and is hence inappropriate for natural reservoirs. Among the many
existing approaches [61, 94, 19], a state-of-the art method to discretize the
non-inertia equation is the control volume �nite element (CVFE) method, also
called the in�uence coe�cient method [95, 58, 96, 64, 18]. This method applies
upwind �uxes between the nodes of a mesh element. Its main advantage over
the classical continuous Galerkin formulation is to avoid the issues related to
zero or negative water depths. As the non-inertia equation is nearly elliptic
when the water height becomes signi�cant, an implicit time integration scheme
is recommended.

The numerical discretization of the Richards' equation has been extensively
studied, as it presents various numerical di�culties such as unphysical oscil-
lations, mass conservation errors or a lack of robustness. These issues can be
partly circumvented by carefully selecting the non-linear solver [27, 35] as well
as the space discretization [58, 97, 22]. Most Richards' equation models rely on
implicit time integration schemes and hence present convergence issues [98] or
sub-optimal scaling on parallel infrastructures [62, 54, 68, 81, 57, 63]. The time
step of implicit time integration schemes is unrestricted for simple di�usion
equations, but the non-linearities of the Richards' equation put an upper limit
to it [98]. Recently, De Maet et al. [6] have proposed a model using an explicit
time integration scheme and a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) �nite element (FE)
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spatial discretization. Such an approach achieves an optimal strong scaling as
it does not require linear or non-linear solvers and hence avoids the associated
convergence issues. It relies on the use of slope limiters to increase the scheme
robustness and a special DG interface term that allows physical discontinuities
in the water content at the elements interface. The interface between two dif-
ferent soils is precisely represented by the DG FE approximation, therefore no
mixing between the di�erent properties is necessary as it is the case in contin-
uous Galerkin FE models. A detailed review of Richards' equation models can
be found in [22].

In the last decade, the coupling of the shallow water equations and the Richards'
equation has been an increasingly active domain of research (see for instance
[99] or [71] for an overview). The complexity of studies in this �eld are mostly
due to the fact that surface and subsurface interactions are di�cult to measure.
Another issue is the di�culty to model water �uxes that often exhibit a large
spatial and temporal variability. Indeed, processes occurring at small spatial
scales, like river �ows, coexist with processes occurring at large spatial scales,
like groundwater �ows. Similarly, slow processes like the dynamics of the vadose
zone coexist with rapid processes like surface runo�.

In a continuous world, when surface water is present, the most physically con-
sistent coupling is to match the hydrostatic pressure of the surface �ow with
the pressure head of the subsurface �ow at the top of the soil layer [62, 18].
However, a pressure continuity (PC) coupling strategy would require the soil
to be discretized up to the scale of the smallest water �uxes between surface
and subsurface, which is rarely feasible in practice because of the associated
computational cost. Additionally, the small features of the surface linked to
those speci�c �uxes, such as the microtopography, the surface soil compression
and vegetation cover, are often very di�cult to estimate. Eventually, such a
coupling strategy requires the surface and subsurface models to be connected
in one non-linear solver step. The solution is then provided either by itera-
tive coupling methods, which require multiple iterations per time step, or by
an implicit time integration scheme, which produces a non-linear system that
is often di�cult to solve and scales poorly on parallel architectures. Another
coupling is the �rst-order exchange coe�cient (FOEC) coupling for which the
pressure continuity is weakly imposed [58, 96, 18]. The FOEC coupling allows
the surface and subsurface to be solved separately and it can assume addi-
tional sub-scale physics at interfaces. It converges towards the PC coupling
when the coe�cient tends towards in�nity. With an appropriate choice of co-
e�cient it can produce results very close to the PC coupling with enhanced
model performances [100, 101].

Although the research on coupled surface-subsurface models is well developed,
few models achieve a good scaling on parallel architectures. For Richards' equa-
tion, the parallel e�ciency (de�ned as the fraction of available computational
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resources fully-used) of a model like PARSWMS is of 75% but it can decrease
to 29% in some cases [68]. For the coupled model PARFLOW, the e�ciency
varies between 40% and 72% [62]. As a general rule of the thumb, performances
decrease with the number of computational units and increase with the num-
ber of degrees of freedom allocated to each computational unit. This is mainly
due to the complexity of the global system solution, which requires many com-
munications to exchange information between subdomains. That amount of
communications limits the parallel e�ciency, especially when a large number
of nodes is involved. Those performances are likely to keep decreasing in the fu-
ture with the use of newer technologies. Indeed, today new computers increase
their power by adding more computational units. That implies a change of
paradigm for computational code development as individual computing units
are no longer increasing in power. Instead, they are duplicated. To use all ca-
pabilities of future devices, adapted algorithms have therefore to be developed
to achieve e�cient parallel codes.

In this chapter, we present a coupled surface-subsurface �ow model that com-
bines an implicit model for the non-inertia shallow water equation and an ex-
plicit model for the Richards' equation [6]. Such an approach allows us to use
the same time step for both models, as the slow dynamics of the groundwater
requires an explicit time step close to the implicit time step required for conver-
gence of the surface �ow non-linear solver. Despite using an implicit scheme for
the surface model, the overall scaling is still nearly optimal as the subsurface
model generally needs the largest part of the computational resources. The FE
method has been selected mostly for its ability to solve the model equations on
unstructured meshes, which are well suited to complex geometries such as real
catchments. Its CVFE declination for surface �ow is close to a �nite volume
method, increasing �rst the robustness and then the scheme convergence. Its
DG FE declination for subsurface �ow allows for physical discontinuities of the
water content and for the use of limiters to also increase the scheme robustness.
As both the non-inertia and the Richards equations are strongly non-linear, ro-
bustness is often favored over precision, which would be achieved for instance by
a higher order spatial discretization. The use of similar spatial discretizations
for the surface and the subsurface models allows an easier coupling, as each
surface element has a unique corresponding subsurface element face. We intro-
duce a �exible coupling approach that lies between an exact surface-subsurface
pressure coupling, and the FOEC formulation. This hybrid coupling comes
together with the DG FE method when using its Dirichlet boundary condition.
It has the advantages to be easier to solve than a direct coupling, as it is less
stringent, to converge towards the pressure continuity coupling after a transi-
tory phase, and to be usable with an explicit time integration scheme. This is
not the case of the exact coupling that requires a conjoint implicit solution of
both the surface and the subsurface models. A number of numerical examples
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are provided to highlight the model properties and show how the scaling is
a�ected by the surface and subsurface models.

4.2 Mathematical formulation

In this section, we give an overview of the subsurface and surface models and
describe di�erent approaches to couple these two models.

4.2.1 Subsurface model

The 3D subsurface model relies on the three-dimensional Richards' equation,
which can be expressed as follows:

∂θ

∂t
= ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ − z)) + s, (4.1)

θ = fθ(ψ), (4.2)

where θ [L3L−3] is the volumetric soil water content, ψ [L] is the pressure head,
z [L] is the upward positive vertical coordinate, s [T−1] a sink-source term, K
[LT−1] the water conductivity tensor and fθ [�] the retention curve. Eqs. (4.1)
and (4.2) are complemented with appropriate initial and boundary conditions:

ψ = ψ0, on Ω, t = 0 (4.3)

ψ = ψD, on ΓD, t ∈ [0, tend] (4.4)

−(K · ∇(ψ − z)) · n = JN , on ΓN , t ∈ [0, tend] (4.5)

with n [�] the outward normal vector, tend [T] the simulation duration, Ω the
computational domain, ΓD the Dirichlet part of the boundary (where the value
ψD is imposed) and ΓN the Neumann part (where the �ux JN is imposed). The
constitutive relations de�ning θ = fθ(ψ) andK are derived from van Genuchten
[102] and Mualem [103]:

Se =
θ − θr
θs − θr

, (4.6)

Se =

{
(1 + |αψ|β)−ν if ψ ≤ 0,

1 if ψ > 0,
(4.7)

K = Ks S
lp
e

(
1− (1− S1/ν

e )ν
)2

, (4.8)

where Se [�] is the e�ective saturation, θr [L3L−3] is the residual volumetric
water content, θs [L

3L−3] is the saturated volumetric water content, Ks [LT
−1]

is the anisotropic saturated water conductivity tensor, α [L−1] is a parameter
related to the air-entry pressure value, β [�] is a parameter related to the pore-
size distribution, and ν = 1− 1/β [�].
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4.2.2 Surface model

The surface water is modeled with the non-inertia approximation of the shal-
low water equations. These equations rely on the assumption that the �ow
aspect ratio is very small. The non-inertia approximation further assumes that
inertial terms can be neglected. Gottardi and Venutelli [104] have shown that
this approximation is acceptable to simulate runo� �ows as it yields results
very close to the analytical and numerical solution of the full shallow water
equations. The non-inertia approximation reads:

∂h

∂t
= ∇ ·

(
h3/2

√
g

G

∇(h+ b)√
|∇(h+ b)|

)
+ qs (4.9)

for which the z-axis is de�ned positive upward, where h [L] is the thickness
of the water layer, b [L] is the surface elevation, g [LT−2] is the gravitational
acceleration, G [�] a friction coe�cient and qs [LT−1] a source/sink term. G
can be expressed as follows:

G =
gn2

x

h1/3
or

g

C2
x

or
fx
8
. (4.10)

where nx [TL−1/3] is the Manning coe�cient, Cx [L1/2T−1] is the Chezy coef-
�cient and fx [�] is the Darcy coe�cient.

4.2.3 Coupling between the surface and subsurface models

The shallow water equations and the Richards' equation are coupled through
a boundary condition of the subsurface model, by equating the surface hydro-
static pressure (assumed to be equal to h) and the subsurface pressure head
ψ when h > 0. To ensure mass-conservation, the interface �ux FBC [T−1] is
applied to the surface model as a source term through qs in Eq. (4.9). The
expression of FBC depends on the coupling method. In this study, we will con-
sider two common coupling strategies and then present a new one that combines
the two previous ones. Each coupling has its own advantages and drawbacks
both in terms of numerical discretization and of physical accuracy.

When no ponding occurs, the interface �ux is driven by the evapotranspiration.
However, over the time scale of a rainfall event the evapotranspiration �ux can
be neglected as compared to the magnitude of the rain �ux. All the test
cases presented in this chapter are driven by rainfall events and hence neglect
evapotranspiration. Of course, evapotranspiration will have to be taken into
account to achieve realistic, long-term simulations.
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When ponding occurs, two main approaches are commonly used, the PC cou-
pling and the FOEC coupling:

FBC,PC = n · (K · ∇(ψ − z)), (4.11)

FBC,FOEC = αFOEC(ψ − h), (4.12)

where αFOEC [T−1] is an exchange coe�cient. If this coe�cient is large, ψ and
h quickly converge. If it is small, the two models are almost decoupled. The PC
coupling could be viewed as a special case of the FOEC coupling when αFOEC
is in�nite. This coe�cient is able to model surface features di�erent from the
bulk of the soil. The �ux of Eq. (4.12) is then viewed as the simplest expression
of a Darcy �ux. Following the approach of VanderKwaak [58] αFOEC is de�ned
as:

αFOEC = Kz
ζ

as
faχ, (4.13)

where Kz [LT−1] is the soil conductivity in the z direction, ζ [L−1] is the
surface exchange interface area to volume ratio, as [L] is the surface coupling
length scale, fa [�] is the isotropic porous media area fraction (used only when
macropores are considered) and χ [�] is an exchange scaling coe�cient. As
these parameters are often di�cult to estimate and measure in practice, it is
usual to use the empirical formula αFOEC∗ = Kz/lc instead of Eq. (4.13),
where lc [L] is a characteristic length which acts as a �tting parameter [100].

A third approach is to combine the pressure-continuity and FOEC �uxes to
obtain a hybrid coupling. The coupling �ux is then mathematically expressed
as

FBC,DG = σB(ψ − h) + n · (K · ∇(ψ − z)), (4.14)

where σB [T−1] is a penalty parameter quite similar to αFOEC∗. On the one
hand, the above de�nition of αFOEC∗ involves only parameters that have a
physical meaning, although they are often di�cult to measure. On the other
hand, σB is set according to the penalty parameters of the DG space dis-
cretization (see Eq. (4.31)). σB is de�ned by assuming that the soil-surface is
like any other inter-element interface within the soil computational domain and
is proportional to Kz/le, where le is a characteristic length of the two adjacent
elements. The di�erence with the αFOEC∗ formula is that lc is generally user-
de�ned while le is de�ned automatically from the model. The interface �ux
described by Eq. (4.14) can be viewed as a compromise between the continuous
coupling and the FOEC coupling, close to a Robin boundary condition. It is a
weak coupling, enhancing the solver convergence, and it converges towards the
physical continuity coupling when ψ has reached h. It is consistent with the
soil domain discretization described thereafter. Indeed, no speci�c code was
necessary to introduce Eq. (4.14) as it is already part of the DG FE method
when a Dirichet boundary condition is speci�ed.
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As a side note we shall point out that the main advantage of the PC coupling is
its physical meaning, as water pressure does not exhibit discontinuities. How-
ever, as mentioned before, it brings additional numerical issues. Both the
FOEC and the hybrid couplings avoid those issues by relaxing the equality
constraint with a weak coupling. The coe�cient σB of the hybrid coupling is
coherent with the DG discretization that will be introduced in the next sec-
tion and is automatically �xed. The constraint at the coupling interface has
the same strength than the constraint of the subsurface model at elements
interfaces. The result is therefore close to the one obtained with the PC cou-
pling. The FOEC coupling can reach the same goal or can describe near-surface
physics, depending on the user-de�ned parameter lc. In the present model we
do not use the PC coupling. The hybrid coupling is always used, except when
additional near-surface physical processes are required (like in section 4.4.2).
In that case, the FOEC coupling is used and the parameter lc is calibrated to
achieve the best �t with observations.

4.3 Space and time discretizations

The model equations are now discretized in space and time, before being cou-
pled. We �rst present the discretization of Richards' equation with a DG FE
scheme in space and an explicit scheme in time. We then consider the dis-
cretization of the non-inertia approximation of the shallow water equations
with a CVFE scheme in space and an implicit scheme in time. Finally, we
summarize the entire coupling algorithm.

4.3.1 Discretization of the subsurface model

Before formally discretizing the subsurface model, the ideas of the resolution
procedure are presented for additional clarity. Eq. (4.1) is usually expressed in
two forms, namely the ψ-form and the θ-form:

C
∂ψ

∂t
= ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ − z)) + s, (4.15)

∂θ

∂t
= ∇ ·

(
K

C
· ∇θ −K · ∇z

)
+ s, (4.16)

where C(ψ) = dfθ(ψ)/dψ [L−1]. Eq. (4.15) is valid everywhere but generally
leads to mass conservation issues. Eq. (4.16) is best suited to dry soils and is
not valid in saturated soils. We have adopted the following approach for ap-
proximating the subsurface model: (1) solving a modi�ed version of Eq. (4.15)
by initially neglecting the mass-conservation issue, (2) solving Eq. (4.1) by us-
ing the value of ψ from the �rst step as a predictor, (3) updating the ψ �eld
with f−1

θ (θ) [�] in unsaturated areas and (4), if necessary, using a smoother on
θ in saturated areas.
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The approximation to the step (1) consists in modifying the function C to allow
the use of an explicit time integration scheme. Indeed, C (almost) reached
0 in saturated areas and an explicit time integration scheme would require
extremely small time steps to remain stable. We therefore make the following
approximation:

C ' C̃ = max (C,K/τ) , (4.17)

whereK [LT−1] is the largest eigenvalue of conductivity tensorK and τ [L2T−1]
is a free parameter. In transient situations, we iterate over step (1) to converge
towards the exact solution. The iterations on θ in steps (2) and (4) are perfectly
mass-conservative. The approximation occurs in the saturated zone but also in
a small part of the unsaturated zone where C̃ > C. When an abrupt transition
occurs in saturated areas, the algorithm can produce spurious mass �uxes. To
correct these in an explicit and mass-conservative way, the following smoother
equation is used:

∂θ

∂t
= λ∇2(θ − fθ(ψ̃)), (4.18)

where λ [L2T−1] is a free parameter and ψ̃ is the value of ψ at the current time
step (constant within this equation). The e�ect of this equation is simply to
�lter out unwanted variations of θ. Several iterations of this equation can be
applied to increase its e�ect.

Now Eqs. (4.1), (4.15) and (4.18) are discretized in space with the DG FE
method. This method is well-suited to represent advection-dominated �ows
like in�ltration fronts. The DG FE method also allows physical discontinuities
of θ between soils of di�erent properties, or the use of slope limiters to prevent
spurious oscillations. By partitioning the domain Ω into N non-overlapping
elements Ωe with interfaces Γe, the spatially and temporally continuous model
variables θ and ψ can be approximated by the discrete variables θh and ψh as

θ(x, y, z, t) ' θh(x, y, z, t) =

Nd∑
j=1

θj(t)φj(x, y, z), (4.19)

ψ(x, y, z, t) ' ψh(x, y, z, t) =

Nd∑
j=1

ψj(t)φj(x, y, z), (4.20)

where Nd [�] is the total number of degrees of freedom (DOF's) and φj [�] are
piecewise �rst-order Lagrange polynomials de�ned on each element Ωe. The
jump [·] and averaging {·} operators on the interface Γe are de�ned as:

[x]
4
= x+ − x−, {x} 4= x+ + x−

2
, (4.21)
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where the `+' and `�' superscripts indicate the trace value taken either on one
or opposite side of Γe. At the boundaries, both operators are de�ned in terms of
an external value derived from the Dirichlet boundary condition. The resulting
weak boundary conditions are known to be more stable than strong ones [82, 83]
and will be used further for the coupling as well. The discrete equations are
obtained by deriving the Galerkin formulation of Eqs. (4.15), (4.1) and (4.18)
with the basis functions φi (1 ≤ i ≤ Nd). The interior penalty DG method is
then applied. By using a matrix notation and capitalizing vectors variables, we
obtain

C̃M
dΨ

dt
= KΨ− Z + P, (4.22)

M
dΘ

dt
= KΨ− Z + P, (4.23)

M
dΘ

dt
= Λ(Θ− fθ(Ψ̃)) + Pθ, (4.24)

where the matrices M,K,Λ are obtained by assembling the following element-
wise matrices, with ne the number of nodes per element and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ne over
each element e and its neighbors:

Me
ij = 〈φiφj〉 , (4.25)

Ke
ij = 〈K · ∇φi · ∇φj〉 − 〈〈{(K · ∇φj) · n} [φi]〉〉 , (4.26)

Λeij = 〈λ∇φi · ∇φj〉 − 〈〈{λ ∇φj · n} [φi]〉〉 , (4.27)

where 〈·〉 is de�ned as
∑N
e=1

∫
Ωe
· dΩ and 〈〈·〉〉 as

∑N
e=1

∫
∂Ωe
· dΓ.. The vectors

Z, P , Pθ are assembled in the same way, with 1 ≤ i ≤ ne:

Zei = 〈K · z · ∇φi + sφi〉 − 〈〈{(K · z) · n} [φi]〉〉 , (4.28)

P ei = σ
〈〈

[φi]
[
ψh
]〉〉

, (4.29)

P eθi = σθ
〈〈

[φi]
[
θh − θref

]〉〉
, (4.30)

where the penalty parameters σ [T−1] and σθ [LT
−1] are de�ned as:

σ =
4

le
(n0 + 1)(n0 + 2) Ksc, (4.31)

Ksc = (K · n) · J/‖J‖, (4.32)

J = K · ∇(ψ − z), (4.33)

σθ =
4

le
(n0 + 1)(n0 + 2) λ, (4.34)

with n0 [�] the order of the FE approximation (in our case n0 = 1), Ksc [LT
−1]

the normal �ux-oriented scalar conductivity, J [LT−1] the water �ux, and le
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[L] a characteristic length of the two adjacent elements. On the boundaries, σ
reduces to σB introduced in Eq. (4.14), variable which is identical excepted for
the le parameter which relies on the unique adjacent element.

To increase the stability and e�ciency of the model, the mass matrices in
Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23) have been lumped. Following other model designs, the
di�usivity tensor K has been linearized over each element in terms of its nodal
values [20, 18]. Eqs. (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24) are discretized in time with
an explicit Euler scheme. When correctly implemented, explicit schemes can
yield a perfect scaling, as shown in [6]. Indeed, their inherent simplicity and
the absence of linear system solver limit the communication overhead between
processors. The detailed equations are given in section 4.3.3.

4.3.2 Discretization of the surface model

The surface model has been discretized in space with the CVFE method [95].
This method appears to be more stable and e�cient than other methods like
the continuous or the discontinuous Galerkin discretizations. It is mainly due
to the fact that the CVFE method naturally avoids zero or negative depth
issues. Indeed, the �ux between two nodes of an element is set to zero if no
water is present in the upwind node. Linear and non-linear solvers achieve a
better convergence with the CVFE method because the equation coe�cients
are then constrained to physical values. This allows the use of larger time steps
and thus improves of the overall computational speed.

The CVFE method is based on a continuous Galerkin formulation. The ex-
pansion of the model unknowns is similar to Eq. (4.19) with the exception that
the basis functions φi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) are now continuous. By applying the classi-
cal continuous Galerkin method to Eq. (4.9), we obtain the following discrete
equations:

M
dH

dt
= NH +B, (4.35)

where Me
ij = 〈φiφj〉, Ne

ij = 〈n∇φi · ∇φj〉, Bei = 〈n∇b · ∇φi + qsφi〉 and n =

h3/2
√
g/G/

√
|∇(h+ b)|.

To obtain a CVFE discretization, the mass matrix M is lumped and an inter
element upwinding is applied. This amounts to modify the di�usive terms in
NH +B as follows (for more details, see Appendix A.3):

〈n∇(u) · ∇φi〉 → nij(uj − ui) 〈∇φj · ∇φi〉 , (4.36)

where u = b+ h and

nij =

{
n(xi) if (uj − ui) 〈∇φj · ∇φi〉 < 0,

n(xj) if (uj − ui) 〈∇φj · ∇φi〉 > 0,
(4.37)
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When a mesh element is anisotropic, this method can result in negative in-
�uence coe�cients, i.e. 〈∇φ · ∇φi〉 < 0 [58]. The resulting �ux between two
nodes is then non-physical, as it follows the pressure gradient instead of being
opposite to it. As n is a non-linear function of h, such a �ux between two nodes
can dominate the other internode �uxes inside the element. The resulting �ow
inside the element is then unphysical. To avoid those issues the simple solution
used here (called approximate CVFE method thereafter) consists in canceling
all the negative coe�cients:

n∗ij ' max(nij , 0) (4.38)

This approximate CVFE method has no impact on the model solution as com-
pared to the original CVFE, except for anisotropic elements for which the solu-
tion is improved (see section 4.4.3). Since triangular elements are less likely to
yield negative in�uence coe�cients than quadrangles, the approximate CVFE
method is mainly used for the latter. Despite the good results obtained with
this method, emphasis should be put on producing meshes without anisotropic
elements to avoid the approximation. In our case, we were constrained by a
speci�c regular mesh re�nement for the V-catchment test case, with 100×5 m
rectangles in the channel. It should be noted that Eq. (4.38) is mass conserva-
tive as it only cancels a �ux between two nodes on both sides.

Eq. (4.35) is discretized in time with an implicit Euler scheme. The non-
linear solver is based on the Newton-Raphson method and the linear solver
is based on the Generalized Minimal RESidual (GMRES) method [105]. The
fully discretized equation is given in section 4.3.3.

4.3.3 Summary of the numerical solution procedure

The overall solution procedure for the coupled model is summarized below. For
a given parametrization, an initial state (Ψ0,Θ0, H0) and a time step ∆t, we
iterate over the following steps:

1. Solve the equation for the intermediate stepsHn+1,k, givenHn+1,0 = Hn:

for k = 1, . . . ,m : (4.39)

F kBC = couple(Hn,Ψn+1,k−1) (4.40)

C̃M
Ψ∗ −Ψn+1,k−1

∆t/m
= KΨn+1,k−1 − Z + P, (4.41)

Ψn+1,k = limit(Ψ∗), (4.42)

where m [�] is the number of iterations for the ψ-form, the coupling
function is either Eq. (4.12) or Eq. (4.14) and the limiter is described in
[6].
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2. Solve the equation for Θn+1,0, given Θn and Ψn+1,m:

FBC = couple(Hn,Ψn+1,m) (4.43)

M
Θ∗ −Θn

∆t
= KΨn+1,m − Z + P, (4.44)

Θn+1,0 = limit(Θ∗). (4.45)

3. Compute Ψn+1 by combining Ψn+1,m and the retention curve relation-
ship:

Ψn+1 =

{
f−1
θ (Θn+1,0) in the dry zone,

Ψn+1,m elsewhere.
(4.46)

4. Weakly correct Θn+1,0 in the wet and the saturated zones:

for k = 1, . . . , q : (4.47)

M
Θn+1,k −Θn+1,k−1

∆t
=

Λ(Θn+1,k−1 − fθ(Ψn+1)) + P θ,

(4.48)

where q [�] is the number of iterations for the θ �lter and where Ψ̃ is
de�ned as Ψn+1.

5. Implicitly solve the equation for Hn+1 using FBC :

M
Hn+1 −Hn

∆t
= NHn+1 +Bn+1 + Pn+1

h , (4.49)

In the current form of the model, the parameters m and q are set manually
based on indicators of convergence like an excess of water content. Indeed, a
bad convergence in saturated areas creates non-elliptical �uxes that yields a un-
physical water content above the saturation limit. A method to estimate those
two parameters along with the time step in order to optimize the computation
time is still needed to obtain a model suitable for long-term simulations.

4.4 Results

This section is divided into four subsections presenting di�erent test-cases that
highlight the model properties. First, we verify the ability of the surface model
and of the coupled model to reproduce results of similar models in three test-
cases. Then a well-known integrated modeling example from a �eld-scale ex-
periment is given. A third section analyses the sensitivity of two aspects of the
presented model: the anisotropy of surface elements and the FOEC coupling.
Finally, results for both strong and weak scalings are presented.
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As the whole model is mass conservative at machine precision and as the `dou-
ble' C++ �oating number precision has been used, the relative mass balance
error for all the simulations stays below 10−15.

4.4.1 Model veri�cation and validation

The model veri�cation is done through the validation of the two sub-models and
the validation of their coupling. The subsurface model has been validated in
a previous publication [6]. The surface model implementation with the CVFE
method is compared with the tilted V-catchment 2D example from [95] that
has been extensively used to validate surface models (as for instance [19, 106]).
As this method has already been proved accurate [95, 58, 18, 64], we only assess
the reproducibility of the results with our implementation.

The hybrid coupling method is used in the two coupled test cases of this section.
The coupled model is �rstly validated with a test case of Kollet and Maxwell
[62] to check the model's ability to handle an Hortonian runo� process. The
second validation case is the sandbox example of Abdul and Gillham [107] which
is based on experimental out�ow results and has been extensively simulated
[108, 62, 19, 106]. It presents both in�ltration and ex�ltration and is especially
challenging for the subsurface model as the almost totally saturated media loads
to for a strong elliptical behavior. Similar results with some PC coupling models
can assess for a fast-enough convergence of the coupling methods towards the
PC coupling.

Surface model � V-catchment

The numerical setup of [95] consists in a impermeable 1000×800 m plane, with
a slope of 2% along its length and 5% along its width. A 1-m deep and 10-m
wide channel is located at the bottom and carries the water towards the unique
outlet of the domain. The Manning roughness coe�cient is set to 0.015 sm−1/3

for the plane and 0.15 sm−1/3 for the channel. Zero-�ux boundary conditions
are imposed everywhere except at the outlet of the channel where a critical
depth boundary condition is used. The initial state is a dry surface. A uniform
and constant rain is then applied for 90 min with a rate of 3×10−6 m/s. The
resulting out�ow, computed on a regular mesh of 100-m resolution squares and
a time step of 100 s, is shown in Fig. 4.1. The other model results were obtained
with a 100-m resolution and time steps ranging between 5 and 600 s. It can be
seen that our model with the 100-m resolution produces an hydrograph very
close to the ones obtained with HGS which also uses the CVFE method, SHE
[95] or MODFLOW-SURFACT. The results of di Giammarco [95] (CVFE and
�nite di�erences) converge more quickly to the steady state. This delay can be
reduced by re�ning both the temporal and the spatial discretization as can be
seen for our model result with �ner resolutions of 10-m and 1 s in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The V-catchment test case assesses the ability of a model to handle the
simplest valley-shaped geometry. The out�ow of our model is within the range of
other model out�ows presented in [58] and [18]. The �ne/coarse discretizations are
of 10/100m in space and 1/100s in time.

Coupled model � Hortonian runo�

Kollet and Maxwell (K&M) [62] present several modeling examples that focus
on the surface-subsurface coupling. Their runo� production by excess in�ltra-
tion test case (Hortonian runo�) consists in a 1D surface slope of 0.0005 spread
over 400m and characterized by a Manning coe�cient n = 0.019872 sm−1/3.
The underlying soil is uniform and is characterized by θs = 0.4, θr = 0.08,
α = 1, β = 2. The parameter Ks is set either to 1.1574×10−7 or 1.1574×10−6

m/s, to assess two di�erent behaviors. The initial water depth is set to 1m
below the surface. A rain of 5.5×10−6 m/s is applied during 200 min. We kept
the same discretization as K&M, which is of 80 m along the slope and either 1
or 5 cm vertically.
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An analytical solution of this problem exists but only for an impermeable sur-
face. In order to use that solution, we therefore perform simulations without
any in�ltration. The resulting hydrograph is provided as a reference as it
represents the situation without in�ltration [104]. Our model reproduces ac-
curately the beginning of the event and the beginning of the recession, with
a discrepency before reaching the steady state (see Fig. 4.2). With the same
discretization, our surface model has the same accuracy as the model of K&M.
K&M showed that the analytical pro�le can be approached with re�nement of
the spatial resolution [62].

We then consider the case with the lower soil conductivity (Fig. 4.3), for which
most of the rain input leaves the domain without in�ltrating in the soil. When
spatial and temporal discretization are re�ned, our model converges towards a
slightly di�erent solution than K&M, which can be explained by the di�erent
coupling approaches. The value of αFOEC chosen by K&M is not speci�ed but
it is expected to be smaller than our value of σB in the 1cm case and larger
in the 5cm case. Indeed, the in�ltration is less important in their 1cm case,
due to a weaker coupling. The opposite can be seen for the 5cm case. This
is seemingly due to the use of a similar value of αFOEC for both their 1cm
and 5cm cases, resulting in di�erent �uxes (see section 4.4.3 for details). Our
model is less sensitive to a coarser spatial discretization, as the σB adapts itself
to the subsurface element size. The coarse temporal resolution of 180s is less
appropriate for our explicit subsurface model, but it can still be handled with
additional sub-iterations (q = 10,m = 2).

The case with the higher soil conductivity is shown in Fig. 4.4. A space-time
resolution of 1cm/180s has proven to be too coarse in time for the explicit solver.
We found that a 1cm/10s resolution was required, which increased the number
of sub-iterations to q = 10 and m = 2. Our model is in good agreement with
the K&M one, except at the end of the simulations where a change of regime
occurs. This is due to a complete saturation of the soil, which means that
runo� is non-Hortonian at the end of the simulation. The soil pressure head
has therefore to switch from an in�ltration pro�le to an incompressible water
table pro�le, which are very di�erent. The explicit model needs extra iterations
when this abrupt change occurs, to produce the same results in the 5cm cases.
The discretization of 1cm was too �ne to converge towards this regime change
with a reasonable number of iterations. It can be seen again that our model is
less sensitive to the coarser discretization than the K&M model, seemingly for
the same reasons as above.

Coupled model � Sandbox

Abdul and Gillham [107] have studied the e�ect of the capillary fringes over
the overland �ow generation. The model domain consists in the sandbox shown
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Figure 4.2: Analytical solution of a rain out�ow over a simple impermeable slope
and its resolution by our model and the Kollet & Maxwell model. The models results
use coarse time and space discretization (180s, 80m), which can explain the divergence
from the analytical solution.

in Fig. 4.5 with its related parameters. The geometry allows the use of a 2D
model for subsurface �ow and 1D model for surface �ow. The water table is
initially at a steady state and at the same height as the outlet located at the
bottom of the surface slope. A rainfall is applied uniformly for 20 min at a
constant rate of 4.3 cm/h. The discharge is monitored from the beginning of
the rainfall to almost the end of the recession period.

The 2D mesh is unstructured and made of 252 triangles with a higher resolution
near the surface. The characteristic lengths of the elements goes from 2.4 to
25.1 cm. The 1D surface model is discretized according to the topmost segments
of the 2D mesh. A constant time step of 0.1 s is used. The beginning of the
simulation requires an increased number of iterations for ψ, so m is manually
set to 100. After 200 s, m is set to 10. During the whole simulation, the
maximum number of iterations for the �lter q is set to 4.

Di�erent models are presented for comparison in Fig. 4.6. The temporal and
spatial discretizations are of 10s and 1 cm×4 cm quadrilaterals for ISWGM
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Figure 4.3: Out�ow for a simple slope over homogeneous soil with Ks = 1.1574×
10−7 m/s. The results obtained by K&M [62] are shown in blue. The other results
are from our model. In those runs, q and m are kept to 1 excepted for the 1cm/180s
case which needed more convergence with q = 10 and m = 2. It can be seen that
our model converges towards a slightly di�erent solution than the K&M one as the
spatial or temporal resolutions are re�ned. Our results are less in�uenced by the
coarser spatial resolution. The analytical solution of Fig. 4.2 is kept for comparison.

[106], of 0.1 to 10s and 2 cm×2.8 cm quadrilaterals for Cast3M [19], of 10 s and
1 cm×2 cm quadrilaterals for Par�ow [62] and of 60 s (max) and 2 cm sided
squares for InHM [58]. Fig. 4.6 shows that our model is consistent with experi-
mental data and other published models results. The origin of the discrepancy
between the models results is di�cult to assess as the model resolutions are
di�erent. It should be noted that all models reach a steady state slightly ahead
of the real system. K&M suggested that this is due to the presence of air phase
compression in the experiment [62]. As the simulated �ow pro�le is very similar
to those already published, it is not shown here.
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Figure 4.4: Out�ow for a simple slope over homogeneous soil with Ks = 1.1574×
10−6 m/s. The results obtained by K&M [62] are shown in blue. The other results
are from our model. The q and m for the 5cm/10s and 5cm/180s cases are 1 excepted
between 258-267 min where they were manually set to 100 to achieve convergence.
Our model results are close to the �ne-resolution result of K&M, even for the coarser
resolution. The analytical solution of Fig. 4.2 is kept for comparison.

4.4.2 Integrated 3D modeling example

A �eld-scale experiment has been performed by Abdul [109] in a small catch-
ment of the Canadian Forces Base Borden, Ontario, Canada. The area of
1070 m2 is grass covered except for a channel approximately 60 cm wide, lo-
cated 22 cm below the streambed. The sandy soil is characterized by the
following parameters: θs = 0.34, θr = 0.0612, α = 6 m−1, β = 1.9. Ks has
an isotropic value of 10−5 m/s. The initial water table is at a depth of 20 cm
below the channel.

The 3D mesh is constituted of triangular prisms vertically extruded over 6
layers from the 2651 triangles that constitute the surface mesh, for a total of
95.436 subsurface DOF's (see Fig. 4.7). The surface mesh is re�ned in and near
the channel while the subsurface mesh is re�ned near the soil surface. The time
step is set to 5 s. The parameters m and q that specify the number of iterations
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Figure 4.5: Geometry and physical properties of the sandbox test case. A uniform
rainfall is applied on the top and the unique outlet is situated at the top right corner
of the domain.

are set to 4 and 1, respectively. A uniform rain of 5.55 × 10−6 m/s is applied
during 50 min.

Most of the surface-subsurface models use this test case as benchmark. The
four we are showing use �nite di�erence (MODFLOW) or CVFE (Groundwa-
ter, Hydrogeosphere and Vanderkwaak) schemes in space and Euler implicit
schemes in time. They are all using the non-inertia approximation of the shal-
low water equations. The spatial mesh of the surface is the same for all models.
The vertical resolution at the surface is coarser in our case: 10 cm compared
to 1 cm, which leads to 15 layers for the other models.

In this test case, the FOEC coupling described by Eq. (4.12) is used. Indeed, it
appeared that the hybrid coupling underestimated the surface �ux, as most of
the rain in�ltrates. This is the physical behavior with the present parametriza-
tion for a dry soil, as the rain �ux is below the saturated conductivity. Therefore
the rain has to in�ltrate until non-Hortonian overland �ow occurs. As exper-
imental data show a non-negligible amount of surface water, we deduce that
something slows down the in�ltration. It may be the vegetation or some surface
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Figure 4.6: Derived and simulated hydrographs of the sandbox test case and our
model results are in good agreement with observed data.

compaction of the soil. We therefore had to calibrate the model out�ow with
a speci�c value of as to compute αFOEC , as suggested by Ebel et al. [100].
Manual calibration leads us to take as = 0.25 m. This value is around 0.1 m for
Hydrogeosphere [18], and 10−4 m for GroundWater and InHM [64, 58]. These
discrepancies for as may be due to additional parameterizations for the surface
model as rill storage or microtopography, and from the depth di�erence of the
�rst layer of discrete elements (see Section 4.4.3). Despite the coarser vertical
resolution, the hydrograph obtained with our model is close to observed and
modeled values (see Fig. 4.8).

The origin of the early delay between most of the simulated results and the
observations is di�cult to assess. A possible explanation is that a local surface
storage is present (as done in [64, 18]) and has to be �lled before any out�ow
can occur, or that the initial rain is overestimated. Both cases can delay the
measures. Another possible explanation is that the runo� is non-Hortonian. In
this case, it it possible that the initial water table depth is above the speci�ed
value, or that the subsurface water is not at equilibrium and more water is
present in the unsaturated area [96], or that the rain is underestimated. In such
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cases, it is possible to reach a non-Hortonian runo� with the hybrid coupling
earlier in the simulation and hence explain the absence of out�ow during the
in�ltration.

10m

Figure 4.7: The 3D mesh used for the Borden test case. The channel is displayed
in blue, grass land in green and the subsurface part in brown. The surface mesh
is re�ned inside the channel. The �rst three of the six vertical layers are re�ned to
represent the larger �uctuations present in the unsaturated zone.

4.4.3 Sensitivity analysis

Two issues were experienced during the model implementation. Both were
linked to the spatial discretization. The �rst one is related to the CVFE method
used for the surface model that is not well suited to anisotropic elements. The
second one concerns the FOEC method used to add extra physics at the soil-
surface interface that is strongly dependent of the subsurface discretization.
In this section, we describe those issues and present the solutions that we
implemented in our model.

Surface model � anisotropic elements

The above V-catchment test case produce unphysical results when the CVFE
method is applied with a coarse discretization of quadrangles. We have there-
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Figure 4.8: Hydrographs obtained after a 50 min rainfall event over the Borden
catchment. Our model results are in good agreement with observed values and other
state-of-the-art models.

fore studied the e�ect of di�erent mesh resolutions on the model results. The
time discretization error is negligible as the time step is set to 1 s.

When the mesh resolution is larger than 10 m, we have to use rectangular
elements in order to still be able to represent the 10 m wide channel of the
V-catchment. The anisotropy of the mesh elements and the non-linearity of
the equations can produce unphysical �uxes going in the wrong direction if the
in�uence coe�cient method is not modi�ed. Fig. 4.9 shows that for the 40 m
discretization the approximate CVFE method keeps a correct value for the
discharge when the mesh is coarsened, which is not the case with the original
CVFE method. This is highlighted for the 100 m discretization, where the
result is just slightly di�erent with the modi�ed method, but totally wrong
with the classical method for which unphysical �uxes are clearly visible in the
channel (not shown). The results � with and without the approximation � for
the mesh with a discretization of 10 m are not di�erentiable graphically as the
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mesh is entirely made of square elements (i.e. isotropic) and can therefore not
produce negative coe�cients.
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Figure 4.9: The out�ow of the V-catchment experiment is greatly in�uenced by
anisotropic elements when using the original CVFE method. The proposed approxi-
mation, in which the negative in�uence coe�cients are set to zero (i.e. only positive
coe�cient are kept), greatly improves the results on coarser meshes as compared to
the original CVFE formulation.

Coupled model � E�ect of αFOEC

It has been observed in the Borden test case that the �rst layers of the sub-
surface discretization have a large in�uence on the in�ltration. To highlight
this aspect of the FOEC coupling, a 1D vertical example has been considered,
where the surface water can only �ow in the soil or accumulate. The same
properties as in the Borden test case are used, i.e. the depth, rain and initial
conditions correspond to the ones of a column in the middle of the 3D chan-
nel. A uniform vertical discretization is used with di�erent resolutions ranging
from 1 cm to 80 cm. The surface water depth is monitored during 75 min (see
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Fig. 4.10). When re�ning the subsurface discretization and keeping αFOEC
constant, in�ltration decreases, and the surface water depth thus increases.
This e�ect vanishes when the grid size reaches 5 cm and the in�ltration front
is su�ciently resolved. However, the use of a large vertical discretization is de-
sirable for large-scale and/or long term studies. One simple explanation to the
phenomenon is that large subsurface elements have a larger storage capacities.
They are therefore less sensitive to a given in�ux than smaller ones. The cou-
pling �ux based on a nearly constant value of the pressure head is also nearly
constant, and therefore remains important. To circumvent this issue it is pos-
sible to increase the value of αFOEC and to use it as a �tting parameter like
in the Borden test-case. Its optimal value to �t experimental measurements is
then obviously problem and mesh-dependent.
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Figure 4.10: The surface water height obtained with a single 1D in�ltration model
without surface �uxes strongly depends on the vertical grid resolution. The grid size
has to be �ne enough to capture the in�ltration front otherwise the h− ψ di�erence
thus the coupling �ux stay important.

E�ects of the near-surface vertical resolution on the results have already been
discussed for subsurface models. It has been observed in the case of a 2D
�nite volume model that the vertical discretization highly a�ects the results
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[110]. Downer and Ogden [23] point out the necessity to use �ne vertical
discretization at soil surface (∼1cm) in a �nite di�erence model with a Dirichlet
(when ponding) or Neumann (when dry surface) boundary condition coupling.
They showed in particular that the amount of in�ltration is highly dependent
on the element size. It increases as the grid size decreases. They highlight the
importance of the evaluation of K in their coupling. Indeed as the value of K in
initially dry soil is very low, classical boundary �uxes relying on local K values
are strongly under-estimated. Their observations are however not relevant to
our issues as in our case the amount of in�ltration decreases as the grid size
decreases. We already circumvented their issue by taking the upwind value of
K in interface �uxes. This means that K = Ks at the surface when in�ltration
occurs and the surface is thus considered as either fully saturated or dry.

4.4.4 Model e�ciency

The model e�ciency with the hybrid coupling is assessed based on strong and
weak scaling test cases. The former highlight the ability of a model to use
small computational domains per nodes, which lead to an increasing domain
surface/domain volume ratio. That implies an increase of the intra-nodes com-
munication then a decrease of the scalability. A model still scalable with a large
ratio has a good strong scalability. The latter is used to assess the capacity
of a model to extend its computational domain still keeping a good scalability.
This is certainly a good property for large-scale simulations.

Strong scaling

The �rst 50 s of the Borden test case where taken as benchmark to assess
the model strong scaling. For those computations, two additional meshes of
4.48 × 105 and 1.37 × 107 DOF's have been used. With 192 processors, the
load per processor is then of 497 DOF's for the mesh previously used and
respectively of 2.9× 103 and 7.15× 104 DOF's for the two larger ones. The 6
layers of depth were kept, leading to a subsurface/surface DOF number ratio of
7. To limit the side e�ect of memory-sharing between the processors of a same
node, we set a whole node of 12 processors as the reference. The partitioning of
the whole domain into sub-domains has been done for the surface model. This
sub-domain and the soil column under it are associated to a unique processor
core.

The results in Fig. 4.11 show a good scaling for the larger problem, a correct
one for the medium problem and a poor scaling for the small problem. The
identi�cation of the scaling performance for the di�erent parts of the algorithm
highlights the source of the poor scaling. Although the solution of subsurface
model is the most expensive, it scales optimally as shown in [6]. However, the
surface part relies on an implicit solver which requires many inter-processor
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communications, especially when the surface water is at rest. Therefore the
scaling of the surface model decreases when to the number of DOF's per pro-
cessor goes down. The summation of these two e�ects does not preclude an
overall good scaling, as long as the load associated with the surface model is
below the load of the subsurface model, which is one order of magnitude larger
on one processor in this test case.
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Figure 4.11: The black line represents an optimal strong scaling, i.e. doubling
the computational power doubles the speed. The letters are for the small mesh
(S), the medium mesh (M) and the big mesh (B). Two components of the model
are highlighted: the explicit iterations from the subsurface model and the linear
solver from the surface model. The model strong scaling is optimal for the explicit
discretization of the Richards' equation, but not for the implicit discretization of the
non-inertia shallow water equation, as expected. The latter reduces the scaling of the
overall model but can handle much bigger time steps than an explicit discretization
of the non-inertia equation.

Weak scaling

The weak scaling is interesting as it does not bene�t from the extra resources
coming from the additional nodes, as each new node has to handle the same
computational burden as the others. The scaling is then restricted to a max-
imum of 100%. Obtaining a good weak scaling is often su�cient for �ne res-
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olution and/or large scale applications that allocate a large sub-domain per
processor. Maxwell [54] has presented a non-dimensional test case optimized
for weak scaling. It consists in a sinusoidaly-shaped layer of homogeneous soil.
We slightly di�er from this test case by considering that tan(x) ' x when x is
close to zero, resulting in the topography formula z = sin(x/5)/2− cos(y/5)/2.
The problem size per processor is decreased from a 100×100 to a 50×50 square,
with a constant depth of 25. The regular mesh is composed of hexahedrons
with 2× 2 horizontal sides and a depth of 1. In this test case, all quantities are
dimensionless. The number of DOF's per processor has then been decreased
from 5×105 to 1.25×105.

The soil properties are set to K = 0.25×I3, θs = 0.25, θr = 0.025, α = 1 and β
= 3. The initial ψ is set to −10 at the ground surface, hydrostatic equilibrium
being imposed vertically i.e. the water table is following the topography, and
is then initially out of equilibrium. No rain is applied, which means that the
surface domain remains completely dry. The duration of the simulation is set
to 10 with a time step of 2.

Fig. 4.12 shows the weak scaling result for this test case. Our model exhibits
a nearly-optimal weak scaling. The negative e�ect of the surface model on
the scaling is absent as its solution is trivial when the surface is dry. As this
test does not show the ability of the whole coupled model to achieve a good
weak scaling, we have added a homogeneous time-dependent rainfall r(t) =
0.2 + 0.01t, which triggers a surface �ow. The resulting scaling is depicted in
Fig. 4.12, and like with the strong scaling test case, the weak scaling of the
coupled model is negatively impacted by the surface model.

4.5 Conclusion

In this study, we have presented a new coupled model for the surface-subsurface
water interaction. The subsurface �ow is described by the Richards' equation,
which has been discretized in time with an Euler explicit scheme and in space
with a �rst-order DG FE scheme. The surface �ow is described by the non-
inertia approximation of the shallow water equations. It is discretized with an
implicit scheme in time and a control volume �nite element scheme in space.
Both models are coupled by weakly imposing the continuity between surface
and subsurface pressures.

The CVFE method is well designed for the non-inertia shallow water equation
as it naturally handles the zero-depth issue. However, the in�uence coe�cients
of this method can become negative for anisotropic elements. Negative coe�-
cients lead to unphysical �uxes between mesh nodes, which can severely impair
the model accuracy if left unchecked. We have shown that by simply setting
negative coe�cients to zero we can avoid that issue.
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Figure 4.12: Weak scaling of the model over up to 16× 12 = 192 processors. The
black line represents an optimal weak scaling. In the absence of a surface �ow, the
model weak scaling is optimal as expected from the explicit time discretization of the
subsurface model. When there is a surface �ow, the model overall scaling is impacted
by the suboptimal scaling of the linear solver used for the implicit time discretization
of the surface model. The poor scaling of the surface model is particularly clear when
more than 96 processors are used.

The proposed coupling lies between the pressure continuity coupling and the
FOEC coupling methods. Indeed, it uses both a weak imposition of the con-
tinuity between the surface hydrostatic pressure and the subsurface pressure
head, improving the scheme robustness, and it reduces to the pressure conti-
nuity coupling when the surface and subsurface pressures have converged. The
FOEC can be used to add sub-scale surface-subsurface interactions as a slower
interface conductivity, which is not the case of our hybrid coupling. However
the FOEC �ux can be discretization-dependent if the in�ltration front is not
fully resolved, which means that it has to be used with caution for coarse verti-
cal discretization, as it is often the case in large-scale and/or long-scale studies.
With the hybrid coupling presented in this study, the coe�cients are element-
size dependent and are coherent with the inter-element treatment of the rest of
the subsurface domain. The proposed coupling comes handily along with the
DG FE discretization without having to �x a free parameter value, and seems
more robust for coarser subsurface discretization. This coupling also uses a
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unique time step which is designed for both surface and subsurface models.
Indeed, an explicit scheme is well suited to the slow dynamics of the subsurface
�ow, while the fast surface �ow requires an implicit solver. By coupling then
two sub-models together, we can use a unique nearly-optimal time step for the
global model.

The explicit discretization of the Richards' equation leads to a perfect strong
scaling. The surface model being implicit, it cannot achieve the same optimal
scaling as the subsurface model. However, as the computational load of the non-
inertia equation is generally one order of magnitude smaller than the load of the
Richards' equation, the negative in�uence of the implicit scheme on the overall
scaling remains limited. As a result, the proposed coupled model shows both
good weak and strong scalings. We believe that such a modeling approach will
prove useful in the future as the current trend in high-performance scienti�c
computing is to favor large scale parallel architectures that require scalable
models. However, to become an operational large-scale and long-term model,
several improvements are still mandatory. First, a purely elliptic solver should
be used in the saturated areas, such as the multi-grid method. That would
slightly degrade the scaling, but it is necessary to handle large water tables.
Secondly, an adaptive time stepping scheme which also adapts the number of
sub-iterations is required to automatically optimize the performances over time,
while keeping a speci�ed accuracy. Eventually, evapotranspiration will have to
be taken into account for long term studies, as it is a key component of the
terrestrial water cycle.
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Abstract

Richards equation models are used for many applications in soil sciences
and groundwater engineering. However, this equation is highly non-
linear. Computing a numerical solution is therefore very challenging,
especially for full-scale simulations. A model, to be able to handle large
domains throughout a long time period must optimize �ve factors: the
precision, the robustness, the sequential speed, the scaling on parallel
infrastructures and mass conservation. In this chapter, we describe a
two-step algorithm to solve Richards equation while trying to maximize
those �ve factors. The �rst step is an approximation of the pressure
head with a unique implicit sub-iteration. The second is the application
of that result on the water content through an explicit iteration. The re-
sulting model is close to a fully-explicit model and hence scales well. The
cost of one time step is reduced compared to a fully-implicit model and
the model robustness is increased by avoiding non-linear sub-iterations.
Mass is conserved at machine precision. The limiting factor to further
improve the scaling is the linear solver. Our model combines several ad-
vantages: the precision is similar to existing models; it scales both weakly
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and strongly, up to 192 processors; it performs robustly; its speed on a
generic framework is appreciable. We believe that our approach could
signi�cantly improve the e�ciency of subsurface �ow models based on
the Richards equation.

5.1 Introduction

Richards Equation (RE) is mainly used to model the underground hydrody-
namics. It combines three physical processes in one equation: the advection-
dominated in�ltration fronts (from rain), the di�usion-dominated unsaturated
area (capillarity) and the incompressible saturated area below the water table.
The pressure head ψ and the water capacity θ are commonly used as variables,
the �rst one to describe the dynamics, the second to re�ect mass conserva-
tion. When RE is fully described in terms of θ, it is known to be e�cient
in unsaturated areas (advection/di�usion), but it cannot be used in saturated
areas. On the other hand, when RE is expressed only in terms of ψ, it can be
used everywhere but it is no longer mass-conservative. The elliptic behavior
(i.e. incompressibility) in saturated areas imposes the use of an implicit time
integration scheme.

Many state-of-the-art models are using the modi�ed Picard method [27, 20], a
mixed-form of RE including both ψ and θ. It consists in a slight modi�cation of
the time integration scheme and the non-linear solver. This method is similar
to the ψ-form but asymptotically conservative, it is compatible with any spatial
integration scheme and is easy to implement.

Some predictor-corrector RE models are using consecutively the ψ and θ vari-
ables [30, 16, 41, 111]. Their general idea is to �nd a prediction for ψ � valid
everywhere � then use it to compute the �uxes with θ. The resulting unsat-
urated dynamics is more e�cient and shows a better mass conservation. An
explicit time integration scheme is used either for the predictor or the corrector
as it is computationally cheaper. Another explicit model for RE has shown
a good behavior for unsaturated areas and in�ltration fronts, a perfect scal-
ing and machine-precision mass conservation [6]. However, the dynamics in
the saturated zone is strongly impacted by the approximation used to solve
explicitly the elliptic part of the RE.

Explicit time integration schemes have more constraints on the time step than
implicit ones. However, with the RE, implicit models are nonetheless con-
strained to use reasonable time step values to ensure the convergence of the
non-linear solver. In contrast, explicit iterations are cheap and much more eas-
ily scalable. When correctly implemented, explicit schemes can yield a perfect
scaling [6]. Indeed, their inherent simplicity and � with mass lumping � the
absence of a linear system solver reduces the communication overhead between
processors. When �rst-order, either explicit or implicit schemes yield the same
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level of accuracy. The issues of explicit schemes with RE is the elliptic behav-
ior and the transition towards that behavior, which can lead water content to
exceed the saturation limit.

Despite all the research performed on RE models, their scalability on parallel
infrastructures is often poor. It is a di�cult task as the physics occur on a
broad range of scales in both space and time. Areas with a fast dynamics
require more computational power than areas evolving very slowly. This load
can be hard to balance between the workers1 of a computer cluster.

A model with the advantages of an explicit time integration scheme (fast, scal-
able) and those of an implicit one (well suited to elliptic problems and allowing
large time steps) is of course desirable. Here, we want to relax the time con-
straint on the explicit model and to reduce the computational burden of the
implicit model. A perfect model should also be precise, mass conservative and
robust.

In this chapter, we present a discontinous Galerkin (DG) �nite element (FE)
model build with an Euler-implicit linearized predictor for the pressure, fol-
lowed by an Euler-explicit corrector for the water content. Mass conservation
is ensured at machine-precision and the precision is similar to the one achieved
in other studies. The use of exactly the same �uxes in both equations allows
the simpli�cation of the explicit scheme into a simple vector operation. More-
over the explicit solution is close to an implicit one (i.e. it is implicit if mass
balance is reached within the predictor), relaxing the constraint on the time
step.

5.2 Mathematical formulation

The 3D subsurface model relies on the three-dimensional RE, which can be
expressed as follows:

∂θ

∂t
= ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ − z)) + s, (5.1)

θ = fθ(ψ), (5.2)

where θ [L3L−3] is the volumetric soil water content, ψ [L] is the pressure head,
z [L] is the upward positive vertical coordinate, s [T−1] a sink-source term, K
[LT−1] the water conductivity tensor and fθ [�] the retention curve. Eqs. (5.1)

1As it is di�cult to put a single name on a unit of computation, we will use the word
worker. Indeed, such a unit can use several threads, or a fraction of a processor, or half of a
core, etc. The word CPU is also known to be ambiguous.
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and (5.2) are complemented with appropriate initial and boundary conditions:

ψ = ψ0, on Ω, t = 0 (5.3)

ψ = ψD, on ΓD, t ∈ [0, tend] (5.4)

−(K · ∇(ψ − z)) · n = JN , on ΓN , t ∈ [0, tend] (5.5)

with n [�] the outward normal vector, tend [T] the simulation duration, Ω the
computational domain, ΓD the Dirichlet part of the boundary (where the value
ψD is imposed) and ΓN the Neumann part (where the �ux JN is imposed). The
constitutive relations de�ning θ = fθ(ψ) andK are derived from van Genuchten
[102] and Mualem [103]:

Se =
θ − θr
θs − θr

, (5.6)

Se =

{
(1 + |αψ|β)−ν if ψ ≤ 0,

1 if ψ > 0,
(5.7)

K = Ks S
lp
e

(
1− (1− S1/ν

e )ν
)2

, (5.8)

where Se [�] is the e�ective saturation, θr [L3L−3] is the residual volumetric
water content, θs [L

3L−3] is the saturated volumetric water content, Ks [LT
−1]

is the anisotropic saturated water conductivity tensor, α [L−1] is a parameter
related to the air-entry pressure value, β [�] is a parameter related to the pore-
size distribution, and ν = 1− 1/β [�].

Eq. (5.1) can be expressed in term of ψ only:

C
∂ψ

∂t
= ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ − z)) + s, (5.9)

where the capillary capacity C = ∂θ/∂ψ.

5.3 Space and time discretizations

Eqs. (5.1) and (5.9) are discretized in space with the DG FE method. By
partitioning the domain Ω into N non-overlapping elements Ωe with interfaces
Γe, the spatially and temporally continuous model variables θ and ψ can be
approximated by the discrete variables θh and ψh as

θ(x, y, z, t) ' θh(x, y, z, t) =

Nd∑
j=1

θj(t)φj(x, y, z), (5.10)

ψ(x, y, z, t) ' ψh(x, y, z, t) =

Nd∑
j=1

ψj(t)φj(x, y, z), (5.11)
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where Nd [�] is the total number of degrees of freedom (DOF) and φj [�] are
piecewise �rst-order Lagrange polynomials de�ned on each element Ωe. The
jump [·] and averaging {·} operators on the interface Γe are de�ned as:

[x]
4
= x+ − x−, {x} 4= x+ + x−

2
, (5.12)

where the `+' and `�' superscripts indicate the trace value taken either on one
or opposite side of Γe. At the boundaries, both operators are de�ned in terms of
an external value derived from the Dirichlet boundary condition. The discrete
equations are obtained by deriving the Galerkin formulation of Eqs. (5.9) and
(5.1) with the test functions φi (1 ≤ i ≤ Nd). The interior penalty DG method
is then applied. By using a matrix notation and capitalizing vectors variables,
we obtain

C̃M
dΨ

dt
= KΨ− Z + P, (5.13)

M
dΘ

dt
= KΨ− Z + P, (5.14)

where the matricesM and K are obtained by assembling the following element-
wise matrices, with ne the number of nodes per element and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ne over
each element e and its neighbors:

Me
ij = 〈φiφj〉 , (5.15)

Ke
ij = 〈K · ∇φi · ∇φj〉 − 〈〈{(K · ∇φj) · n} [φi]〉〉 , (5.16)

where 〈·〉 is de�ned as
∑N
e=1

∫
Ωe
· dΩ and 〈〈·〉〉 as

∑N
e=1

∫
∂Ωe
· dΓ.. The vectors

Z, P are assembled in the same way, with 1 ≤ i ≤ ne:

Zei = 〈K · z · ∇φi + sφi〉 − 〈〈{(K · z) · n} [φi]〉〉 , (5.17)

P ei = σ
〈〈

[φi]
[
ψh
]〉〉

, (5.18)

where the penalty parameters σ [T−1] and σθ [LT
−1] are de�ned as:

σ =
4

le
(n0 + 1)(n0 + 2) Ksc, (5.19)

Ksc = (K · n) · J/‖J‖, (5.20)

J = K · ∇(ψ − z), (5.21)

with n0 [�] the order of the FE approximation (in our case n0 = 1), Ksc [LT
−1]

the normal �ux-oriented scalar conductivity, J [LT−1] the water �ux, and le
[L] a characteristic length of the two adjacent elements.

To increase the stability and e�ciency of the model, the mass matrices in
Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) have been lumped. Following other model designs, the
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di�usivity tensor K has been linearized over each element in terms of its nodal
values [20, 18]. The reasons for the lumping and the linearization are explained
with more details in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.

Eq. (5.14) is discretized in time with an explicit Euler scheme, and Eq. (5.13)
with an implicit Euler scheme, but with all the parametric functions evaluated
at the last time step. Indeed, we are using the implicit time integration scheme
only to solve the elliptic part of RE in saturated areas, where parameters are
de-facto most of the time constant. That linearized predictor is close to a
fully explicit model, and such a scheme has been proven to be accurate outside
saturated areas [6]. A solution for that linearized equation can be obtained
without the use of a non-linear solver (or with only one iteration of such a
solver as the problem is linear by de�nition). As a classical issue is the lack
of convergence of the non-linear solver, the robustness of our model, i.e. its
ability to go through a whole complex simulation without being stopped, is
better than for fully-implicit models.

5.3.1 Summary of the numerical solution procedure

The overall solution procedure for the coupled model is summarized below. For
a given parametrization, an initial state (Ψ0,Θ0) and a time step ∆t, we iterate
over the following steps:

1. Solve the equation for the intermediate step Ψ∗, given Ψn:

C̃M
Ψ∗ −Ψn

∆t
= KΨ∗ − Z + P, (5.22)

where C̃, K, Z and P depend on Ψn. This is done with a unique non-
linear solver step.

2. Solve the equation for Θn+1, given Θn and Ψ∗:

M
Θ∗ −Θn

∆t
= KΨ∗ − Z + P, (5.23)

Θn+1 = limit(Θ∗), (5.24)

where K, Z and P depends on Ψn. This is important to keep the same
values than in the previous iteration to keep the implicit stability prop-
erty. The limiter function balances the water content across element
nodes, keeping nodal values between the maximum and minimum mean
values of neighbor elements. Its algorithm is described in section 3.3.5.

3. Compute Ψn+1 by combining Ψ∗ and the retention curve relationship:

Ψn+1 =

{
f−1
θ (Θn+1) if both ψ < 0 and θ < θs,

Ψ∗ elsewhere.
(5.25)
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The limiter is mainly used to bound the values of θ. This avoid undershoots on
small values that are very sensitive to K and C, which can change very quickly.
It certainly also contributes to improve the stability of the whole algorithm.
An additional limiter for ψ has been tested but showed no additional bene�t in
terms of stability. As a limiter increases the numerical di�usion, we choose to
remove it from the solution procedure. Consequently, it is possible to see non-
monotonic behavior for ψ (some undershoots) due to the high non-linearities
of the RE.

5.3.2 Synchronization of the variables

In speci�c cases, desynchronization between ψ and θ is possible. The simplest
example is evaporation over an initially fully saturated soil by the means of
a Dirichlet BC. During the �rst time step, the ψ-form is purely elliptic and
instantaneously adapts ψ to the BC over the whole pro�le. Indeed, the mass
factor C is zero in that case and is kept constant during that �rst time step,
keeping the elliptic behavior even for negative values of ψ. On the other hand,
θ keeps its initial value in the absence of �uxes, and thus does not match ψ
according to the retention curve. The subsequent time step can then produce
unexpected results as the new properties computed with ψ are unphysical. A
solution would be to let C and K depend on the value of ψ taken at the next
time step (in a fully implicit fashion) in saturated areas where those properties
are most of the time constant. In that case, additional non-linear iteration(s)
would be necessary, but only for such a situation.

5.3.3 Minimizing artifacts at the saturated/unsaturated
interface

In areas with a sharp transition to saturation, the use of an explicitly computed
C leads to overshoots for θ. Indeed, when ψ is switching between negative and
positive values, the factor applied to the mass variation inside an element C
also switches from a signi�cant value to a negligible one. Here, during that
transition C remains signi�cant as it is kept constant during the time step.
That leads θ to exceed its physical limit. Fully-implicit model avoid that issue
by computing C with the new ψ value, but it can lead to stability and mass
balance issues (see 2.4.3 for more details).

In this work, we minimize those artifacts by using a switch on the value of
C. When the element is saturated (θ ≥ θs) and has at least one node with
a positive pressure head, we force C to be at saturation in the whole element
(zero in our test cases). Indeed, in saturated zone ψ and θ are independent
and C(ψ) is then not anymore equivalent to C(f−1

θ (θ)). The errors obtained
are then minimal and do not a�ect the general behavior.
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Other predictor-corrector models modify the �ux or use post-processes redistri-
bution of the excess of water [111]. In the fully-explicit model of [6] an arti�cial
di�usion is applied on θ. It should be noted that both those operations are fully
mass conservative. Any mass balance error in the classic ψ-forms of the equa-
tion is translated into conservative under- or overshoot. Applying the corrector
transforms the hidden mass loss into visible mass excess.

Mass conservation and mass excess

Two di�erent physics are present inside the RE: water-unsaturated areas driven
by pore capillarity and water-saturated areas driven by water incompressibility.
The pressure head switches from a suction if negative to a hydraulic head if
positive. The water content switches from variable to constant values. The
combination of those two very di�erent physics produces highly non-linear re-
lationships. Any discretization of this equation has to deal with the moving
interface between them. It is common for any model of RE to have conver-
gence issues at the interface, where the retention curve (that connects the two
variables) has a nearly-discontinuous slope. That steep relationship along this
interface can transform any convergence error into substantial mass balance
errors.

In this work we do not seek to �nd the exact solution of the ψ-form of RE in
our predictor. Indeed, in front of the linearization of the functions C and K
with an extreme variability of values inside some elements, literally respecting
this discretized equation is not meaningful for the physics involved. Since
we proved in Chapter 3 that an Explicit Euler RE model produces results
as accurate as Implicit Euler models (both �rst-order), we similarly used the
relationships computed from the previous state in the predictor of this RE
model (which is implicit). That statement predictably produces mass balance
error in the predictor as we do not enforce the relationship between the pressure
and mass variables. Instead of improving the coherence between variables in
the predictor, we enforce it with the explicit corrector. The error, instead of
producing a mass gain or leak, slightly changes the computed �uxes. During
the transition of an element from the vadose zone to the saturated zone, some
mass excess appears.

In our opinion, such mass excess is not critical for the simulation results. Indeed
the errors mainly come from in�ltration fronts, which are often fully driven by
the BC, especially when they are constant like in most test cases. For instance
a Neumann BC imposing a constant �ux J results in a constant pressure head
ψ behind the front (with J = K(ψ)). The front speed is determined from the
start and any mass excess above fθ(ψ) should be pushed forward without loss
of precision: the amount of water coming inside the domain is determined at
the domain boundary and pushes the whole pro�le down to the in�ltration
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front. Such a logic can also be applied in the case of a Dirichlet BC: the front
position mainly depends on the BC, not really on the discretization scheme
precision. In case of a manual displacement of the mass excess towards the
front, the shape of the front can see little di�erences. However it does not
really change the model results as this front is already very noisy in reasonable
spatial discretizations. To support this idea, it is interesting to see that one
of the newest RE models focuses only on the advective part, neglecting the
di�usive term, to achieve a fast computation of in�ltration fronts with under
1% of additional error on the solution values [112].

How to deal with the mass excess

The drawback of our quasi-explicit model is the transformation of the mass
balance error into a mass excess. In this work, a large mass excess is avoided
by using a switch on C. That can also be achieved by limiting the time step.
However such logic is in opposition with one of our goals, which is to relax time
step constraints to allow a faster computation. We propose three solutions for
future works.

The �rst is already tested in Chapter 3, where an arti�cial di�usion equation
is applied on the elements over saturation in an explicit iteration, maximizing
the di�usivity parameter. The mass excess is then progressively transfered to
unsaturated elements via the jump terms, or spread amongst other mass-excess
elements until reaching a border where it can exit the domain. The drawbacks
of this solution are the time step constraint linked to the size of the smallest
mesh element, the computation of an additional equation and the intermediate
state where the mass excess is spread but still present.

The second possible solution is to use the same idea with a quasi-elliptic equa-
tion on the saturated elements, by the means of an implicit method. It is not
possible to use a fully elliptic equation or the concept of mass transfer is lost
(the mass term would then vanish). If a weak Dirichlet BC is then set at the
domain boundaries with θ = θs, the water is quasi-instantaneously transported
to any available surrounding space. The incompressibility of the �ow is pre-
served and the time step constraint is released. The drawback is the cost of an
additional linear solution that is not expected to scale well.

A third possible solution is more pragmatic and similar to the 1D solution
proposed by Lai et al. [111], but extended to higher dimensions. In their case,
the extra water is simply transfered to the downwind element. The case where
that element would already be saturated is however not considered. Such a
practice seems quite rough but can make sense in the context of an in�ltration
front where mass excesses appear. Indeed, in advective physics the next state
of a variable in an element mostly depends on its state in the upwind element.
In a pure advective system, this upwind �ux has to be taken as such. In our
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model a mass excess appears when this �ux brings more water volume than
the space available in the element. Since the advective �ux cannot be changed,
the mass excess has to be put somewhere. The logical place is to pass it to a
downwind element: the incoming �ux then passes through the element directly
towards the next one. On the other hand, the RE physics is far from purely
advective. For instance, in the case of an in�ltration front reaching a water
table, the physics in the front change dramatically from advective to elliptic.
In such an extreme case, this third solution will not work and an alternative
procedure should be found. A possibility is to �nd a smaller time step to
match the exact time when there is a balance between the remaining space and
the incoming water volume. The switch of physics is then done exactly at this
moment. Overall, this third solution bypasses the equation solution to keep the
global mass movement, with some additional error in the shape the in�ltration
front.

5.4 Submodeling evaporation with the Kircho�

transform

The transient evaporation test case described in Section 5.5.1 raises an inter-
esting numerical challenge. Indeed, a very strong gradient is produced at the
surface boundary, leading to model instabilities. We decide to handle that case
by using an element-wise submodel.

Submodels adjust the main model parameters using a speci�c knowledge at
sub-element scale. They are often used to set other inputs/outputs. For
instance, RE is often linked to root takeo�, interactions with chemicals, in-
teractions with a clone of the model (dual-porosity), etc. Here we focus on
a submodel improving the model itself, without additional inputs, by better
handling non-linearities inside the elements. A method for unsaturated �ow
building a conductivity from a sub-scale grid with 4 times �ner resolution is
presented in [113]. We propose a method dedicated to evaporation, for which
the conductivity is pre-computed on the original mesh.

When RE is used to model strong gradients with the FE method, the physical
property values often spread over several orders of magnitude within the same
element. Those large disparities impose unbalanced �uxes for nodes inside a
same linear element: this �ux is J ' K∇ψ with ∇ψ constant (since we use
�rst-order elements) and K varying over several order of magnitude.

In the case of in�ltration fronts, that disparity does not in�uence much the
solution as advection is driven by upwind properties, which are always dom-
inating (K ' exp(−ψ), see Fig. 5.1(a)). Also, the water content is expected
to quickly increase, so imbalance inside the element is expected. On the other
hand, during an evaporation process the �ux along the soil pro�le tends to
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be constant or progressive, resulting in only small changes in the water con-
tent. This is not re�ected in the product K∇ψ (see Fig. 5.1(b)). Moreover,
in transient evaporation, the �ux is stronger at the outlet, but the discretized
situation shows a �ux gradient in the other direction. To compensate, a DG
FE solution adapts itself with large jumps between elements and in extreme
cases the model can crash.

The proposed solution is to apply a constant-per-element di�usivity Kcst when
strong gradients occur in an evaporation process. The value ofKcst is computed
through the Kirchho� transform with the assumption of a constant-per-element
�ux Jcst. The �ux is then optimal for steady evaporation (see Fig. 5.1(c)). Note

D
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th

Pressure head / conductivity

(a) An in�ltration front is often poorly
resolved inside linear elements, especially
at beginning. An appropriate spatial dis-
cretization is di�cult to �nd as the front
is moving.

D
ep
th

Pressure head / conductivity

Flux
(b) An evaporation process quickly converges
to a constant �ux (K∇ψ = cst). A linear nu-
merical solution cannot approximate properly
this state. In a classical transient state the �ux
gradient should decrease with depth.

D
ep
th

Pressure head / conductivity

Flux
(c) Sub-modeling an appropriate constant-by-
element conductivity can solve that issue.

Figure 5.1: Mathematical (dotted lines) and numerical (continuous lines) typical
pro�les for in�ltration (left) and evaporation (right). K is linearized on each element.
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that a transient evaporation naturally has a stronger �ux at the surface but
the �ux di�erences inside an element are small. Overall, it is better to produce
a constant �ux than a progressive �ux varying in the wrong direction.

We consider a constant �ux Jcst along a rectilinear path aligned to this �ux (in
1, 2 or 3D). The Kircho� transform is a simple reformulation of the 1D Darcy
�ux to obtain the distance between two points with the negative pressures ψ1

and ψ2, placed on the path of a constant and homogeneous �ux Jcst:

Kirchho�(ψ1, ψ2, Jcst) = −
∫ ψ2

ψ1

dψ

(
Jcst
K(ψ)

− 1

)−1

(5.26)

This �ux Jcst is iteratively found from the two extreme solution values in the
element (ψmin and ψmax), and the distance le between those values2. It should
be noted that the Kircho� function must be slightly modi�ed if an non-vertical
axis is considered. A Newton solver is used on a log scale to ensure a quick
convergence. The peudo-code reads:

while |exp(e)− 1| ≥ convergence criterion : (5.27)

fε = Kirchho�(ψ1, ψ2, exp(log(Jcst) + ε)) (5.28)

∆f = (log(fε)− log(∆z))/ε (5.29)

Jcst := exp(log(Jcst)− e/∆f) (5.30)

∆z = Kirchho�(ψmin, ψmax, Jcst) (5.31)

e = log(∆z)− log(le) (5.32)

where ε is used to numerically compute the function slope (ε = 10−8 is often
used with double precision). Jcst is initialized with a guess of the �nal value,
determining also the initial values for ∆z and the error e. Once Jcst converged,
the conductivity3 is found with Kcst = Jcst/(∂ψ/∂z − 1).

A constant-per-element capillary capacity Ccst value is applied to be consistent
with Kcst. It is set such as if Kcst = K(ψ∗) then Ccst = C(ψ∗). ψ∗ is found
with another log-scale Newton solver. The algorithm to �nd ψ∗ is similar to
Eqs. (5.27)-(5.32) with le replaced by Kcst, the Kirchho� function replaced by
K(ψ) and Jcst replaced with ψ∗.

The choice of ε in this second solver is quite important. Indeed, as shown in
Fig. 5.2, the classical value of 10−8 shows numerical instabilities in the slope
computation. The Newton solver can then easily diverge from the solution. In
our cases, a value of ε = 10−2 has been used for Ccst. In future models, it is
recommended to use a polynomial approximation of the function K to avoid
such numerical instabilities, as log(K(ψ)) is nearly linear.

2For a linear 1D solution, the values for ψ are the nodal values and le is the length of
the element

3in 1D, in the vertical direction
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Figure 5.2: In�uence of the choice of ε in the numerical evaluation of the Van
Genuchten conductivity function derivative. The jumps are due to the application of a
di�erence of very close values, highlighting the double precision numerical granularity
in the evaluation of K. Mathematically, dK/dψ is continuous.

The trigger to activate this algorithm is the presence of a strong gradient for
ψ and a decrease of the mean value of θ in the element over time, which
characterizes evaporation or other out�ow process.

5.5 Model validation and performances assessment

The test case have been split in three groups. The �rst is about model validation
with a set of 1D benchmarks that have an analytical solution [114]. The second
deals with 3D simulation of a ditch in�ltration experiment [1, 115] with two
types of �nite elements. The third is centered on the parallel behavior of the
model with strong and weak scaling test cases.

5.5.1 1D unsaturated analytical benchmarks

Vanderborght et al. [114] have gathered a set of analytical solutions for RE
and the tracer transport equation. In this section, simulation results are pro-
duced for all their pure RE test cases. They deal only with the unsaturated
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Table 5.1: Unsaturated analytical benchmarks dynamics

In�ltration Evaporation

Steady 1a, 1b, 1c 2

Transient 3a, 3b, 3c 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d
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(a) 1a: in�ltration, loam over sand
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(b) 1b: in�ltration, sand over loam
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(c) 1c: in�ltration, clay over sand
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(d) 2: evaporation, loam

Figure 5.3: Steady in�ltration and evaporation test cases from [114]. The analytical
result is displayed in solid black lines while the results are in blue segments enclosed
by dots. Overall those test cases see a very good �t. The discontinuity of the DG FE
scheme is visible when the spatial resolution is not su�cient to handle the problem.

dynamics. The tests are identi�ed with a number for the dynamics (gathered
in Table 5.1) and a letter for di�erent parametrizations. A summary of the
di�erent simulations is given in Appendix A.6 with the soil properties used
through all simulations (Table A.1), the detailed parametrization for each sim-
ulation (Table A.2) and their initial/boundary conditions (Table A.3). The
details about those simulations and their analytical solutions can be found in
[114].
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(a) 3a: sand at 0.1 0.2 and 0.3 day
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(c) 3c: clay at 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 day

Figure 5.4: Transient in�ltration test cases. The variable η is the relative analyti-
cal position of the in�ltration front, used to compare the fronts at 3 di�erent times.
The black lines are the analytical solutions while the color segments are the model
results, respectively in blue, green and red. Although some inevitable numeric di�u-
sion is visible on numerical results, it is comparable to another models for the same
discretization.

The results for all simulations (Figs. 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5) show good agreement
with analytical solutions. When the spatial discretization is not su�cient to
approximate sharp variations, jumps appear between the DG �nite elements
(like in Figs. 5.3(b), 5.4(a), 5.4(b) and 5.4(c)). That information could be used
by an adaptive mesh method, or to re�ne the mesh according to the physics
to improve precision. It should be noted that the tests are given with a �xed
mesh resolution to allow model inter-comparison.

Due to its soil properties, the test case 3c is numerically unstable. Indeed,
the slope of the conductivity function is very important and numerically dis-
continuous when ψ → 0. This extreme slope and its discontinuity make the
convergence towards a stable solution very complex for any numerical method,
especially in the case where the boundary condition ψ = 0 is applied. As an
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(c) 4c: loam (lower �ux)
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Figure 5.5: Transient evaporation test cases. The black lines represent the analytical
results, while dashed lines the numerical ones, with a spatial resolution of 1 cm in
blue and 0.25 cm in red. The coe�cient of determination (R2; see [114]) for the
evaporation simulations in red are respectively of 0.639, 0.969, 0.978 and 0.986. The
evaporation �uxes are quite sensitive to the spatial resolution. The presented model
shows good agreement with analytical solutions considering the numerical challenge
of the test 4a.

alternative, we have applied a 3rd order polynomial approximation on the Van
Genuchten functions to obtain the result displayed in Fig. 5.4(c).

The transient evaporation test cases produces very strong gradients at the
surface boundary. The conductivity and capillary capacity values at nodes
inside the same element can be orders of magnitude di�erent. To improve the
precision, we change the parametric function for those test cases. The idea is
to use the well-known Kirchho� transform to deduce the exact �ux (considered
constant through the element) then transform K and C accordingly to re�ect
that �ux. That sub-modeling process is fully described in section 5.4.
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5.5.2 Ditch in�ltration test case

In [1, 115], the authors measure and model an in�ltration experiment from
a ditch. This test case is particularly interesting because of the in-situ mea-
surements available in all three dimensions, allowing a validation of 3D model
results with observations. Indeed, in practice most 3D models are validated
with respect to other models or sparse measurements [116].

We �rst present a 1D simulation under the ditch, along with the measures
(which should show a lower in�ltration rate) and Hydrus1D as a reference
model. Both 1D and 3D meshes are used to show the in�uence of the 3D
discretization on the result. Eventually, the full 3D simulation with the original
soil measurements (given in Table 5.2) is compared with the measures and
discussed.

Table 5.2: Soil properties for the ditch test case

Depths α (m−1) β K (m/s) θs θr
0-0.9 m 13.6 1.296 1.90×10−4 0.37 5.1×10−5

0.9-2.2 & 3.5-6 m 2.4 1.572 1.03×10−5 0.33 5.5×10−4

2.2-4.5 m 5.2 2.279 6.75×10−5 0.31 5.7×10−4

1D simulation

As a preliminary study for the 3D simulation, a simulation is performed taking
a 1D water column below the ditch. The geometry, boundary and initial con-
ditions are identical to the experiment of 2002 [115]. However, this reduction
of dimensionality changes the upper boundary condition into an homogeneous
Dirichlet condition over the whole surface (i.e. an in�nite ditch bottom with-
out borders). The in�ltration front is thus expected to be faster, as the water
cannot be transported horizontally.

The simulation only lasts for 1.5h as reaching a fully saturated state is not the
purpose here. To ensure a correct time resolution, the time step ranges from
0.001s at the start to 5s after 2min of simulation. The column is composed of
54 elements ranging from 0.05m at the top to 0.2m at the bottom.

First, we compare the results of a 1D simulation with a simulation of Hydrus1D
as reference. The results are displayed in Fig. 5.6 and show a very good agree-
ment between simulations.

Secondly, a fake 3D case, set-up to match the 1D case, is simulated to detect
any e�ect of 3D elements. That 3D mesh is identical to the one used in the next
section, removing all elements above the ditch depth to apply the homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary condition at the same elevation. On the borders, a no-�ux
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of 3 simulations at di�erent times: Hydrus1D (dashed lines)
and our model in 1D (solid lines) and in pseudo-3D (dotted lines). The values below
the black dashed line are at saturation (ψ > 0). The Hydrus1D simulation is mostly
hidden by the 1D simulation results. No side e�ect is observed due to the use of a
3D mesh. It is seen that the model matches quite well.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the 1D simulation (continuous lines) with measurements
(×). The values below the black dashed line are at saturation (ψ > 0). Measures show
an unexpected behavior: the measured 3D in�ltration bulb is faster than the 'plane'
in�ltration simulated by the 1D model, for with the �ux is not dispersed horizontally
and therefore should go down faster.
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boundary condition is applied. It can be seen on Fig. 5.6 that the 3D simulation,
with a coarser mesh resolution in the z direction, is slightly more di�usive and
exhibits undershoots at in�ltration front. The 3D physics matches the reference
on unstructured and multi-scale meshes.

As already mentioned, the measurements right under the ditch should show a
slower in�ltration front. However, it can be seen in Fig. 5.7 that it is much
faster. The full saturation is reached just after 1h of simulation and between
1/4 and 1/2h in the tensiometer measurements. The piezometer measurements
(not displayed here) show a quasi-instantaneous response to the water surge.

This large discrepancy is probably due to preferential �ows reaching the water
table by bypassing the unsaturated area below the ditch. A strong work of
calibration/validation was done in Dages et al. [1]. Several numerical tests
to reach the measurements were done by tuning the water conductivity. The
main change in all their scenarios is a 3 to 5.2 fold increase of K for the
layer below the ditch, reducing the latency before �lling the water table. The
authors mention that it was not possible to �nd an adequate set of soil hydraulic
properties for simulating precisely both the piezometric heads and the hydraulic
gradients (i.e. the tensiometer results). This is an additional argument in
favor of preferential �ows as the water table and the unsaturated areas seem
decoupled. This hypothesis is supported by other studies on ditches from the
same area, presenting large di�erences between soils in ditches and in their
surrounding. It is shown that ditch soils present higher conductivity and a
stronger concentration of preferential paths [117, 118].

As our model cannot represent preferential �ows, the calibration of the 3D
model for this test case was left aside.

Full 3D simulation

The 2002 experiment of [115] is simulated with the measured soil parameters.
As discussed in the last section, no additional calibration is performed. The
initial and boundary conditions are similar to those in [1]: no-�ux for all the
surfaces except the vertical ones far from the ditch (for which a Dirichlet BC is
applied with the initial values for ψ) and the active part of the ditch. There is
a small di�erence on the application of the pressure head on the surfaces of the
ditch. In SWMS_3D a switch is done between a Dirichet BC with the water
height above the node and a no-�ux BC when the node is dry [119]. In our
model the same switch is applied at the element level.

The geometry shown in Fig. 5.8 is approximated with a 3D mesh composed of
4086 tetrahedra in the upper layer and 12,615 triangular prisms in the lower, for
a total of 92,034 DOF. The vertical prisms are well-designed for water tables
as they �t well classical pro�les (like low-slope water table and in�ltration
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Figure 5.8: 3D mesh of the ditch composed of tetrahedra and triangular prisms,
with a color for each soil type. The two visible vertical faces are symmetry planes of
the experimental setup, as shown in the small overview. The active area of the ditch
is only the �rst 5/12th of the total length, delineated in red in both views.

fronts). The prisms can easily �ll any complex geometry and do not present a
preferential direction for gradients, which is convenient for a water bulb. The
mesh resolution is �ne near the ditch and coarse further away from it to reduce
the computational cost.

The 8-hours simulation is discretized into time steps of 1s before t = 360s and
of 5s afterwards. Greater time steps are stable but lead to greater over�lling
above the saturated water content. As we have not implemented a correction
algorithm for those artifacts, we limit them with a smaller time step experi-
mentally chosen.

Results are shown in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. For visualization purpose, a L2 pro-
jection to continuous P1 elements has been applied to the DG results. It can
be seen that the model correctly represents the key physical processes. An
in�ltration bulb develops around the ditch during the �rst hour, reaching the
water table under the ditch center after about 1.5h. Then the saturated water
column pushes the water table away, creating a visible piston e�ect in (d) and
(e): the pressure gradient partially points upwards, bringing water to unsat-
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urated areas bypassing the in�ltration bulb. Eventually the in�ltration stops
and the system slowly comes back to equilibrium in (f).

As expected after the assessment of the 1D results, the simulation values are far
from the experimental data. In Fig. 5.11 the tensiometers values are compared
with the hydraulic head (i.e. ψ − z) at 2.8m depth, right under the ditch and
at two other points on a perpendicular axis from it. The in�ltration pro�les are
coherent with the previous 1D simulation and show very similar results as the
`a-priori' scenario of [1]. However, the front seems to reach the water table a
bit earlier and, as a consequence, their simulation have more positive hydraulic
head values around 4-5h, going further than the measurements. The model
values are closer to measurements at the end of the simulation.

The time evolution of the piezometer values, shown in Fig. 5.12, are again highly
similar to the 'a-priori' scenario, with a slightly longer delay before reaching the
water table. As mentioned before, the very quick reaction of the water table
is probably induced through preferential �ows. The piezometer values along
the ditch distance in Fig. 5.13 are again far from the model values. At the
end of the simulation the water level tends to be homogeneously spread. This
suggests that the computational domain should be extended, or that the use of
a free-BC condition on the far vertical planes should be more appropriate than
a Dirichlet one. A free-BC consists in imposing a slope to the variable instead
than a �xed value.

The small di�erences with the 'a-priori' test case of [1] can be explained by
three factors. First the mesh is fully composed of tetrahedra, which are less
adapted to vertical in�ltration fronts and show large vertical extent just under
the ditch. The second di�erence is the SWMS_3D model which uses strong
Dirichlet boundary conditions. When the boundary conditions are applied, the
boundary nodes are instantaneously set at the given value. As a result, the
elements linked to those nodes instantaneously change their water content, at
the concurrence of roughly 3

4 of their volume for tetrahedra with one face on
the ditch. In contrast, the weak Dirichlet boundary conditions applied in our
model constrains the �ow much more slowly, allowing the water to �ow inside
the element proportionally to the soil conductivity. The third di�erence is
the averaging of the soil properties of SWMS_3D, which have a non-negligible
e�ect when a small layer of very conductive soil is present just under the ditch.

To conclude this test case, we shall mention again that building a numerical
model with good properties is very challenging. Once the model is imple-
mented, the next important task is to parametrize it correctly. In the absence
of a preferential �ow module in like dual porosity [120, 121] or fracture simula-
tion [122, 123], parametrizing our model is very challenging as it misses a key
physical process. We thus prefer to leave this test case as such, with a correct
qualitative dynamics results but an incorrect quantitative comparisons.
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(a) 0.2h (b) 1h

(c) 1.5h (d) 2.5h

(e) 4.5h (f) 8h

Figure 5.9: Evolution of the ditch simulation in�ltration bulb displayed on four
planes (x = {−1,−3,−5} and y = −1). The hydraulic head is represented by iso-
values. The middle plane is kept transparent for visualization purpose. In (a) and
(b) a pure in�ltration bulb emerges. The in�ltration front reaches the water table at
the ditch center in (c), then reaches it everywhere under the ditch in (d). In (e) the
�ooding stops and the pressure head bulb is at its maximum extent. At the end of
the simulation in (f) the system slowly comes back to equilibrium.
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Figure 5.10: Iso-values of the hydraulic head from the ditch simulation at 3.6h.
The abrupt changes of slope pointed by arrows are due to a change of soil type. The
upper tetrahedral part of the mesh produces noisy values as the in�ltration front is
only discretized with 1 or 2 elements in depth.

5.5.3 Model e�ciency

A model e�ciency is determined by its precision, its robustness, and its execu-
tion speed. This section is dedicated to the last point. The model computation
time on a parallel infrastructure is:

ttot =
tit × nit
nw × pe

, (5.33)

with tit the computational time of one iteration if the model is run sequentially
with one worker, nit the number of iteration (depending on the time step), nw
the number of workers and pe the parallel e�ciency (itself dependent of nw).
All those variables are discussed in this section, the �rst two variables without
quantitative results as it is not the focus of the present work, the last two with
illustration of strong and weak scalings.

The High Performance Computing infrastructure used to produce those results
is the NIC4 cluster, part of the CECI consortium4. When we performed those
tests, in January 2018, it had the following characteristics: 2048 CPU at 2.0
GHz with each 4GB of RAM, QDR In�niband.

4CECI webpage: http://www.ceci-hpc.be

http://www.ceci-hpc.be
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Figure 5.11: Tensiometer pro�les below the ditch, with model values (solid lines)
and measurements (x). Each color represents a point in time. The values below the
black dashed line are at saturation (ψ > 0).
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Figure 5.12: Piezometer values pro�les in time at di�erent distances from the ditch.
Model values are in continuous lines and measurements in dotted lines.

Iteration cost

Our model is compared with classical implicit models. The computational
time of one iteration is increased by the corrector, the slope limiter and the
synchronization between the two variables. It is decreased by the use of a single
iteration in the non-linear solver. That single iteration is su�cient to solve the
non-linear problem as we are taking C andK from the last time step, linearizing
the equations. The solution is close to an explicit one, except that the elliptic
part of the equation (i.e. where C ' 0) can be solved. The computational cost
of that single non-linear iteration can be further decreased by truncating the
linear solver convergence, but only with caution as that degrades the precision.

The corrector procedure formally consists in applying an explicit time step.
However, with the identical right-hand sides of Eq. (5.23) and Eq. (5.22) and
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Figure 5.13: Piezometer values along the horizontal axis. The water table level rise
is less important in the simulation (solid lines) than in the measurements (dashed
lines), indicating a lower global amount of in�ltrated water. The water receding is
more important in the simulation, due to its boundary condition at 9m from the
ditch.

the mass-lumping diagonalizing the mass matrix, this corrector step can be
reduced to a simple vector operation without communication between nodes
(see Appendix A.7 for more details). However, as we are using a general purpose
framework, this optimization has not been implemented in this work.

Explicit constraint on the time step

The procedure described in 5.3.1 lead to a mixed formulation formed by an
implicit predictor and an explicit corrector. What distinguishes it from other
predictor-corrector models [30, 16, 41, 111] is the use of exactly the same right-
hand side (i.e. the divergence of the �ux) in both equations. This di�erence
improves the stability of the time integration scheme.

If mass balance is reached in Eq. (5.22), i.e. if C = (θn+1 − θn)/(ψn+1 − ψn),
the predictor is mathematically identical to the corrector, and the so-called
explicit time step gives the same result as if it was implicit. In that ideal
case, our procedure achieves `unconditional' stability like other implicit time
integration schemes.

However, that ideal case is generally not reached because C has to be approx-
imated (see details in section 2.4.3). In our formulation C is evaluated at ψn,
which is of the same order of precision as if it was evaluated at ψn+1, but is
not closer to mass conservation. The purpose of the corrector is to balance it.

In practice, we have observed that with our procedure that the time step can
be chosen out of the bounds of the classical CFD constraints for advection-
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di�usion problems, which is determined by the smallest element in the mesh.
To support this observation, it is however not possible to produce the classical
theoretical demonstration � a convergence analysis � for the whole algorithm.
In Appendix A.5, we propose a simpli�ed von Neumann analysis. Its validity
can be discussed as we neglect the steps described by Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25),
and because such an analysis is derived from linear di�erential equation theory,
while RE is highly non-linear. It should be noted that the last point is assumed
by every implicit models of the RE. Yet the von Neumann analysis gives a hint
on the algorithm objective, which is to avoid or greatly reduce the explicit time
step constraint for solution stability.

Adaptive time stepping indicator

The time step in our model is user-de�ned. However, it is well known that
time scales of subsurface hydrology vary over several orders of magnitude, e.g.
in�ltration front vs. evaporation. A model cannot be used on a long-term
time frame without an adaptive time stepping, otherwise the majority of the
computation time is spent on steady �uxes. Here we propose an indicator of
the mass error of the predictor involving mass excesses on the corrector. This
indicator can be used to adapt the time step along with other more classical
indicators such as the non-linear solver error, the number of sub-iterations of the
linear solver, temporal error, etc. This indicator is obtained by comparing the
ideal case (fully converged predictor) and the real iteration. As it has been seen
that a fully converged ψ-form is equivalent to the chord-slope approximation
(see Eq. (2.19)), we have:

Ideal:
θn+1 − θn

ψn+1 − ψn
ψn+1 − ψn

∆t
=
θn+1 − θn

∆t
= ∇ · J, (5.34)

Actual: C(ψn)
ψn+1 − ψn

∆t
= ∇ · J, (5.35)

εm = C(ψn)− θn+1 − θn

ψn+1 − ψn
, (5.36)

=
∂θ

∂ψ

∣∣∣∣n − θn+1 − θn

ψn+1 − ψn
, (5.37)

with εm the error indicator. That error is transformed by the corrector into
actual �uxes. Indeed, Eq. (5.34) is the ideal case for the ψ-form, but also the
corrector of our method. At the saturated/unsaturated interface those addi-
tional �uxes can �ll elements above saturation. It has been observed that the
high values of this indicator are very local, often highlighting some nodes in
in�ltration fronts. We therefore suggest to use a L∞ norm in order to take the
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worst scenario into account when adapting the time step. A classical time step-
ping adapter using heuristics like the number of the non-linear/linear iterations
or computing temporal truncation errors can include the minimization of such
an error indicator in its search for an optimal time step. Such an algorithm is
not developed in this document.

Implementation

Our models are based on the FE framework used by the model SLIM5. It im-
plements matrix assembly and non-linear solvers, handles the mesh generation
with GMSH, partitioning with METIS and can connect any linear solver from
PETSc. It aims to maximize the number of matrix operations (very e�cient
with the BLAS library), can handle high order CG/DG discretization for many
elements types and is optimized for parallel computation.

The core of the SLIM code is written in C++ but the users parametrize it
through python scripts (the code is wrapped by SWIG). The script for the 3D
ditch test case is given as example in Appendix A.8.

The integration of the our models in the SLIM code is quite e�cient. Reducing
the generality of the framework can lead to interesting optimizations, like a
straight linearization of K and C or specializing the code for �rst-order ele-
ments. Such optimizations are interesting to reduce the matrix assembly cost,
which can be substantial for explicit models. However in this case the limiting
factor is the linear solver for the elliptic part of the equation, and emphasis
should be put on improving that aspect.

Strong scaling

The previous 3D ditch in�ltration test case is used with 3 di�erent meshes
generated by GMSH. The smallest one is similar to the one used in the previous
section (92,034 DOFs), the medium and largest respectively have 429,440 and
3,408,000 DOFs. The partitioning between di�erent workers is done with the
METIS library which optimizes the volume-surface ratio of each partition while
keeping a similar number of elements per worker. The scaling test has been
done on a integer number of nodes of 12 CPU (see 2.6.1 for more details), up
to 196 CPUs, with one worker per CPU.

As expected for the strong scaling test case, a clear e�ect of the number of DOF
per worker is visible in Fig. 5.14. Indeed, decreasing the number of DOF in the
volume and increasing it at the partition boundaries decreases the computation
over communication ratio, which is at the heart of a good scalability. In our
case, the performance drops under 5000 DOF per worker (which corresponds

5https://www.slim-ocean.be
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Figure 5.14: Strong scaling e�ciency results for meshes with 9.2×104 DOF (small),
4.3×105 DOF (medium) and 3.4×106 DOF (large). The total computational time
includes the time spent in explicit and implicit iterations. The Implicit iterations
time includes the time spent by the linear system solver.

to about 1000 elements). The scaling jump between 1 and 2 nodes with the
large mesh is likely due to the addition of the network latency. After 2 nodes
our model shows an almost perfect scaling.

The total computational time has been split into each of the model components
to assess the scaling of each part separately. As expected, the explicit part of
the model scales very well [6]. The limiter and ψ update are negligible in
the computational time and scale as well. The implicit solution is the most
computationally expensive part of the model. It scales quite well until it reaches
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the critical amount of DOF per worker. As it is already dominating, its scaling
degradation is quickly re�ected on the whole model.

Inside the implicit part of the model, the drop in parallel e�ciency is con-
centrated around the linear solver, as it is often observed in other models
[57, 69, 55]. We are using the GMRES generic solver from the PETSc library,
preconditioned with a block Jacobi method on ILU sub-preconditioner. This
is one of the most scalable generic methods as the preconditioner is fully lo-
cal. However, it is certainly possible to further enhance the convergence or the
scaling with more specialized methods. It should be interesting to assess the
number of iterations of the GMRES linear solver in function of the number of
workers. If it is increasing to a great extend, a better-suited but maybe costlier
preconditioner should be considered.

The algebraic multigrid (AMG) method seems promising as it is particularly
e�cient in solving elliptic problems and does not require special geometries
as with the classic multi-grid method [55]. Recent studies have shown that
this method can be scalable on very large infrastructures [124, 52, 53]. The
BoomerAMG solver from the Hypre library was tested in our model, but the
results are not presented as the scaling was very poor. We believe that the
scaling of our model could be further improved with the use of an appropriate
AMG method (like AGMG [53]).

The simulations are run up to 5 times each. A overhead of nearly 25% on the
running time is noticed between the best and the worst cases. That addtional
time is equally spread between all the communicating parts of the model. We
suggest that either some heterogeneity is present between the nodes (one slower
node can impact the whole stack) or that the network was sometimes saturated
by other runs. Therefore, it is likely that the model can perform better on a
dedicated infrastructure.

We realized afterwards that the current partitioning treats both tetrahedra
and prisms with equal weights. The scaling e�ciency could thus be further
improved by re�ning the algorithm to keep a similar number of DOFs instead
than a similar number of element per worker.

Weak scaling

The weak scaling test case is described in section 4.4.4. Here, we replace the
surface model by a Neumann surface boundary condition with a constant �ux
of 0.02 m/s. The �rst mesh is the same as in that previous section, with
62,500 hexahedra or 500,000 DOF per worker. In Fig. 5.15, we can see that the
explicit part of the algorithm scales optimally when the implicit part is reduced
to bring an overall result for the model of 96.6% parallel e�ciency with 8 nodes
(96 workers). The run with 192 workers can not be displayed because in the

http://agmg.eu
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current implementation the whole mesh is read by each worker at initialization
and saturates the node memory, hence stopping the model.

A second test case has been simulated with a smaller mesh, of half the size in
the horizontal and with a space discretization 2.5 times larger in all directions.
That brings a mesh of 1000 hexahedra or 8000 DOF per worker, just above the
limit observed with the strong scaling test case. As expected, the results show
a slightly degraded scaling, with a parallel e�ciency of 90.2% for 16 nodes (192
workers).

This algorithm only uses very basic and computationally inexpensive arith-
metics. In most cases, it will only need zero or one synchronization between
nodes and then should scale well. A possible drawback of this algorithm is a
possible repetition of the �bad luck� case in simulations of a strong rain event
reaching a water table. However, such a case is di�cult for any model.

5.6 Conclusion

We have presented a new model of RE that takes the pressure form as a predic-
tor and the mixed form as a corrector. The predictor is solved with an implicit
time integration scheme. The expected mass imbalance is then canceled with
an explicit corrector. The predictor is linearized, which allows a one-step �non-
linear solution�. The corrector uses exactly the same �uxes as the predictor,
relaxing the explicit time step constraint. The corrector iteration can be re-
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Figure 5.15: Weak scaling e�ciency results. The vertical axis has been shrink to
enhance the results visibility. The e�ciency results for the total simulation are often
hidden by implicit iteration results.
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duced to a computationally inexpensive vector product. The model presents
good strong and weak scalings up to 192 workers.

Our RE model is mass conservative to machine-precision. It is valid in both
unsaturated and saturated areas. It produce accurate results, both against
other models and analytical solutions. Its robustness is enhanced by not waiting
for the convergence of a non-linear solver and by using slope limiters. It is fast
with a quasi-explicit iteration (only one linear system solution per iteration),
the vectorization of the corrector and the release of the time step constraint.
Eventually, it shows a good scaling for both weak and strong test cases, with
performances only degrading below 5000 DOF per worker, which is quite low.

The only known limitations are small mass excess that can appear at in�ltration
fronts and the possible desynchronization of θ and φ for draining saturated
cases. Three post-process procedures to correct the former are suggested, one
pragmatic solution to the latter is proposed.

This work can be at the beginning of a new line of RE models. Already a simple
reimplementation of what is proposed, dedicated to the RE with discontinuous
�rst-order elements can bring many improvements and optimizations, as the
vectorization of the explicit iteration, a better linear solver or an adaptive time
stepping.

A weakly scalable RE model can be used for instance to simulate in reasonable
times a full-scale watershed, limiting the in�uence of the choice of adapted
boundary conditions. A good strong scaling is appreciable to reduce the com-
putational time of simulations at smaller scales, allowing the simulation over
longer periods. With a more reasonable computing time, techniques of inverse
modeling or other Monte-Carlo based parametrizations can be put into practice
with appropriate resolution, even in 3D. A robust and perfectly mass-balanced
model is appreciable to any groundwater modeler, and it makes its use easier
for any newcomers.
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Conclusion

6.1 Summary

The long-term objective behind this work is developing a terrestrial water model
able to interact with river, lakes, estuaries and sea. Most of the biogeochemical
cycles linked to life are present in that land-sea continuum, and the main driver
for all those cycles is water (see Fig. 6.1). The advantages of a continuous mod-
eling is the possibility to study the interactions between each sub-model (river,
groundwater, runo�, lake, etc.) and to avoid boundaries close to the domain of
interest. Indeed, in a sub-model used alone strong assumptions and/or input
data are necessary at the domain boundaries, which often strongly a�ect the re-
sults. If those boundaries could be moved further away by using larger domain
or another sub-model (when the physics changes), assumptions and input data
would have a reduced impact on the region of interest. To build such a contin-
uous model, it is necessary to have working sub-models beforehand. However,
we found that existing 3D Richards equation (RE) models were not e�cient
enough on large scales and often subject to convergence issues. They were
especially not well designed for parallel computing infrastructures, although
there have been some improvements over the last few years.

In this work, a �rst RE model is developed, perfectly scalable but with some
caveats (Chapter 3). It is then coupled to a surface model (Chapter 4). Even-
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the water cycle. From the raindrop to the sea, the water
cycle is home of important biogeochemical interactions, which can be impacted by
human activity. The integration of all the terrestrial water components (river, lake,
groundwater, etc.) within a unique numerical model allows for quantitative studies
of those interactions.

tually, a second RE model is presented, which corrects the caveats of the �rst
one by trading a little of its scalability (Chapter 5).

Strong design constraints were imposed on the �rst model: conservation, scaling
and robustness. They drove the research towards an unexplored area of RE: a
fully explicit integration time scheme. Such a scheme requires to make some
approximations in saturated areas. The elliptic behavior is reduced to a very
di�usive one, and the time step is limited by the explicit stability constraint.
The resulting parallel scaling is perfect as the communication is limited between
neighboring elements. The use of two variables (the pressure head and the water
content) allows the solution of the RE in both saturated and unsaturated areas.
Finally, mass is conserved to machine precision. The physical discontinuity of
the water content between di�erent soil layers is handled in a natural way by
adapting the jump terms of the DG FE method. That discretization method is
also well suited for the advection-dominant physics present in in�ltration fronts
and allows the use of standard techniques to easily modify the �ux between
elements or the values inside them, like slope limiters. The approximation in
saturated area is reasonable as long as that area remains shallow, with a small
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number of elements in the vertical direction. Under that condition, the model
produces precise results.

The �rst model is then coupled to a surface runo� model to fully simulate
intensive rain events that can generate surface �ows. A 2D CV FE method
is used for the NI approximation of the SWE. The zero-depth issue present in
other methods is then bypassed, but the model can lead to unphysical �uxes
when anisotropic elements are used. Modifying some coe�cients to non-zero
values avoids this issue e�ciently and does not degrade the results for the
presented test cases. The proposed coupling between the two sub-models is
a simple extension of the DG FE method from the subsurface model. More
precisely, the term of the equation for the inter-elements �ux in the subsurface
model is extended to the surface model. That term shares properties with
two common methods: the �rst order exchange term (�ux proportional to the
di�erence of pressures) and a full coupling (equality between the pressures). It
does not rely on an user-de�ned parameter like the former and is more �exible
than the latter. A unique time step is used for both sub-models. The surface
model have fast dynamics handled by an implicit integration time scheme,
because any explicit constraint on the time step would be overly restrictive.
On the other hand, the subsurface model, even on in�ltration events, shows
a much slower dynamics. An explicit time integration scheme is then used
to improve the parallel e�ciency. Overall, the minimal time steps for both
sub-models are close. Therefore the global model is e�cient without requiring
a di�erent time step for each sub-model, which brings more complexity. The
parallel e�ciency is only impacted by the surface model. The computational
time for this sub-model represent a fraction of the total time in sequential run,
but become dominant on a large number of workers.

Eventually, a second model of the RE is developed to mitigate some issues of
the �rst model, while trying to preserve its good scaling, robustness and mass
conservation. An implicit time integration time scheme predictor is used on the
ψ-form of RE to handle its elliptic part. However this form is known to produce
mass balance error. Therefore an explicit integration time scheme corrector
based on the mixed-form of RE is used to ensure an exact mass balance. As
the primary goal of the predictor is to solve the elliptic part which is linear,
only one sub-iteration of the Newton non-linear solver is used. The non-linear
functions are then evaluated from the last time step like in fully explicit time
integration scheme, which has been proved to work well in the �rst model. As
the corrector uses the same �uxes as the predictor, it is possible to compute the
�nal result through a simple vector operation. The explicit stability is enhanced
by the use of those implicitly-computed �uxes. At the end, that allows larger
time steps. The principal caveat of this model is a small mass excess that can
appear in strong in�ltration fronts. Three post-processes are suggested to limit
or remove it.
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Figure 6.2: Strong scaling e�ciency slopes for models of the Richards equation
(squares) or models coupling surface and subsurface (circles). A slope of one repre-
sents a perfect scaling. It is expected for any model to see its performances strongly
dropping under a given number of DOF/w. See Section 2.7 for more details.

A comparison of scaling e�ciency (described by the e�ciency slope as described
in Section 2.7) is displayed in Fig. 6.2. It can be seen that the scaling breakpoint
of our predictor-corrector model is below 5000 DOF/w, slightly outperforming
other scalable models. Our coupled model, which does not have a real point of
comparison for strong scaling, shows a breakpoint at 10,000 DOF/w. Despite a
low maximal number of workers (196) compared to other studies (up to 262k),
it shows promising scaling properties for much larger HPC infrastructures.

After iterating through a large range of model designs for the RE (more than
the two presented here, e.g. see Appendix A.1), we end up with a promising
model. It is e�cient for sequential and parallel computations, precise, robust,
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conservative. It thus presents almost all the properties expected by end-users.
There is no need to check the mass balance, no non-linear convergence failure
allowed, an almost unconditionally stable time integration scheme and a dis-
cretization optimized for modern HPC clusters. The current implementation
shows a quite simple user interface written in Python (see Appendix A.8). We
have shown that such a model for the soil can easily be coupled with a sur-
face runo� model. It should also be the case for rivers, lakes, estuaries and
seas, allowing to eventually achieve a model valid along the whole land-sea
continuum.

6.2 Limitations and perspectives

Subsurface water �ow models are often based on RE for its relative ease of use
(apart from the usual numerical issues). However, RE is based on assumptions
that can be constraining in speci�c cases. In unsaturated porous media, RE
makes the assumption of water continuity. The mean vertical extent of such
a continuity of �lled pores has been estimated to be under 10m in natural
unsaturated conditions [4]. It is thus questionable to solve the equation in
larger discrete elements without the assumption of a change of physics. Some
authors propose to keep the equations with upscaled parameters [57], other to
use a �ner discretization at large scale [125]. The retention curve is mostly used
as a single-valued function in RE but in practice it can be multivalued due to
the hysteresis e�ect. This approximation can lead to strong errors in speci�c
wetting/drying regimes. Preferential paths, macropores or even soil fractures
are not taken into account in RE. Additional elements like dual porosity or
independent fracture models are usually used to handle those cases. The RE
supposes a homogeneous �uid, but in practice is it often heterogeneous: there
are density gradients due to salinity or temperature, trapped air, other �uid
phases like oil, etc. In those cases, RE is no longer su�cient and it is necessary
to switch to multiphase models (air, oil) or to a density-driven RE coupled with
a tracer model (for salinity or temperature).

There are several methods available to parametrize RE such as inverse modeling
and Monte Carlo methods, but they are often di�cult to apply e�ciently at
large scale. Given the high variability of the soil properties, it is tempting to
allow a large set of parameters during a parametrization. However, due to the
sparse measurements, such parametrization with a large number of degrees of
freedom can quickly over-�t the data, being only valid for a speci�c dataset or
allowing the same precision with very di�erent set of parameters. It is therefore
recommended to �x their number reasonably, and to search for values in a range
close to the property measurements. A good way to model soil heterogeneity at
the macroscale has yet to be found, maybe with sub-scale modeling. Automated
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detection of preferential �ows to the model should be investigated as they can
strongly in�uence such parametrization.

The current limitation of our second RE model is the small excess in mass that
can appear when the constitutive relationships show a strong variability. In
that model, the classical convergence and/or mass-conservation issue for RE
is transformed into that small mass excess, which is kept instead of lost. In
fact, to avoid mass loss, either an �exact� solution should be obtained from
the non-linear solver or we accept such excess. The real precision of a fully
converged solution is questionable considering the linearization of the highly
variable functions over several order of magnitude inside some (linear) elements.
For many applications, a small and localized excess of mass is acceptable. In
that case, the excess can be handled either by doing nothing (as it will disappear
when the area is unsaturated once again) or by spreading it with conservative
�uxes. As the mass inside the domain is mostly driven by the BC, those mass
excesses must end up somewhere and the most logical place is the nearest
non-full element available.

Most of the time, model development for the RE focuses on the most challeng-
ing dynamics: in�ltration fronts, often over initially dry conditions. This is
numerically complex, but in long-term simulations it represents only a small
part of the in-simulation time. Slower dynamics should be studied as well.
The second RE model we derived should be tested in such principally di�usive
conditions, where the time step is expected to be much larger. Evaporation
can also lead to some issues when switching from elliptic to parabolic behavior.
Likewise, the surface model possesses some interesting issues like steady wa-
ter (nothing moves but the model is computationally costly) and it should be
deactivated when no water is present at all. Eventually, a good adaptive time
step algorithm should be chosen with the right balance between the resources
use and the numerical error.

Water �uxes are important for many application, but what they transport is
even more interesting. To study biogeochemical dynamics, the inclusion of a
Lagrangian or Eulerian tracer model is required. The inclusion of either of
them should not be more di�cult than in other RE models and is let to further
research. The DG FE properties of local conservation of the �uxes will prove
very useful in this task.

Concerning the performances of the RE model, an optimized implementation
should improve the sequential speed and the choice of a specialized linear solver
should increase both sequential and parallel e�ciency. A reduction of the
computing time is appreciable for model inversion or other parametrizations, for
large scale simulation (e.g. a whole watershed) and for long-term simulations
(e.g. several years).
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About the current research around RE, adaptive meshes are very promising
for RE as the fastest physics is often very local and very transient. Second-
order time integration schemes have sometime shown better results but, in
our opinion, they are not not necessary as either the model stays nearly-steady
either it shows non-polynomial discontinuous pro�les in time. High order space
integration schemes are interesting in non-advective areas where large elements
are used. They could thus be linked with meshes adaptation in a hp approach
(h for mesh resolution and p of approximation order).

Figure 6.3: Models of the SLIM framework (boxes) and couplings (arrows). Existing
couplings are shown with solid arrows while possible couplings to reach the land-sea
continuum are depicted in dashed arrows. This document presents the green elements.
The limits between the di�erent surface models is not absolute, for instance a 3D
model can be used for a deep lake or 2D �ows for large rivers.

Guidelines to reach a model of the entire land-sea continuum are given in
Appendix A.9. Even if the hydrodynamic models (river, estuary and sea in
1D-2D-3D, surface runo�, saturated and unsaturated subsurface �ow) are now
all available inside the SLIM framework (see Fig. 6.3), a lot of work is still
necessary for environmental modeling. Tracers are mandatory for the bio-
geochemical interactions (nutrients, pollutants, biological material, etc.) and
couplings between each sub-models have to be designed to achieve both good
physical exchanges and computing performances (coupling method, time steps,
optional additional parametrization, etc.). The parametrization of the whole
is challenging as some inter-model couplings have rarely been considered and
because the set of input data should cover all the components. The measure-
ment of properties at large scales like in-depth water content or �ux exchange
between entities should be investigated. Overall, all this remaining work should
be viewed as a good challenge to assess the validity of the physical models, as
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the main numerical di�culties often lie inside the hydrodynamic model com-
ponents and could therefore be considered as mostly handled.

Applications of such a macro-model are just waiting: the nuclear leak in Japan,
the e�ect of the sea level rise with salt water intrusion in estuaries and fresh-
water resources, long-range impact of the �eld fertilizers and pesticides, the
carbon balance in trees/soils/seas, etc. Results of such simulations would not
only be interesting for the environmental studies. . . but also for society as a
whole!
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A.1 RE as a system of equations

Many RE models rely on mixed FE methods. Overall, their general idea is to
produce a continuous representation of the velocity �eld by adding it as a vari-
able, and thus solving a system of two equations: one for the mass conservation
equation and one for the Darcy �ux. Here we try to use a system of equation
for another purpose: keeping the mixed formulation intact, without the need
to eventually express the problem with a unique variable, like in the modi�ed
Picard method. It simply reads:

∂θ

∂t
= ∇ · [K · ∇(ψ − z)]

θ = fθ(ψ)
(A.1)

with the same variables as described in the previous chapters. This formulation
is fully mass-conservative and valid in both the saturated and unsaturated
areas. The obvious negative points are the use of twice the number of DOFs
compared to a classical problem and the natural discontinuity of θ between
di�erent soil properties.

This method was discarded after convergence issues with linear solvers. Fully
saturated of fully unsaturated problems were easily solved, but the addition of
one of those states in one domain fully dominated by the other state produced
ill-conditioned matrices. This ill conditioning can be explained as follows: when
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we apply a classical Newton non-linear method, it produces the following Ja-
cobian: (

M/∆t L

M ∂fθ

)
(A.2)

with M the mass matrix, L the matrix representing the Darcy �ux and ∂fθ a
diagonal matrix of the capillary capacity (C = ∂θ/∂ψ). The latter is zero (or
near-zero) in saturated areas and very dry areas, and non-zero otherwise. It
is observed that when the quantity of zero increases, the linear solver shows
increasing di�culties. The precise mathematical reason was not found in this
work.

A mitigation to this issue in dry areas is to use a variable transform as described
in Section 2.5.2. Indeed, adapted to the soil properties, it transforms ∂fθ into
the identity matrix in unsaturated soils. It is however linked to the soil type,
only allowing homogeneous soils, and does not solve the issue for saturated
areas. As we do not found a solution, this development was discarded.

A.2 Modi�ed Van Genuchten-Mualem

Following Vogel and Cislerova [88], the retention function and the conductivity
functions are described as follows:

fθ(ψ) =

{
θr + (θs − θr)(1 + |αψ|β)−ν , ψ < ψs

θs, ψ ≥ ψs
(A.3)

K =


Kk

√
θ − θr
θk − θr

(
F (θr)− F (θ)

F (θr)− F (θk)

)2

, ψ ≤ ψk

Kk +
ψ − ψk
ψs − ψk

(Ks −Kk), ψk < ψ < ψs

Ks, ψ ≥ ψs

(A.4)

with

F (x) =

[
1−

(
x− θa
θm − θa

)1/ν
]ν

(A.5)

where θs, θr, α, β and ν are described in Section 3.2,θm, θa, ψk, ψs,Kk are
additional empirical parameters and θs = fθ(ψs), θk = fθ(ψk).
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A.3 Control volume �nite elements derivation

Following the notations of section 4.3.2, the CVFE method modi�es the fol-
lowing spatially discretized di�usive term [58, 18]:〈

n∇

∑
j

ujφj

 · ∇φi〉 (A.6)

First, we recall that
∑
i φi = 1 and therefore φi = 1−

∑
j 6=i φj . If the gradient

operator is applied ∇φi = −
∑
j 6=i∇φj . Using this last relation, we obtain:

∇
∑
j

ujφj =
∑
j 6=i

uj∇φj + ui∇φi (A.7)

=
∑
j 6=i

uj∇φj − ui
∑
j 6=i

∇φj (A.8)

=
∑
j 6=i

(uj − ui)∇φj (A.9)

=
∑
j

(uj − ui)∇φj (A.10)

By inserting this relation inside Eq. (A.6):〈
n∇

∑
j

ujφj

 · ∇φi〉 =

〈
n

∑
j

(uj − ui)∇φj

 · ∇φi〉 (A.11)

=
∑
j

(uj − ui) 〈n∇φj · ∇φi〉 (A.12)

Until now, only mathematical operations have been done. To complete the
CVFE method and obtain Eq. (4.36), an approximation is done on the di�usion
coe�cient n: it is computed at the upwind node to handle some numerical
issues, like avoiding the negative depths that can occur with the NI SWE. This
coe�cient is then taken out of the integral. It should be noted that the sum
over j in Eq. (4.36) is implicitly done via the matrix notation.

A.4 Equivalence of the speci�c storage coe�cient

Sometimes, the following form of RE is used to account for medium compress-
ibility:

∂θ

∂t
+ SsSw

∂ψ

∂t
= ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ − z)), (A.13)
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with Ss the speci�c storage coe�cient (speci�c to material) and Sw = θ/θs the
water saturation. The ψ-form reads:

(C + SsSw)
∂ψ

∂t
= ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ − z)), (A.14)

with C = ∂θ/∂ψ the speci�c moisture capacity. This form looks like the classic
ψ-form with a modi�ed C. Let us denote C∗ = ∂f∗θ /∂ψ = C + SsSw the
modi�ed speci�c moisture capacity with f∗θ (ψ) the modi�ed retention curve.
We have (θ = fθ(ψ)):

f∗θ (ψ) =

∫ ψ

−∞

(
∂fθ(ψ)

∂ψ
+
Ssfθ(ψ)

θs

)
dψ (A.15)

= fθ(ψ)− fθ(−∞) +
Ss
θs

∫ ψ

−∞
fθ(ψ)dψ + cst (A.16)

=

{
fθ(ψ)− θr + Ss

θs

∫ ψ
−∞ fθ(ψ)dψ + cst ψ < 0

θs − θr + Ss
θs
θsψ + Ss

θs

∫ 0

−∞ fθ(ψ)dψ + cst ψ ≥ 0
(A.17)

=

{
fθ(ψ) + Ss

θs

∫ ψ
0
fθ(ψ)dψ ψ < 0

θs + Ssψ ψ ≥ 0
(A.18)

as fθ(−∞) = θr, fθ(ψ ≥ 0) = θs and the constant from the integral is taken

as cst = θr − Ss
θs

∫ 0

−∞ fθ(ψ)dψ. This essentially adds a linear compression to
the pressure in saturated areas. In unsaturated areas, compression e�ects are
supposed to be negligible, but it is not the case for low values of ψ in materials
with β approaching 1 or with large values of θr.

An equivalent way to represent (A.13) is{
∂θ∗

∂t = ∇ · (K · ∇(ψ + z))

θ∗ = f∗θ (ψ)
(A.19)

where θ∗ can increases in saturated areas � which makes sense as more water is
present within the increased representative volume � but can also take negative
values in very dry conditions, which is not at all physical. The addition of a
simple slope Ss in fθ when ψ > 0, with appropriate smoothing around ψ = 0
should be preferred to the use of Eq. (A.18).

A.5 Von Neumann analysis for the predictor-corrector

scheme

A simpli�ed Von-Neumann analysis is produces for the proposed implicit-
explicit predictor-corrector scheme of Chapter 5. The classical test equation is
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modi�ed into the following linear system of two equations:

C(ψ)
∂ψ

∂t
= λψ, (A.20)

∂θ

∂t
= λψ (A.21)

with λ a complex number. We want to study the stability of the discretization
with implicit Euler on the �rst equation and the discretization with explicit
Euler on the second one. Exactly the same function λψ is applied on both
equations:

C(ψ)
ψk+1 − ψk

∆t
= λψk+1, (A.22)

θk+1 − θk
∆t

= λψk+1 (A.23)

rearranging the terms:

ψk+1 = ψk + ∆t
λψk+1

C(ψ)
, (A.24)

ψk+1 = ψk

(
1

1−∆tλ/C(ψ)

)
, (A.25)

θk+1 = θk + ∆tλψk

(
1

1−∆tλ/C(ψ)

)
(A.26)

If C is zero, ψ is zero (the time derivative cannot in�uence the solution) and θ
remains constant. The analysis continue with the hypothesis of a positive and
constant C.

The ampli�cation factor for ψ is classical for the Implicit Euler scheme:

ψk =

(
1

1−∆tλ/C

)k
ψ̂ (A.27)

with ψ̂ the initial condition for ψ. The second equation does not in�uence that
result in this analysis and we can then deduce the following stability condition:∣∣∣∣ 1

1−∆tλ/C

∣∣∣∣ < 1, (A.28)

1−∆tλ/C > 1 or 1−∆tλ/C < −1, (A.29)

∆tλ/C < 0 or ∆tλ/C > 2 (A.30)

with all the constraints on the variables (∆t > 0, C > 0 and λ < 0), only the
�rst condition can be satis�ed and the ψ variable is unconditionally stable if
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C is positive. If C was variable, the ampli�cation factor would be much more
complex to derive, but it can be seen that the product of smaller-than-one
positive numbers, whatever the numbers, will tend towards zero.

For the θ variable, we �nd the following series:

with A =

(
1

1−∆tλ/C

)
, (A.31)

θk+2 = θk+1 + ∆tλψk+1A, (A.32)

= θk + ∆tλψkA+ ∆tλψkAA, (A.33)

= θk + ∆tλψkA+ ∆tλψkA
2, (A.34)

θk+3 = θk+3 + ∆tλψk+2A, (A.35)

= θk + ∆tλψkA+ ∆tλψkA
2 + ∆tλψkA

3, (A.36)

. . . (A.37)

θk = θ̂ + ∆tλψ̂

k∑
i=1

Ai (A.38)

with θ̂ the initial condition for θ.

It can be seen that the series diverges if the absolute value of A is greater than
one. The stability condition for θ and ψ is identical and the overall scheme is
unconditionally stable.

The largest di�erence between this analysis and the applied scheme is the
application between each time steps of ψn+1 = f−1

θ (θn+1) in unsaturated areas.
That leads to complex feedback loops which are too complex to study with a
simple Von Neumann analysis.

A.6 Parametrization of the Vanderborght et al. test

cases

Here follows the description of the Vanderborght et al. test cases concerning
the RE alone (without tracers) [114].

Table A.1: Soil properties for analytical benchmarks

α (m−1) β K (m/s) θs θr
Sand 15 3.0 1.157×10−4 0.43 0.045

Loam 4 1.6 5.787×10−6 0.43 0.080

Clay 1 1.1 1.157×10−6 0.40 0.100
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Table A.2: Parametrization for analytical benchmarks

Soil type thickness discr. duration time step

1a loam/sand 0.5 m/1.5 m 1 cm 1 h 30 s

1b sand/loam 0.5 m/1.5 m 1 cm 1 h 60 s

1c clay/sand 0.5 m/1.5 m 1 cm 1 h 60 s

2 loam 0.54 m 1 cm 5 h 30 s

3a sand 2 m 1 cm 7.2 h 25 ms→5 s

3b loam 2 m 1 cm 1 day 1 s

3c clay 2 m 1 cm 12 h 1 s

4a sand 2 m 1 cm&0.25 cm 1 day 1 s

4b loam 2 m 1 cm&0.25 cm 2 day 5 s

4c loam 2 m 1 cm&0.25 cm 10 day 30 s

4d clay 2 m 1 cm&0.25 cm 6 day 10 s

Table A.3: Initial and boundary conditions for analytical benchmarks

initial condition top b.c. bottom b.c.

1a ψ=−2 m JN= 5.787 10−8 m/s JN= Kzz

1b ψ=−2 m JN= 5.787 10−8 m/s JN= Kzz

1c ψ=−2 m JN= 5.787 10−8 m/s JN= Kzz

2 ψ=−z−0.54 m JN= −5.787 10−8 m/s ψD= 0

3a ψ=−4 m JN= 1.157 10−5 m/sa JN= Kzz

3b ψ=−4 m JN= 1.157 10−5 m/sa JN= Kzz

3c ψ=−4 m JN= 1.157 10−5 m/sa JN= Kzz

4a ψ=−0.4 m JN= −3.472 10−8 m/sb JN= 0

4b ψ=−2 m JN= −3.472 10−8 m/sb JN= 0

4c ψ=−2 m JN= −1.157 10−8 m/sb JN= 0

4d ψ=−2 m JN= −3.472 10−8 m/sb JN= 0

a When ψ < 0; otherwise, ψ = 0
b When ψ > −100 m; otherwise, ψ = −100 m
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A.7 Applying the corrector in one vector operation

As the same right-hand term is applied on ψ- and mixed-forms of RE, it is easy
to obtain:

Cn
ψn+1 − ψn

∆t
= ∇ · (Kn · ∇(ψn+1 − z)) + s, (A.39)

θn+1 − θn

∆t
= ∇ · (Kn · ∇(ψn+1 − z)) + s, (A.40)

Cn(ψn+1 − ψn) = (θn+1 − θn) (A.41)

θn+1 = θn + Cn(ψn+1 − ψn) (A.42)

witch is a simple vector-wise operation of known values. It has to be noted
that in absence of mass-lumping, this expression becomes more complex as the
time derivative terms are not anymore diagonal matrices. In case of a DG FE
method it can still be solved per block.

A.8 Example of python script: the 3D Ditch test case

Below, we present an example of Python script used in the SLIM framework.
This is the 3D ditch test case (see Section 5.5.2) which has only been slightly
formated and commented to be self-descriptive.

from Richards import ∗
import u t i l i t i e s as u

# The un i t s used in t h i s s c r i p t are SI (m, s , kg , . . . )

# These custom C++ func t i on s are compiled on−the−f l y .
# They can a l s o be wr i t t en in python at a s l i g h t performance co s t .
# − ditchHead re tu rn s the he ight d i f f e r e n c e between the d i t ch
# water l e v e l and the nodal z coord inate .
# − ditchSwitch r e tu rn s a p o s i t i v e va lue i f a Neumann BC
# i s imposed i n s i d e the a c t i v e part o f the d i t ch and a
# negat ive one f o r D i r i c h l e t BC.
# − farHead re tu rn s the i n i t i a l c ond i t i on . I t i s imposed as
# a D i r i c h l e t BC at the f a r s i d e s o f the domain .
# − hydraul icHead speaks by i t s e l f
CFunctions = ' ' '
#inc lude " f u l lMa t r i x . h"
#inc lude " func t i on . h"
#inc lude "dgConservationLaw . h"
extern "C" {

void ditchHead (dataCacheMap ∗ , f u l lMat r ix<double> &out ,
fu l lMat r i x<double> &coord ,
fu l lMat r i x<double> &time ) {

double head = 0 . 0 ;
const double t = time (0 , 0) / 3 6 0 0 . ;
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i f ( t <=0.00000) head = 0 .00000 ;
e l s e i f ( t <=0.03330) head = 0 .07000 ;
e l s e i f ( t <=0.10000) head = 0 .13000 ;
. . . // rem : f i l e t runcated here
e l s e i f ( t <=4.91670) head = 0 .07100 ;
e l s e i f ( t <=5.08330) head = 0 .03300 ;
e l s e head = −1.00000;
f o r ( s i ze_t i = 0 ; i < out . s i z e 1 ( ) ; i++) {

double depth = −coord ( i , 2 ) ;
double nodeHead = head + depth − 0 . 8 ;
out . s e t ( i , 0 , s td : : max ( 0 . , nodeHead ) ) ;

}
}

// i f p o s i t i v e head in BC, D i r i ch e t ; o the rw i se Neumann no−f l u x
void d i tchSwitch ( dataCacheMap ∗m, fu l lMat r ix<double> &out ,

fu l lMat r i x<double> &ditchHead ) {
s i ze_t nE = m−>nElement ( ) ;
s i z e_t nP = m−>nPointByElement ( ) ;
f o r ( s i ze_t iFace = 0 ; iFace < nE ; ++iFace ) {

s i ze_t iF i r s tP t = iFace ∗ nP ;
bool havePos i t i ve = f a l s e ;
f o r ( s i ze_t iPt = iF i r s tP t ; iPt < iF i r s tP t + nP ; iPt++)

havePos i t i ve |= ditchHead ( iPt , 0) > 0 ;
f o r ( s i ze_t iPt = iF i r s tP t ; iPt < iF i r s tP t + nP ; iPt++)

out . s e t ( iPt , 0 , havePos i t i ve ? −1 : 1 ) ; // p o s i t i v e = neumann
}

}

void farHead ( dataCacheMap ∗ , f u l lMat r ix<double> &out ,
fu l lMat r ix<double> &coord ) {

f o r ( s i ze_t i = 0 ; i < out . s i z e 1 ( ) ; i++) {
out . s e t ( i , 0 , − coord ( i , 2) − 1 . 9 ) ; // rem : same as BC ! !

}
}

void hydraul icHead ( dataCacheMap ∗ , f u l lMat r ix<double> &out ,
fu l lMat r i x<double> &h ,
fu l lMat r i x<double> &xyz ) {

f o r ( s i ze_t i = 0 ; i < out . s i z e 1 ( ) ; i++) {
double z = xyz ( i , 2 ) ;
out . s e t ( i , 0 , h ( i , 0 ) + z ) ;

}
}

}
' ' '
u . makeLib ( CFunctions , " dy l i b s /tmp_ADag3D. dy l ib " )
# −− end o f on−the−f l y compi la t ion −−

# User−de f ined func t i on s from compiled code
TIME = func t i on . getTime ( )
COORD = func t i on . getCoord inates ( )
ditchHead = funct ionC ( tmpLib , "ditchHead" , 1 , [COORD, TIME] )
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ditchSwitch = funct ionC ( tmpLib , " d i tchSwitch " , 1 , [ ditchHead ] )
farHead = funct ionC ( tmpLib , " farHead" , 1 , [COORD] )

# Mesh
# The mesh i s generated with GMSH, and pa r t i t i onned with METIS
# ( here in 4 p a r t i t i o n s to run on 4 p ro c e s s o r s ) . Tags are put
# in the geometry d e f i n i t i o n , d e f i n i n g 4 volumes ( f o r d i f f e r e n t
# s o i l p r op e r t i e s ) and 7 s u r f a c e s ( f o r the BC) .
mesh = 'meshes/ditch_4p .msh '

# Parameters
durat ion = 3600 ∗ 8 # s imu la t i on durat ion
maxDT = 5 # maximum time step

# => mostly the time step excepted i f
# export s are not a l i gned on i t

maxDT_start = 1 # max Dt at the s imu la t i on beg inning
T_end_start= 360 # 0−6min : maxDT_start , 6min−end : maxDT
printEach = 10 # pr in t g l oba l i n f o s each 10 i t e r a t i o n s
export s = " 360 : 0 . 1 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 3 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 5 , 1 , 5 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 2 0 , 4 0 , 6 0 , 1 20 , 2 40 "

# export s t a t e each 6min and at s p e c i f i c t imes

# So i l p r op e r t i e s (Van Genuchten parametr i za t i on )
# Mesured va lue s ( parameters used in Dages et a l . 2008)
so i l_1 = soilVG (13 . 6 , 1 . 296 , 1 .90 e−4, 0 . 37 , 0 .000051) #684 mm/h
so i l_24 = soilVG (2 . 4 , 1 . 572 , 1 .03 e−5, 0 . 33 , 0 .000550) #37 mm/h
so i l_3 = soilVG (5 . 2 , 2 . 279 , 6 .75 e−5, 0 . 31 , 0 .000570) #234 mm/h
# Homogeneous ( another p o s s i b l e s e t o f parameters )
# so i l_1 = soilVG (13 . 6 , 1 . 296 , 5 .33 e−5, 0 . 37 , 0 .000051) #192 mm/h
# so i l_24 = so i l_1
# so i l_3 = so i l_1
# Heterogeneous ( another p o s s i b l e s e t o f parameters )
# so i l_1 = soilVG (13 . 6 , 1 . 296 , 9 .17 e−5, 0 . 37 , 0 .000051) #330 mm/h
# so i l_24 = soilVG (2 . 4 , 1 . 572 , 4 .17 e−5, 0 . 33 , 0 .000550) #150 mm/h
# so i l_3 = soilVG (5 . 2 , 2 . 279 , 1 .25 e−4, 0 . 31 , 0 .000570) #450 mm/h

# Apply s o i l p r op e r t i e s and map them to volume tags o f the mesh
sm = SoilMap ( )
sm . add ( "v1" , so i l_1 )
sm . add ( "v2" , so i l_24 )
sm . add ( "v3" , so i l_3 )
sm . add ( "v4" , so i l_24 )

# Creat ion o f the model object , with d i f f e r e n t opt ions
# − PETSc : l i b r a r y o f l i n e a r system s o l v e r s . Here a AMG method i s
# commented . The chosen method i s a block Jacobi used as
# pr e cond i t i on e r f o l l owed by an incomplete LU f a c t o r i z a t i o n .
# − i n t e r p o l a t o r : method to approximate the K and C func t i on s . Here
# such a method i s not used .
# − h_th_link : the method to p r o j e c t the i nv e r s e o f f_theta on p s i :
# i n t e r p o l a t i o n or L2 p r o j e c t i o n
#PETSc = '−pc_type hypre −pc_hypre_type boomeramg −ksp_type preonly '
PETSc = '−pc_type b jacob i  −sub_pc_type i l u '
Roptions = RichardsOptions ( i n t e r p o l a t o r=None , petscOpt ions=PETSc)
R = RichardsPredCorr (mesh , sm , opt ions=Roptions , h_th_link=' i n t e rp ' )
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# Boundary cond i t i on s
# − a mixed Neumann/ D i r i c h l e t BC in the a c t i v e part o f the d i t ch
# − a D i r i c h l e t BC on the f a r s i d e s o f the domain
# − a no−f l u x Neumann BC on each remaining f a c e s
C0 = funct ionConstant ( 0 . )
R. bndMixed ( ditchSwitch , ditchHead , C0 , [ ' ditchWet ' ] )
R. bndDi r i ch l e t ( farHead , [ ' f a rV e r t i c a l ' ] )
R. bndNeumann(C0 , [ ' top ' , ' bottom ' , ' p a r a l l e l ' ,

' p e rpend i cu l a r ' , ' ditchDry ' ] )

# Non−l i n e a r s o l v e r (Newton ) s e t t i n g s
R. c on s t ru c tSo l v e r s ( ) # f i n i l i z e i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
R. IE . getNewton ( ) . setVerb (0 ) # no ve rbo s i t y f o r N−L i t e r a t i o n s
R. IE . getNewton ( ) . setMaxIt (1 ) # 1 N−L i t e r a t i o n
R. IE . getNewton ( ) . s e tAto l (1 e−9) # abso lu t e t o l e r an c e

# I n i t i a l c ond i t i on
# Here de f ined as a system at equ i l ib r ium , with a water t ab l e
# s i t ua t ed at 1 .9m under the s o i l s u r f a c e . A C++ func t i on i s
# not u s e f u l here as the program run i t once and f o r a l l .
def i n i ( val , xyz ) :

for i in range (0 , xyz . s i z e 1 ( ) ) :
z = xyz . get ( i , 2)
va l . set ( i , 0 , −z − 1 . 9 ) # 2002=1.9 ; 2004=2.0 (Dages 2008)

INI = functionPython (1 , i n i , [R.XYZ] )
R. se th ( INI , h_th_link=' i n t e rp ' )

# Time−s t epper
# Determine the optimal time step based on the maximum al lowed and
# the reques ted export s
h = s l im I t e r a t eHe l p e r ( )
h . s e t I n i t i a lD a t e (0 )
h . se tF ina lDate ( durat ion )
h . setExport ( export s )
h . setMaxDt (maxDT_start )
h . setNbMaxIter (1000000)
h . pr intExport (2 )

# Exporter ( outputs )
# Spe c i a l f unc t i on and va r i ab l e f i e l d s used f o r export
hydraul icHead = funct ionC ( tmpLib , " hydraul icHead " , 1 , [R.HF, R.XYZ] )
CGstruct = dgCGStructure (R. gc ) # cont inuous Galerk in s t r u c t
H_smoothed = dgDofContainer (R. gc , 1) # CG pre s su r e head f i e l d
W_smoothed = dgDofContainer (R. gc , 1) # CG water content f i e l d
phi_smoothed = dgDofContainer (R. gc , 1) # CG hydrau l i c head f i e l d
# Output f i l e path
outputDir = ' output '
outputname = outputDir + "/Ditch_3D_4p"
try : os . mkdir ( outputDir ) ;
except : 0 ;
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h . setFileName ( outputname )
# Functions and f i e l d s to export
h . addExport (R.H, "h" ) # DG pre s su r e head
h . addExport (R.W, " th" ) # DG water content
h . addExport (R.H, hydraulicHead , " phi " ) # DG hydrau l i c head
h . addExport (H_smoothed , "h_CG" ) # CG pre s su r e head
h . addExport (W_smoothed , "th_CG" ) # CG water content
h . addExport ( phi_smoothed , "phi_CG" ) # CG hydrau l i c head
h . exportBin (True ) # export a l s o in binary

# ( de f au l t format : msh)

# I n i t i a l i z a t i o n o f the temporal loop
i =0; t=0; dt=1; norm=0; normH=0;
u . i n i tC l o ck ( )
u . p r i n t I n f o s ( i , dt , t , ' | Mass | \ t%.16g ' % (R. getGlobalMass ( ) ) )

# Temporal loop
while not h . isTheEnd ( ) :

# When export i s needed , pre−compute CG p r o j e c t i o n s
i f h . w i l lExpor t ( ) :

CGstruct .mean(R.H, H_smoothed)
CGstruct .mean(R.W, W_smoothed)
phi_smoothed . i n t e r p o l a t e ( hydraulicHead , R.H)
CGstruct .mean( phi_smoothed , phi_smoothed )

# I t e r a t e number , time step and time
# Do a l s o export f i l e s i f r eques ted
i = i + 1
dt = h . getNextTimeStepAndExport ( )
t = h . getCurrentTime ( )

# After a while , i n c r e a s e the time step
i f ( t > T_end_start ) :

h . setMaxDt (maxDT)

# I t e r a t e Richards equat ion model
nbSub = R. i t e r a t e ( dt , t )

# Print in fo rmat i ons about the s imu la t i on s t a tu s
i f ( i % printEach == 0) :

gmass = R. getGlobalMass ( )
u . p r i n t I n f o s ( i , dt , t , ' | Mass | \ t%.16g ' % ( gmass ) )

u . printOnce ( ' Last  i t e r a t i o n  : ' )
u . p r i n t I n f o s ( i , dt , t , ' | Mass | \ t%.16g ' % (R. getGlobalMass ( ) ) )

A.9 Towards an integrated model of land-sea continuum

The original goal of this thesis was to be able to follow the water �ows from
the raindrop on the soil to the ocean. In our opinion, the Chapter 5 describes
a model for subsurface water able to handle such a scale. However, to be
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operational for environmental �ows, a certain number of improvements have to
be done. The current state of the SLIM framework is depicted in Chapter 6,
Fig. 6.3.

Improving the subsurface water �ow model

One needs to develop an algorithm to spread the excess mass of the current
model. The removal of these artifacts will allow the use of larger time steps
without leading to mass accumulation. A special attention should be paid to
keep those additional �uxes along with the solution (or adding them to the
solution �uxes), in order to keep local conservation of �uxes (e.g. to be used
in a tracer model).

One should test the model for di�erent types of boundary conditions, especially
for long term evaporation where the dynamics is very slow and large time steps
can be used. Stability issues can possibly appear at those scales of time, even
if none have been observed yet.

One should add an adaptive time stepping strategy to the model. The simplest
solution is to increase/decrease the time step based on heuristics like the linear
solver convergence or an error indicator as in Eq. (5.36). However, we suggest
to make some experiments on our predictor with the second-order time stepping
presented in [45], where a unique non-linear iteration is used, like in our model.

A time truncation error estimation is derived from 1st and 2nd order time
integration schemes, and the time step is then adapted to keep this estimate
under a prescribed value.

One should investigate more e�cient methods to solve elliptic equations in
parallel. This is a recurrent research topic and new methods are likely to
emerge in near future.

One should migrate the existing code towards the production version of SLIM.
Indeed, the code has been forked in 2015 and not merged with the master
branch since then.

The variable transform of Section 2.5.2 could also be optimized per soil type.
The discontinuities of the transformed pressure head ψ∗ could then be treated
with the modi�cation to the DG method developed to handle physical discon-
tinuities of θ (see Eq. (3.33) and Section 3.3.5).

Modeling environmental subsurface �ow

One needs to develop an Eulerian tracer model for the RE. Due to the local
conservation of the �uxes, it should be straightforward. It is expected that a
Lagrangian tracer model will hit some issues with the non-continuity of the
�uxes, which are constant by element. However, some post-processes methods
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exist to handle such issues and produce continuous �uxes. Another possibility is
to modify the model with a separate spatial discretization of the �uxes to make
them continuous, like in the LDG method for RE [5]. The proposed predictor-
corrector method applied to another DG spatial integration scheme should not
see additional complication, as it mostly concerns the time integration scheme.
One also needs to develop a tracer model for the NI SWE. Our CVFE method is
based on explicit �uxes between nodes which should facilitate this integration.

A macroscale pores model should be included to handle large scale dynamics.
Indeed, it has been observed that even in our medium-scale �nal 3D test case
(the ditch), their impact is signi�cant on the results (split of dynamics between
the water table recharge and the porous in�ltration front). Dual porosity is
the usual way to model macroscale pores, simply using two identical models of
RE with di�erent parametrizations, coupled together with exchange coe�cients
when imbalance occurs in the pressure head. Such a development should be
feasible inside the present implementation.

One needs to implement a variable boundary condition (BC) including both
in�ltration (e.g. rain) and evapotranspiration (i.e. evaporation in air and
plants transpiration). Our recommendation is to use a weak Dirichlet BC with
a prescribed pressure head, which in practice is applied as a �ux proportional
to the pressure di�erence. For in�ltrations, this �ux is limited by the available
surface water. Prescribing a �ux for evaporation is quite dangerous as it is
quickly limited by the soil and the model can crash if too much is required. It
is also possible to model the transpiration as a sink term in the �rst meters of
soil (up to the roots extent).

Improving the surface-subsurface coupling

One needs to test the coupling developed in Chapter 4 with our predictor-
corrector RE model (Chapter 5). No additional issues are expected except
that as our subsurface time step can become larger, the surface model keeps
its limitations. A �rst solution should be to slightly degrade the surface model
by limiting its di�usivity coe�cient, allowing larger time steps. A second one
should be to use a simpler model for the surface runo�, like the kinematic
wave approximation, but then some additional work is required for the surface
water reservoirs (e.g. lakes or swamps). If the times steps are too di�erent,
a third solution can be to split the time step, allowing several time steps for
the surface water model when the subsurface model makes one step forward.
In this last case, additional treatments are needed between the two models to
preserve mass balance.

One should slightly modify the surface model to add extra processes via pa-
rameters such as the local surface storage to account for micro-topography or
the interception storage for rain interception by vegetation or urban structures
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[18]. Indeed, such processes can strongly delay actual surface �uxes during a
rain event and therefore increase the �nal in�ltrated water volume.

Coupling the subsurface/runo� model with a 1D river �ow model

We consider that the rivers are placed along the edges of the 2D surface
model(s). One needs to couple the river model with the runo� model. It
should be quite easy by imposing the river water height as a weak Dirichlet BC
for the runo� model and a source term for the river model. The river model
then has to be coupled with the subsurface model. It should be done in a simi-
lar fashion as the subsurface/runo� coupling, by specifying the water height as
a hydraulic head for the subsurface model. However, the di�erence is that this
coupling should be applied on subsurface element edges only. The rivers tracks
delineation should ideally be computed from a digital elevation model (DEM).
Due to the very di�erent water velocities, the temporal discretization for the
SWE should be �ner than the one used for subsurface �ows. One should use
nested time stepping or another appropriate sub-time-stepping method.

Coupling the subsurface/runo� model with a 2D free-surface model
for water bodies and large rivers

One needs to couple the 2D SWE for barotropic free-surface �ow with the sub-
surface model. This coupling should be identical to the one used for subsurface
and runo� models. The 2D SWE also has to be coupled with the runo� model.
If their interface is well de�ned at element boundaries, this coupling should be
quite easy and de�ned as a �ux determined by a weak Dirichet BC on one of
the models and applied as a Neumann BC on the other model. The bound-
ary between those two surface �ow models can be �xed at the mesh level and
the dry elements of the 2D SWE model handled through wetting and drying
techniques.

One should determine the best method to iterate between the fast physics of
SWE and the slow ones of the RE.

Coupling a subsurface/runo� model with a 3D baroclinic model for
strati�ed �ows

Although such a coupling is interesting in the conceptual point of view, it is not
the most useful �rsthand. Indeed, the expected exchanges are quantitatively
low in front of the 3D ocean dynamics. In most cases a 2D SWE should be
su�cient, even for salt water intrusion studies.

One needs to couple this 3D model with the subsurface model. This coupling
should be straightforward by imposing a weak Dirichlet BC in the subsurface
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model, identifying the pressure head with the water column height. Conse-
quently, a Neumann BC is imposed to the 3D free-water model with the re-
sulting �ux.

One needs to couple this 3D model with the runo� model. The same method
than for the 2D SWE/runo� should be used, but at the edge level. A simi-
lar issue with the delineation between both models arises, excepted that the
di�erence in dimensionality potentially adds complexities.

One should consider the interface between the two components, as a special
layer is expected (alluvions, silt, etc.). For instance, something similar to the
FOEC method can be investigated. The issue with subsurface discretization
found in Section 4.4.3 should be absent as large jumps are not expected at this
interface. Eventually, the �uxes at this interface can be challenging to measure
and parametrize.

If salt water is considered (seas, estuaries, etc.), one needs to modify the RE
with a variable water density to enable density-driven �ows. The consequences
of such a modi�cation on mass conservation or stability have not been investi-
gated. A tracer model for salinity is obviously mandatory and has to be tightly
coupled with this modi�ed RE.

Coupling the tracers

The corresponding tracers models should also be coupled accordingly for each
sub-model and coupling. The coupling between 1D and 2D SWE is already
implemented in the SLIM framework.

Macro-model e�ciency

A great challenge is to obtain coupled models e�cients on HPC. To scale well,
the load of each model should be equally spread on the di�erent workers. A
classical way is partitioning the computational domains into the number of
workers. As the time step will probably be di�erent for each model, choices
have to be made like concurrent runs of multiple models (but with a weaker
coupling), or sequential runs of all models (with probably more bottlenecks),
or full coupling within one non-linear system (likely leading to convergence
issues), etc. Some areas may need more computational time (e.g. rain over a
small part of the domain) and would therefore unbalance the load if the spatial
domain partitioning is kept as such. The optimal time step between such areas
and the others will also be di�erent (a single small event can impose a small
time step for the whole simulation). A �rst recommendation is to partition
spatially-close models together (e.g. river, runo� and soil). The coupling of
those models can then mostly use information directly accessible by the worker,
and the workload should be of the same order of magnitude for each model.
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The number of partitions can be larger than the number of workers to allow a
dynamical load balancing. As it is very di�cult to achieve perfect scaling for
all models, most time-consuming ones should be handled in priority.
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